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ABSTRACT 
The present research analyses EFL Brazilian students' production 
in terms of morphophonemic rules of English as foreign language. 
Forty students at intermediate and advanced levels in the 
extracurricular courses at UFSC took part in the' experiment. 
They were divided into two groups according to their proficiency 
in the FL. The experiment consisted in a reformulation of 
Berko-Güeason's test of morphology (1958) to determine whether 
the subjects have stored productive morphological rules of their 
L2 and whether they are influenced by Portuguese morphophonemic 
rules.The latter was confirmed by the data, fact that has 
interesting implications for foreign language teaching.
vi 
RESUMO 
O objetivo do presente trabalho é analisar a produção oral de 
alunos brasileiros em termos das regras morfofonémicas do 
Inglés como lingua estrangeira. Quarenta alunos de niveis 
intermediário e avançado matriculados nos cursos extra 
curriculares da Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina 
participaram do estudo. Os alunos participantes foram divididos 
em dois grupos segundo o seu nivel de competência linguistica. 
Uma reformulação do teste Berko- Gleason (1958) de morfologia 
foi aplicado. O interesse principal foi descrever os problemas 
com os quais os alunos se defrontam no momento de 
utilizaren\ regras morfofonêmicas para a produção de plurais, 
terceira pessoa do singular do presente simples e o passado 
simples. A hipótese principal foi a da existência de 
interferências do sistema do Português. Os dados obtidos 
corroboraram essa hipotese evidenciando os problemas que a 
partir dai Surgem. Os resultados tornam-se interessantes também 
como referencia para o ensino de Inglês como lingua estrangeira.
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Chapter 1 
1.INTRODUCTION 
The present research analyses EPL Brazilian students' production 
in terms of morphophonemic rules of English as foreign language. 
departing from the assumption that each stem is not represented 
in the mind with all the possible inflections that it may assume 
in a context. Berko-Gleason`s test of morphology C1958) and an 
adapted Portuguese version of such test applied by Scliar cabral 
(1975) made this point clear. Moreover. subjects are able to use 
grammar rules with pseudo-words. that is to say, invented words 
that correlate to phonological and morphemic rules but happen 
not to be in the language on focus. This suggests that 
individuals have rules of extension that enable them to deal 
with new items. a fact that shows the creative aspect of 
language. 
In order to test the above mentioned assumption on EPL 
students an adaptation of Berko-Gleason*s test of English 
:nor phol ogy was cr ess -sec: ti on-al l _\.f appl i ed to fo1*t.).f Br azi l i an EFL. 
Brazilian students testing their productive knowledge. The main 
objective in doing this was to describe the problems students 
are confronted with when producing specific types of data. 
The main hypothesis tested refers to the influence that 
Portuguese morphophonemic rules responsible for the production 
of allophones and allomorphs may exercise' when Brazilian 
learners produce similar counterparts in the FL.
1J.
This work is «divided in the followdng parts: Chapter E 
contains a review of related literature. where only the most 
relevant points to the work are developed. A comparison of L1 
and L2 phonological systemsis made. The main differences in 
terms of sounds and distribution that may give rise to 
interferences are also highlighted. 
In Chapter 3 the experiment. and procedure are described 
The allomorphs involved ih the experiment were: plural noun 
formation. third person singular and past tense. The general 
rules for the production of such allomorphs. secondary 
hypotheses and reanalyses of the English system also appear in 
this part of the work. The Chapter concludes with a list of the 
pseudo~words used. in the context where they appeared. that is. 
the sample~phrases that allowed the production of the allomorphs 
on part of the Ss. 
Chapter 4 includes the analysis of the data reorganized in 
tables according to each pseudo-word. Special attention is 
devoted to homorganic sounds produced by the Es. that result 
from the interference of Li. The discussion follows each item 
presented in the tables. 
The last Chapter presents concluding remarks and 
problematic areas. as well as the productivity of each of the 
secondary hypotheses Creanalysesl.
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Chapter 2 
E MORPHOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION 
2.1 General Çonsiderations 
The purpose of this work is to analyse the productive 
English morphemes as used by EPL Brazilian students. In order 
to do so, the morphological rules involved in the process of the 
experiment will be delimited, as well as the general rules 
governing the morphophonemic system in both languages. English 
and Portuguese. Rules will be restricted to what is the main 
concern of the experiment itself. That is. the production of 
simple past. plural and third person singular morphemes. 
Traditional morphology involves the study of the internal 
structure of words and their relationship to other words within 
a paradigm. Saussure states: 
relationships "in absentia" are obtained 
when only one element is chosen Cparadigmatic 
relationships) C apud Matthews 1974 p.155). 
The main domain of morphology refers to such relationships in 
absence within the paradigms form. Hockett (1970) establishes 
what a paradigm is: 
The whole set of words built in inflectional 
affixes on a stem, together with the bare stem 
if it occurs as a whole word, constitutes the
_ paradigm of a stem. Cp.2103 
In contrast. where meaningful units are considered in 
their relationships within a specific construction. there are
3
sintagmatic relations. Saussure Capud Matthews. 1974) called them 
relations " in praesentia". 
Matthews states that the word must be represented as a 
sequence of morphemes. where the order is potentially 
contrastive. According to Halliday and Pike: 
The morpheme is the minimal indivisible 
or primitive unit, the word is merely 
one of a hierarchy of complex or non- 
minimal units including the phrase, 
the clause, the sentences etc.Capud Matthews p 12) 
These minimal units of grammar where form and meaning are, 
in some way, in union represent the ultimate bases for the 
description of the primary articulation of grammar. 
An important property of language is its three 
articulations. The primary articulation , just mentioned, 
describes how meaningful units or similar elements relate to 
each other in grammar patterns. Secondary articulation involves 
the level of phonemes or sound patterns. The third one deals 
with features either semantic or phonetic. 
The main concern in this work refers to the primary 
articulation. as morphemes will be described in terms of their 
relationship to similar elements at thee grammatical level 
Morphemes are abstract grammatical units, and according to' 
Matthews (1974): Their necessary properties are simply those 
of combining in grammatical construction. Cp.113 
Words belonging to the primary articulation are 
distinguished and identified by the combination of smaller
4
units, in our case, morphemes. These combinations allow 
generalizations, that permit the formulation of rules. 
Morphemes are identified in terms of combinations of 
phonemes and different grammatical aspects. like plurality in 
the noun system. For example, these combinations may be 
described as follows: 
Contrast of vowels Man/Men 
Complex of contrasts That/those 
Presence or absence of certain 
morphemes Boy/s Ox/en 
Note, however, that in the example above the morpheme of 
plurality remains constant. Both in English and Portuguese the 
general rule of plurality of the noun system implies the 
presence of final /-s/, that is, the automatic productivity by 
which in any plural formation any X becomes Xs barring some 
reason to the contrary. This kind of combination allows the 
identification of morphemes and the contrastive analysis of the 
elements involved in different processes. 
According to Bloomfield and his successors the concern is 
basically a distributional problem . For example: why certain 
morphemes appear in environments where others cannot, and 
vice-versa. 
2.2 Inflexional Morphology 
At this point, and before the experiment itself is 
presented. it is necessary to describe the processes involved in
S
inflexional morphology. 
An important process, and 'with which this work is 
mainly concerned, is affixation. It is the main type in 
English morphology, involving most lexical formations like 
happy/ness, dis/order and all inflexional formatives sait/ed. 
boy/s. 
This process is defined by two characteristics: 
Operand + New Formative = Derivand 
affixed 
sait ed = sailed 
In this work, I will observe and describe how these 
particles are added to the different stems. In order to do so, 
some concepts which are basic for the description of the data 
will be considered. 
The stem is a dynamic form capable of inflexional, 
derivational. or compositional analysis; while the affixes are 
morphemes of bound quality as they must necessarily be joined to 
another element.In Portuguese. the majority of stems are also 
bound forms. 
Addition or affixation may take three different forms 
according to the position in which such new formatives appear.' 
They are: 
Prefixes - the new formative is placed prior to the stem 
Infixes - the new formative appears within the stem. 
Suffixes - it appears after the stem. in final position.
6
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According to Matthews, some authors would also include in 
this classification suprafixes and simulfixes. The former refer 
to morphological elements represented by suprasegmental 
features; while the .latter refer to modifying features like 
nasalization or palatization. (Scliar Cabral 1985 p.73 3. 
Actually. in English the commonest process is that of 
suffixation ,as it involves most lexical formations and all 
inflexional formations. According to Matthews (1974) 
The English tendency to suffixation continu- 
es a characteristic of Indo~European 
which has substantially resisted change 
through the millenia. Cp.124) 
The term affix is a grammatical one, while infix, prefix, 
and suffix also refer to the position of these bound forms, 
besides their grammatical function.On the other hand, inflexion is 
that part of morphology which involves inflexional affixes; the 
remainder of morphology is derivational. Matthews (1974) 
defines inflexion as follows: 
Inflexion of a word, category or whatever 
will refer to the entire process or any part 
of the process by which a word-form is derived. 
The inflexional formatives refer to elements 
at any stage throughout the derivation. Cp.4) 
The analysis of such elements is relevant as the additional 
formatives ›Caffi×es) are~ a constant whatever operand is in 
question. However, any suffix may be modified in accordance 
with other rules. For example: the suffix of regular forms of 
Past Tense and Past Participle varies among /-t/-d/ and /-Id/
7 
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but the basic form is the same throughout. This variation 
implies the rules of allomorphy. that is to say, in certain 
environments the formative acquires a different characteristic. 
This variation is based on phonological rules. Such rules will 
be specified later . 
It is necessary to integrate the concept of alternation to 
the morphemic theory herein exposed. Alternants hold between 
the allomorphs of a morpheme and they usually have much of' their 
phonological make-up in common. A common formulation is that of 
/-t/-d/-1d/ which are allomorphs of the appropriate abstract 
unit: Past Tense/Past Participle of regular Verbs. 
Thus, it is helpful to talk about alterations not only 
between allomorphs as wholes but also between parts of these 
allomorphs which actually differ. Alternants take place in 
different conditions. These are the bases for classification: 
(Matthews 1974) 
Gr ammati cal l y condi ti oned MY - MI NE 
Phonol ogi cal l y condi ti oned C /-t/-d/- ld/3 
Mor phol ogi cal l y condi ti oned Venus/vener eal 
Grammatically condi tioned al ternants: This al ternation 
is determined by grammatical features. The appearance of a 
form excludes the other. For example: in English a verb form 
al ways requires a pronoun. In addition,the use of a possessive 
pronoun or adjective depends on grammatical features of the
8
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environment in which they occur. In Portuguese. the verb stem 
and time/mode and number/person suffixes are bound; one cannot 
appear without the other. 
Phonologically conditioned alternants: They may 
be determined by the phonemes immediately after and/or before 
the unit analyzed, as well as those appearing close to it, or 
according to the position of the unit; and even 
suprasegmental features like stress. duration and tone. 
An example of phonologically conditioned alternation may 
be Plural, third person singular and possessive formation that 
follow this rule CFeatures were taken from Chomsky 1968 
pp.17õ-7 3: 
+ strtd 
If the preceeding Jmorph ends in a + C on OP 
the plural allomorph will take the form /-xz/ 
badgeíbmgl/ badges £be$Iz3 
buzz fbàzl/ buzzesibôzxzl
C 
+ voice While a 
t ld will receive the /-z/ form. " S Pl. 
bird Ibcrdl/ birds [bacdz] 
pail [per13/ pails Epexlzl
c 
- voice 
If it ends in a 
[ 
_ the allomorph is /-s/. 
_ 
- Strtd 
czúƒƒ rk1zf1/ czàƒƒs xklzfsl 
Jaçh :gera Ja¢à°s cqzksa
9
death [dee] deaths [deal 
Morphologically conditioned alternants: They occur 
whenever there is no grammatical or phonological conditioning. 
This process is quite common. However. there is no possibility 
of predicting the variation. unless an underlying form is 
proposed, from which, applying derivational rules, it is 
possible to cover all forms. For example: venus/venereal, where 
the process can be explained diacronically. 
Morphemic restriction occurs because of phonological 
factors that condition the alternants. Camara Jr. Capud Koch 
1988, p.133 calls this kind of alternation morphophonemic 
because although it operates within the phonemes it affects the 
morphological level.
A 
The solution seems to be the setting up of the basic form 
to see the modification which it undergoes. Generally' this 
process implies assimilation. that is to say, the process by 
which two elements are made more alike. Thus. one part of the 
utterance becomes more like some other nearby part in the 
phonetic shape. There are two kinds of assimilation. 
-Progressive assimilation: For example. the voicing 
is changed because of the adjacent preceeding sound. 
e.g. guessed Egastl 
Here, the /-d/ is devoiced to make it more like 
the voiceless preceeding /-s/.
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-Regressive assimilation: For example, in 
Portuguese, the plural mor¡:heme I-S 
1 
shows the
C 
/-s/ 1 
following allomorphs , Í, before - vome 
J 
or /_/
c 
/z/ 
silence; before + vaza and /z/ before a 
/5/ 
vowel. In addition,there is also a syllabic 
reanalysis e.g.rosas abertas /'Ro-2a-za'-ber~tas”/ 
Câmara Jr.C1986) explains that: 
the final consonant of a word is linked to the 
vowel in the following, in a way that the 
former loses its post-vocalic position in the 
final syllable of the first word so as to 
become pre-vocalic in the initial syllable of 
the late. Cp.35, my translation). 
Progressive assimilation is a process observed in English 
while,as a rule. regressive assimilation appears in Portuguese. 
This difference may be regarded as giving rise to certain types 
of interference. 
The process just mentioned is part of what is called iãandhi 
(from Sanskrit: joiningâ. It refers to the process that ends in 
an alteration where there is phonetic compulsion to. This is 
basically a dynamic process because the form: emerges by the 
interaction and influence of one basic form on another 
CMatthews 1974 p.1033 
11 
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Lewis Capud Matthews 19743 states this phenomenon is due 
to the natural human tendency towards economy of. muscular 
effort. Although more recent psycholinguistic approaches 
suggestthat the dynamics of speech gestures produces a continua 
resulting in the phenomenon of Sandhi. The process of Sandhi may 
be classifiedas internal or external. 
Internal Sandhi: the process operates within word 
boundaries.e.g. in + animadoCThe prefix /T/ is
c 
dismembered and a 
[ 
+ nas immigrates to the 
next syllable as it is close to a vowel, thus 
resulting in a syllabic reorganization. 
T + animadu --&- inani'madu /i-na-ni-ma-du/ 
External Sandhi: the process is external to the 
word. that is. it occurs across word boundaries. 
In the example in Portuguese already presented 
/'Ro-za-za-'beR-tas”/ and according to Camara Jr. 
C1985) 
the process of external Sandhi happens 
through the adaptation in the final part of the 
word to the initial of the following within the 
same group of force.C p.43 ,my translation). 
So. in order to summarize. I will quote Hockett (1970): 
Morphemes in a single word vary in their 
phonemic representation depending on other 
morphemes in the same word and the shape of the 
whole words vary depending on their position 
relative to each other and on the shapes of 
adjacent words. Cp.277D
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Other major morphological processes may be labelled in 
terms of total or partial modification of the operand 
itself. Total modification or suppletion occurs ,for example, in 
the past tense of go/went, because two different roots are 
involved in the process. Partial modification occurs in the 
plural form of man/men as it involves a change in the vowel 
This process called Unmlaut may also be illustrated in terms of 
verbs like get/got, or sink/sank. Despite the fact that there is 
a modification within the operand that would to some extent 
derive to irregularities, it is necessary to determine a 
generalization whenever such modification is coherent to the 
phonological system. For that purpose, the following chart of 
vowels and diphthongs will suit. 
VOWELS Front Back 
Close . i u 
núd e o 
open a â 
DIPHTHONGS Front Back 
close i: uz 
mid ei ou 
open ai au (Matthews 19?43 
Thus, considering the previous charts ,we will be able to 
establish possible generalizations. For example. the 
modification of the vowel in got happens because the front 
vowel in get turns into its back equivalent. that is an
13
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Other major morphological processes may be labelled in 
terms of total or partial modification of the operand 
itself. Total modification or suppletion occurs ,for example, in 
the past tense of go/went, because two different roots are 
involved in the process. Partial modification occurs in the 
plural form of man/men as it involves a change in the vowel 
This process called Unmlaut may also be illustrated in terms of 
verbs like get/got, or sink/sank. Despite the fact that there is 
a modification within the operand that would to some extent 
derive to irregularities, it is necessary to determine a 
generalization whenever such modification is coherent to the 
phonological system. For that purpose, the following chart of 
vowels and diphthongs will suit. 
VOWELS Front Back 
Close . i u 
mid e 3 
open Q A 
DIPHTHONGS Front Back 
close i: u: 
mid ei ou 
open ai au (Matthews 19743 
Thus, considering the previous charts ,we will be able to 
establish possible generalizations. For example, the 
modification of the vowel in got happens because the front 
vowel in get turns into its back equivalent, that is an 
'
1 3
_ U.: `,__,. _,,. .L,....z--w.--.....,... .z "' .Vw '¬. Mw 
/-:J-/. Another possi bili ty is to use Chomsky and Halle' s 
phonetic features (1965) for the de-scri pti on, which will be 
pr efered for the sake of cl ari ty. According to their 
classification: V V 
[-back] ---> [ + back] 
In the case of sink/sank the close /-i -/ turns to an open /-as-/' 
V V C 
OP + high - high + high 
- Low ---Õ + Lov C --- + back 
- back - back + nos 
In the same way the diphthongs in found. broke are the» back 
equi valents of those in find and break. These modifications seem 
to follow a single operation: 
V ._, 
FRONT ---> BACK or 
Í- back] _-> [+ back] 
then.. genoralizing in onc: direction. 
However. in some cases it is also possible to describe two 
different operations altogether, like shortening and lowering 
(shoot/shot) covering the process from a back close /u:/ 
to a mid /:D/. 
+ tensa - tensa 
V v 
According to Chomsky and Halle 
{ 
+ high 1--> 
{ 
_ high
} 
- Lou + low 
Up to this point, the major processes involved in the 
morphological_ analysis necessary to this work have been covered. 
Nevertheless, it is also important to remind the reader of a 
piece of advice given by Matthews Cibid)
14
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The crucial lesson is that the same facts may 
be handled in an entirely contrary way by 
different analysts. Hence. the same process 
stands in danger of falling under two quite 
contrary typoiogical headings. Cp. 134) 
For this reason, it is possible that some elements may fall under 
different headings, moreover, some features of an element may 
overlap, include or coincide with those identifying another 
element. 
2.3 Description and comparison consonant and vowel 
systems CEnglish-Portuguese) 
The following description is partial: the purpose is 
to highlight the pertinent characteristics to the development of 
the experiment. The concern is to provide a general theoretical 
background that will form the base for the description of the 
results obtained and the possible underlying processes in the 
production of the language as well as to explore the reasons for 
the kind of linguistic data obtained. 
2.3.1 Classification of sounds 
An important basic contrast found among sounds is the one
H 
which signals the difference between E+ vomel and I-vmtel. In " 1 
terms of articulatory phonetics.
15
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A sound is voiced if our vocal cords 
vibrate as we pronounce it, a sound is voiceless 
if it is pronounced without such Vibration. 
CClifford et al 1985 p.90) 
The [+ voice) Engli.sh consonants are: 
b/d/g/v/õ/z/3/gym/n/Q/1/r/. 
According to Chomsky and Halle (1965) the last five phonemes are 
'£+sonorantl. consequently, the [+ voice] feature is redundant. 
On the other hand. the E- voice) English consonants are: 
p/t/k/f/e/s/j/¶7h/. Therefore, it is possible to establish 
several sinúlar pairs. They are: _ 
b/p d/t g/¶ g/k 
v/f Õ/9 z/s 3/f 
All vowel sounds are voiced. 
Because of the differences found between the English 
phonological system and the German system,Clifford et al (1985) 
state that: 
It is extremely easy to make the error of 
pronouncing one in place of another. If he sees 
the word bed, he may think he pronounces it as 
CbedD but to a native speaker it will probably 
seem that he says (bet). Cp. 4) 
The reason is that in German the [Í voice] dif`ference 
neutralizes in favor of £- voice] when the final consonant is 
E- continuant]
16
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In the same way, in Portuguese the sound /-z/ in final 
position may be devoiced into /-s/ before silence or a word 
beginning with a voiceless consonant. This kind of problem 
derived from L1 phonological system interference, specially in 
relation to EFL Brazilian students' will be herewith developed 
through establishing a contrast at compromising areas. 
2.3.2 Phonological systems 
The phonological systems will be analysed contrastively 
so as to obtain: ' 
1- The phonemes in English that do not occur in 
Portuguese.
. 
2- English phonemes that also occur in 
Portuguese, but wdth a different distribution. 
3- Phonemes that occur in both languages but 
have different allophones. 
4- Differences in the phonetic conditioning and 
neutralization.That is to say, when a 
contrastive feature between two units is 
substituted by a sinúlar one, this new feature 
replaces the other two.
17
At this point, the contrastive system of consonants and 
vowels as described by Steimberg (1985) will be 
included .Steimberg's description is used since there was no 
contrastive analysis available using phonetic features such as 
those employed by Chomsky and Halle C19õ8D. 
2.3.3 English Consonants 
The following charts are based on manner,2one of articulation 
and voicing or lack of it. 
1 1 1 1 
¡bilab1lab/dent, alveol 1palat velar 1 glot. 1 
Â 
1
1 
* 
{ 
1
1 
1 
1 1 1 
Í Plosives -vo p t k 
1 
+vo 
1 
b . d g 
1 1 1 
1 1 1
1 
1 
“ 
1 
1 
1
1 
1
1 
\ 1
1 
* Fricative -vo Í 4 f 1 f 1 1 he 
` +vo 
1 
1 v 5 
1 3 1 
1 
1
1 
Í Affricated -vo i Q 
+vo ` g 1
1 
1 Sibilant -vo 1 s 1 
+vo 
1 
2 ' 
1
I 
1 
1 1 1 
1 1 
É Lateral +vo 1 l 
1
í 
1 1 
1
1 
1 Nasal +vo m n 1 Q 
1 1
1
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2.3.4 Portuguese Consonants 
Â bilab., labiodent. alveodent.r palat.Í velar 
I ¬
\
1 
‹ 
`
1 
* Occlusive -vol p t k 
+vo1 b ‹ 
1 
d 
¡
g 
i “ 
`\ 
1 
` 
¡
r 
1 
r
r 
x 
r g 
Fricative -vor f z f *H 
t 3 
r 
¡
, 
. Säbilant -vol s 
L +vof z 
` Lateral +vo§ 4 4 l ' Â 
{ Nasal +vo1 m n Q
1 
1 
1 
* 
¡ 
i'
r 
\ ¬
« 
‹ 
1 r 
r
\ 
5 
Flaps +vo r
\ 
4
\ 
I
1
\ 
Semivowels ` y ` w 
\ 
›
1 
Steinberg (Page 14-15) 
In this ohart the semivowels were added. On the other hand, 
there is no natural explanation for Steinbero choosing the 
glottal ih] consonant as the archiphoneme for two main reasons: 
1- it is not the most frequently used variant. 
2- it is not phonologically motivated. 
It would be better to maintain either the symbol used by Câmara 
Jr. or a question mark. considering the number of existing 
variants in Brazilian Portuguese. The possible variants are: 
[xl íäl Ir] [EJ [R3 Is] [RJ Ihl. 
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2.3.5 English vowels 
Front Back 
i: u: (boot) 
1- U Cputl 
ei e ou (boat) 
8 Cbut) 
a a 3 (bought) 
Cpot3 
Cbeat3 
Cbitl 
Cbait) 
Cbetl 
(bat) 
CClifford 1985 p.133 
2.3.6 Portuguese vowels 
Close 1 degree 
{ 
/ i u High 
2 degree e o 
} 
Medial 8 Í)
/ 
.a Low 
Scliar-Cabral. 1982,p.66 
CDescription based on Câmara Jr. 1964, p.õ3D 
Open 1 degree 
2 degree 
It is also necessary to state that the undergoing analysis 
is based on the scope proposed by' Steimberg CIQBSD with the 
corrections already mentioned..From the analysis of the tables 
in both languages it is possible to determine that : 
1- There are English consonants that do not 
appear in Portuguese e.g. 9/5/.
BO
/¢¶¶7h/Q appear as allophones in some 
sociolinguistic varieties and/or phonetic 
environments. 
- The English vowels that 
Portuguese are: I/a/U:/. 
do not appear in 
fa/ appears as an allophone when nazalized. 
2- Certain phonemes of the same type do have a 
different point of articulation e.g. /t/d/s/2/. 
Therefore, observing the articulatory proximdty. it is 
possible to hypothesize which phonemes that being different in 
as, which they might be. 
Sounds in the first column will probably be substituted by
e
õ 
*I
$ 
h ss* > fx
U 
c /S/1,/3 
c /z /ú/:› 
c /f /3 
C/5/D 
c 52/r /3 
C/n/D 
CSteimberg IQBB pp.18/93 
In relation to Steinberg°s table some comments must be made: 
a- It is not possible to assure that all these sounds will 
E1 
both systems will be substituted by homorganic ones, as well
. ‹..`~¢ 
actually' be substituted; and her assertion must be 
modalized as it is probable but not definite that 
substitution will occur . 
- English phonemes /¶/ and /gy occur in Portuguese as
v 
allophones before[+)úgh1 so, in the last context there 
- back 
are no difficulties for EPL Brazilian students.
c 
4- high 
- The mentioned nasal consonant [Q] %-bad< 
} 
is usually 
â-DOS 
substituted by [gl loosing its nasality. ' 
/g/ --à [gl but will be preceeded by a nasalized vowel 
followed by an anticipatory EQJ* 
3- Allophones of common phonemes 'may also 
provoke interferences. They are the English 
consonants /p/t/k/ whose pronunciation is 
different according to the context in which 
they occur. Consider for example /-t-/. 
In English /t/ has two allophones:/t/ and /th/ 
/th/ occurs at the beginning of a word not 
followed by a semivowel/y/r/w/. e.g. 
tameíthetml. 
or in a stressed intervowel syllable not 
followed by /y/r/w/l/. e.g attack Iâthek 3. 
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/t/ occurs when preceeded by /-s/ and 
in all other contexts e.g stay (ste: J. 
butter íbâtã J. 
Whereas, in Portuguese /t/ has the allophone /¶/ in front of 
fi/ like in tia íflzal . as a variation of /t/ depending on the 
sociolinguistic variety: CExamples were taken from Steinberg 
1985 p.203. 
4- A quite different problem is that related to 
the distribution of the phonemes that. 
appear in both systems,but is defective 
in Portuguese. 
Phonemes distribution is considered defective when they do not 
occur in certain positions within the words. For example 
/p/b/t/d/k/g/f/v/m/n/g/ do not appear in final position in 
Portuguese. Because of their not appearance in final position 
U1 'fl I- É |,J. |..J 'un the tendency of the Brazilian student be to add a 
vowel sound immediately after those phonemes. Cm/n/Q where added 
to Steinberg's description. Accordingly, a word like cap íkep J 
will be pronounced Ikeptl. 
The vowel systems have almost no point of coincidence. This 
is so, because there are different elements forming the pattern 
and also because of the different conditioning of the 
allophones. It is hypothesized that such differences will 
influence the processes underlying automatisms. For example:
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English vowels are lengthened when they are stressed before a 
final voiced consonant: buzz íbâzl, pad ípadl. In Portuguese? 
vowels in unstressed final position partially or entirely lose 
their voicing when the preceeding consonant is voiceless. Canta 
[*kãtE3. 
Thus, vowels in unstressed positions make it possible 
for the process of neutralization or replacement by a similar 
feature to happen. Conditions for this process vary from 
language to language. In some Brazilian Portuguese dialects 
v v 
- hàgh ' 
the difference between 
[ 
+ high 
1 
and 
[ 
in unstressed - lou 
final position are neutralized. The occurrence of one feature or 
another depends on external conditions.This needs 
exemplification: 
Neutralization happens when the distinction 
between two phonemes is lost in a particular 
environment. C Crystal .l988D 
Appart from the differences between both systems already 
mentioned. I will now present some general considerations. 
Some phonotactic combinations. or groups or sequences cf 
phonemes in initial position which are absent in Portuguese are 
the following: Cbelow mentioned examples have been taken from 
Steimberg 1985. p.84) 
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fgr/ through /5w/ thwart /hw/ when 
/ƒr/ shrew /spl/ splash /spr/ spray
/ 
These examples may be generalized in a simple rule that 
constraints the possibility of a cluster beginning with a
c 
+ suid . On the other hand, [el and [h] are automatically 
+ COTOYI 
excluded because they do not belong to the Portuguese system. 
Certain groups of consonants in initial position, those 
considered strange to the Portuguese system. generally receive 
an additional vowel . e.g. 
/espyw instead of /spai / 
/espousef /spauz / 
/estrange/ /streIng/ 
Cp.52) 
On the other hand. the groups of consonants occurring in 
final position without addition of other morphemes. whether 
derivational or inflexional. that is. simple words. offer a good 
example of contexts where EPL Brazilian students are also 
inclined to add a vowel sound turning the consonant not 
admited in this position into a syllable, more alike to the 
Portuguese Canonical form CCV). Here are some of the possible 
contexts where this may happen : 
/nd/ mend /lp/ help /nt/ ant /ls/ false 
/lf/ self /ft/ soft /sp/ grasp /nk/ pink 
/kt/ act /lm/ film /dz/adze /ln/ kiln 
CSteimberg 1985 P. 26/273
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In the next paragraphs I will present Odlin's opinion on this 
matter. 
Eckman Cl9813 Capud Odlin 1989 3 considers 
such errors to syllable structure typology. The 
addition of a vowel such as /pig/ seems to be a 
consequence of a typological preference for 
open syllables. Cp.1223 
This problem has been observed by Eckman in relation to 
Japanese. however it can only be applied to Portuguese. This 
pattern may mark a universal predisposition on thepart of the 
learner to CV syllables .despite the native language. as 
documented by Greenberg CIQBBB. Hyman C1975) ibid. 
As far as the written system is concerned, the principal 
point of interference is based on the fact that both languages 
employ the same written system: the Latin alphabet. The symbols 
are almost the same, however. their values are different. 
Therefore, the trouble is the correspondence between the 
grapheme and the phoneme ; specially if we assume that this kind 
of correspondence is more regular in Portuguese than it is in 
English. The fact that the Portuguese regularity is 
unconsciously applied to the FL gives rise to interferences. In 
Portuguese. for example. the phoneme /p/ is always represented 
by the letter Cpš. and vice-versa like in Cpato). As regards to 
English. the phoneme /p/ may be written 
p - pair 
PP “ Upper 
pe - ape 
pph - sheppherd 
Cšteimberg 1985 p.õO3 
E6-
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The same happens with the phoneme /t/ like tela in Portuguese, 
that has several representations in English: 
t - tip 
tt - utter 
te ~ ate 
th - Thames 
ght - light 
bt - doubt 
ed - hoped. Cibid3 
Generally speaking, errors involve the substitution of a 
sound by a homorganic one, that is to say, a sound whose zone of 
articulation is very close to the appropriate one; and/or the 
application of allophonic rules that belong to the students* Li 
system. It can therefore be assumed that Brazilian Portuguese, 
may interfere with the production of the FL, thus, blocking the 
acquisition of FL rules. Learning certainly does not occur by 
rote but through the internalization of productive rules. 
The main problem in fact is that automatisms are 
unconscious, making it difficult to perceive or develop 
an awareness for the difference. A FL student neglects noticing 
some features of the new system he/she is acquiring. Again, it 
is hard to become aware of features that do not appear in the L1 
system. Clifford et al. (1985) state: 
In learning a new language a speaker 
usually internalizes its relatively 
restricted phonological system at an earlier 
stage than its much more extensive grammar or 
lexical systems. Cp.XXVID 
f-¿f¬ En'
It is therefore implied that the choices involved in the 
production of the FL. are made largely below the level of 
awareness. For this reason, it was important to mark in this 
work the limits of those aspects which might be involved in the 
interferences. through a partial contrastive analysis.already 
done. in morphological and phonological terms al ways in relation 
to the requirements of the research. 
Just to round up_ the theoretical part,I will present a 
definition of transfer. According to Odlin C15-3893 
Transfer is not a simply consequence of habit 
formation. p. 25 
Transfer is not simply interference. 
Transfer is not simply falling back on the 
native language. p.2õ 
In his terms. the acquisition of LE may not necessarily 
imply a replacement of the learner's L.l but cross-linguistic 
influences in the performance of the LB. On the other hand, 
Krashen C1983 apud Odlin 18893 refers to transfer as 
the result of falling back to old knowledge or 
1.1 rule when there is lack of knowledge as a 
kind of strategy until the new rule is 
acquired. Cp. 343 
The concept seems properly applicable to inaccuraci es in the 
phonol ogi cal system r esembl i ng the Li for the pur pose of thi s 
wor k . Never thel ess , some other factor s appar t fr om nati ve 
'I-*G Law
language are cited by Odlin Cl9893 as influences on the 
production of the LÊ, and not always these factors imply 
negative transfers or just a strategy that will be abandoned 
later on. 
In this work it is assumed. as Odlin CIQBQD determined. that 
Transfer is the influence resulting from 
similarities and differences between the target 
language and any other language that has been 
previously Cand perhaps imperfectly3 acquired. 
C p.27D 
It is also assumed that transfer is basically the result of 
different systems in confrontation together with nonstructural 
factors that may interact. âdthough, it is not simple to analyse 
learners” personality, aptitude for phonetic mimicry, linguistic 
competence and literacy. they should all be considered as 
possible sources of some deviation in any research. I will only 
consider one of those factors,native language. But there is 
still a lot of work to be done in this area. and I assume that 
cf' IT fi in this way the area for “ analysis is more accurately 
delimited for a starting point. Future research would include 
other influencing factors. However, knowing which the 
troublesome areas are. then there is a chance of reverting the 
fact or an opportunity of diminishing those factors causing the 
transfers.
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2.3.7 Phonetic and phonological transfers 
Fhonetic and phonological transfer: depart from the basic 
concept of different language systems. Any inaccurary results 
in the not attendance of the L2 rules, and gives rise to 
approximations to LE pronunciation. Generally EFL students 
tend to categorize English sounds in terms of L1 phonemic 
inventory' and their respective distributional patterns and 
allophones. 
This presupposition does not necessarily mean lack of perception 
in terms of differences, however, high phonetic sensitivity is 
necessary so as to overwhelm native language patterns. 
According to Moulton's taxonomy Capud Odlin 1989 p.11õ) in 
terms of errors in pronunciations there are: 
1- Phonemic errors 
They arise when the phonemic inventories of 
two languages differ. e.g. Japanese, Chinese 
and Korean confusion between /r/ and /l/ when
t learning English. or between 
{ ísí } 
and /5/; and 
/dz 
{ /2/ } 
and /õ/ among EFL Brazilian students. 
2- Phonetic errors 
e.g. the German uvular /r/ and the 'English 
retroflex /r/ are corresponding consonants in 
cognate forms .however, the acoustic 
properties differ considerably . The same with /r/ 
(Eng. [tl and Fort. Cr] 
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3- Allophonic errors 
They arise in cases of interlingual 
identifications of phonemes in two languages. 
e.g the German /t/' remains voiceless between 
vowels. while in English the /t/ is not always 
voiceless. so Americans learning German 
are liable to use a voiced consonants between
c 
vowels. A similar problem arise with _ + etrtd 
+ COTOT) 
in final position for Brazilian Portuguese 
students. 
4- Distributional errors 
. They generally resemble allophonic errors, but 
may involve combinations of sounds. e.g the German 
sound /ts/ is similar to the cluster /ts/ in final 
position in English Cbits). Speakers of English 
have no difficulty in pronouncing this sound in 
final position when learning German but, they 
do often have difficulties when it appears 
in initial position. The same happens with 
Brazilian Portugues? students when they are 
confronted to [+ nas] in syllable closing 
position. 
(examples were taken from Odlin Cibid) but 
those pertaining to Portuguese were added by the 
author. as well as the adaptation to phonetic features ` 
From the discussion and definitions so far presented, «it is 
possible to establish that native language is a very important 
factor in the acquisition of another language, in the same way 
the importance of transfer is evident 
in studies of specific pronunciation contrasts 
and also in research comparing the overall 
pronunciation accuracy of speakers. 
cibió p 1273
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On this basis. in this thesis I analyse Lhe performance of EFL 
Brazilian learners in order to discover the factors influencing 
the phonological and morphological transfers and I examúne the 
possibilities of reducing their occurrence. 
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THE EXPERI MENT 3» .H :j C 
ø-\ -z o.l Statement of the purpose 
The purpose of this study is to discover what is actually 
produced in terms of morphology by EPL Brazilian students 
exposed to English input during their extracurricular courses at 
UFSC. Students” productive knowledge of English morphology was 
tested by' eliciting various inflexions and derivations in a 
reformulation of the Eerko-Gleason*s test of English morphology 
Cl95S3. The principal interest in doing so was to describe the 
main problems students are confronted with at the time of 
producing specific types of data. Two hypotheses were tested: 
a- EFL Brazilian students have stored 
productive morphological rules of their second 
language. 
b~ EFL Brazilian students are influenced by 
Portuguese morphophonemic rules responsible for 
the production of allophones and allomorphs. 
Berko-Gleason's test Cl958D departs from the theoretical 
presupposition of linguistic productivity. It consists of the
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application of certain already internalized rules given the 
appropriate context. In order to establish whether there was a 
kind of development in terms of application of morphological 
rules and the kind of interferences appearing in the 
behaviour of two groups of students with different levels of 
competence were tested. A contrast between the data obtained in 
each group was considered. 
As this test was applied to second language learners. 
special attention was devoted to interferences of subjects' 
native language automatisms. It is assumed that automatisms 
from native language are very difficult to overcome, specially 
because of their unconscious character. For that reason, it was 
assumed that conscious perception of the differences between 
both languages is necessary. Monitoring was perceived at the 
time of applying the test, when hesitation and self-correction 
after an utterance occurred. The ultimate goal of the research 
is to consider the pedagogical implications of introducing 
metalinguistic strategies in our daily teaching, in an attempt 
to aid our students in an area that may be considered 
conflictive. 
'D A hi? 
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3.2 Methodology 
3.2.1 Subjects 
Forty adult EFL Brazilian students of both sexes taking 
extracurricular courses at UFSC were tested, twenty at advanced 
and another twenty at intermediate level. Most of theñ were 
undergraduate studens at UFSC in different areas. They were 
chosen at random, considering the variables hereinafter 
described. 
3.2.2 Materials and Procedure 
An adaptation of Berko-Gleason's test of Morphology (1958) 
was cross-sectionally applied. It consists in exposing the 
subject to legal words connected to pictorial stimuli. The first 
intention was to introduce such pseudo~words in a story so as to 
facilitate› comprehension. Story' and pictures together would 
provide the subjects with a context intended to provoke the use 
of morphological rules which are already stored in their núnds 
allowing the possibility' of developing the test in a more 
spontaneous context. However. the results in the pilot research ~ 
showed that the story, despite its simplicity, disturbed the 
intended elicitation of responses. As it was explained in the
35
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pilot work CPereira 19923. students demonstrated a great 
preocupation in terms of semantics attempting to establish a 
word to word correspondence between L1 and their FL _ 
For the reasons already exposed, it was decided to present 
the pseudo words in smaller contexts. not more than three or four 
short sentences together with the pictorial stimuli as 
previously done by Berko Gleason. The structure of the context 
where the pseudo words appeared was quite similar avoiding 
students become desoriented. 
Simple pictures to represent the pseudo words were drawn on 
cards, aiding the subject to produce the forms to be tested, in 
a way enlarging the context of the sentences, providing a visual 
stimulus. Note that no phrase was written on those cards. 
Real words were~ also included, as opposed to the pilot 
research, with the purpose of checking any possibility of rote 
learning because those words could appear as marked forms. 
The test was applied by two researchers. The subject sat 
in front of the one who provided for the phonetic transcription 
"in loco" of subjects* production to take advantage of visual 
cues. The other researcher sat at the side and presented the 
cards. Application was done with each subject individually. The 
cards were presented in different orders to avoid some detriment_ 
of always having the same pseudo words at the end. because 
weariness could provoke extra errors.
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Each session was recorded for further analysis. The 
commands were given in simple English and a point was stressed: 
that it was not a regular test or part of the marks of the 
course itself, but an experiment with no expectations of 
correctness on their part. These facts were clarified trying to 
avoid a high affective filter from the students. 
It was applied at the video room at UFSC, but not at the 
Language Laboratory trying to keep a balance between external 
and internal Validity, although we agree with Hatch and Farhady 
(1982) when they say that 
In order to have the most valid results 
we restrict our procedures as carefully as 
possible. often to laboratory; and maximdzing 
external Validity militates against internal 
validity. Cp.9) 
The decision to let this statement aside was our confidence 
on the fact that the outcome of the research is important only 
if applied to other similar situations in classroom, and the 
laboratory is not always a reflexion of a common teaching 
environment. 
Tapes and transcriptions were analysed quantitatively and 
qualitatively trying to discover any possible pattern in the 
subjects' production of allophones and allomorphs, bearing in 
mind patterns of Portuguese that might appear, as a result of 
any possible interference of the native language.
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3.2.3 Controlled Variables 
Information about subjects” schooling, age and competence 
was obtained through questionnaires prepared for that purpose. 
Hfi r¬ Mu A copy of such questionnaires is annexed in the append' It 
is self-rating. However,the main concern involved the character 
or type of input to which the subjects were exposed to. learning 
the FL in classroom environment was considered the best one for 
this experiment. As linguistic competence is extremely difficult 
to ascertain accurately. personal insight of the subjects on 
part of the course teacher was also used .The researcher has 
been the course teacher in both groups during a whole term.
PX ,... IJ was disregarded this particular study because this is 
an area where no significant differences were reported. 
3. 2. 4 Pi 1 ot Research 
The pilot research was conducted during the second term 
1992/93 with a group of students at the extracurricular courses 
at UFSC, Csix students from the third level). The intention was 
to check the instruments in order to avoid any possible 
biases, and to brush up the final version of the instrument. 
All the decisions for the present work were based on the 
pilot research experience. that is: the application of sentences 
instead of a story, the substituition of the language laboratory
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for a more class-like place. as well as the fact of the presence 
of Ll interference which encouraged the following up of this 
work. 
The most important detail to be mentioned about the pilot 
experience is that the results obtained therein. were similar to 
those obtained by Berko-Gleason when studying childrerfls 
morphology rule formation. FL students seem not to have a very 
different pattern of acquisition than that observed by Berko, 
however, their L1 played an important role. Probably, the 
difference in of' received can account For ›~r y.. 21 C1. |.‹. 1.1 'UC (1- 
dissimilarities and interferences. 
Since language is used for communicative purposes subjects 
usually tend to lexicalize pseudo words. This tendency was 
shown in researches by Nepomuceno CIQSED and Blasi Rodriguez 
(1994)
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3.3 Allomorphs involved in the experiment 
3.3.1 A- Pronunciation of E-edfi Caccording to Clifford et al. 15953 
The suffix of Past Tense and Past Participle is added to 
regular English verbs, however. this ending implies three 
different pronunciations /-t/-d/-rd/ according to a basic 
principle: 
When two consonants are pronounced together, 
it is easier to voice both consonants or 
leave both voiceless than it is to voice one 
and leave the other voiceless. Cp.94) 
Following this simple rule. it is possible to derive the other 
three rules that cover all the possibilities of pronunciation of 
Past Tense and Past Farticiple regular formation. They are - 
Cibid.) 
1. f>1d/ as a separate syllablo. after fetfi and 
/-d/. e.g. protected íprotsktxdl intended Irntsndxdl 
Because it will be almost impossible to add a 
/-t/ or za /-d/ sound to words with the same 
ending, for this reason it is necessary to 
insert a vowel sound between such consonants.
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2. /-t/ after all voiceless consonants except /-t/_ 
rocked [rakt J kissed Ikrst J 
3. d/ after 
after all vowel sounds 
planned Eplãndl 
The above description ma b f y e ormalized as follows. observe the 
addition of Umlaut rule): 
RULE A (formalization) 
Rules of Past Tense a d P t 
all voiced consonants except /-d/, and 
. as they are voiced too. 
played Eplexdl 
_ n as Particiole * 
V' 
1. /-Id/ 
a_edãu_+ 
x 
2. /-t/
V 
+ high 
3. - back 
- lov 
4. /-d/
~ _í-_z__ií¿ * Adaptatton to phonetic features 
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/íí
C 
coron 
cont 
nas
C 
É- voice] 
V C 
__,_í._-*- 
____í.._-_i..- 
- high + high 
¡ 
- back C- + back 
+ lov + nas 
...otherwise 
-‹›.-z zw- -,Jc _
W
7
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3.3.8 B- Pronunciation of /-s/ in final position 
This final sound is quite productive in English as it is 
used in the formation of plural forms of nouns, to turn a verb 
into third person singular of simple present tense. and 
in possessive formations. Although the final /-s/ may be spelled 
the same way. the correspondent phonemes follow strict phonological 
rules. That is,they may be /-s/-z/-xz/. ~ 
The ending /-s/ is pronounced : Cibid. p.96) 
1. as a separate syllable /-tz/ after a sibilant×
c 
Õ' COPOÚ 
/-s/-z/-ƒ/3/fl7¢/ or + sufid in SPE C19õ83 
. dishes Edtƒxzl Gorge*s Igprgxzl foxes 
[fakszz J * 
35 Different from Stei.mberg'e labellíng . 
In the same way as /t/ or /d/ which cannot be pronounced 
being added to the same ending, final sibilants also require the 
insertion of a vowel sound in between. 
2. /-s/ after all voiceless consonants except 
si bilants . that i s . i t will foll ow a 
using SPE (1988) features. 
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e.g. grants [gra:ntsJ wraps frapsl Jack's íqfiksl 
3. /-z/ after all voiced consonants except C 
sibilants . that is, will follow a + vmme CSPE) 
- atrid 
and all vowel sounds. 
e.g. gamesígeimzl calls [ko:lzJ 
RULE B (formalization) 
Rules of plural, 3rd. person and possessive formation
Y ” c 
,__ I, + cororw 1' / tz/ 
{ 
4- atrid í- Já:
C 
- voice 
<2 /_S/, - strid '*'°'“# 
Í 
S Í-v ? 
3. /-z/... otherwise
c 
4-. - _... I+ voice) ___. Z
+ ID 
<0 
P' 
00 
'Í 
f""¶ 
r' 
U0 
D.. 
QI'
O
\ 
L--_---Í
Z
K
L 
The previous description of the pronunciation of final 
/-ed/ and final /-s/ serves as an example of how a specific 
morpheme is sometimes phonologically conditioned. 
Thus. in such cases it is possible to say that the shapes stand 
in alternation with each other. These alterations representing 
some given morpheme are called allomorphs. 
Up to this point, the allomorphs pertinent to the
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experiment Ca formulation similar to Berko's C1958) have been 
presented as well as the description of the Portuguese system. 
plus a partial contrastive analysis of the points of main 
interest in relation to the work. 
In next section general rules and secondary hypotheses will 
be examined. 
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3.4 General Rules and Secondary Hypotheses 
2.4.1 General rules in Portuguese and subsequent reanalysës 
FORMALIZATIONS 
Consonants in final position
V ø - -â
J 
1 W - 
4' R -- Â' 
{S:%1 
Í
I 
L (2: Jr 1- the realizatton dependa on 
the Leo.rner's sociolinguistic 
variety. (Hovover in this experiment ou S3. used /'s/~ 
to close the ayllabteã. - 
2- some authors cdrnit the ‹:.rchi.p¡¬or\eme 'IN I, vhicfi 
Condition 
nasalizes the precedent vovel.. In this case, coherently 
they d.o'r›c›t accept nasaltzed vovels as phonemes. 
/sf . 
: If 
} 
# are followed by # V they become /z/ 
/fx - 
t S 
with syllabic reanalysis. For example pa{ y }
# 
J If they are followed in the following context: ['paga”g3re . 
by 
\_| 
C . 
a [+ voice] they become voiced. 
For instance £paz”bele3. £pa3'baleJ.
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S 
n ¬ a‹ mag". 
Condition : For. the plural formation rule the following 
derivabion from Portuguese applies: 
'Sl-r
x 
‹r 
u ~ 
\ 
/'S/ V
4 
Í 
{ /ƒ/ } 
¬ 
{ $V } 
“___” ?Q.{›kazes3 
ø / z {::::}._.. > 
. , /s/ /1s/ V {%ƒ/} 
\ {/i J`/}/ 
{ 
/RX
o 
, 
c a › ~ " (4 
eg.['1apisJ 
eg.[*mezis3 
sv' 
3-Ex:-api. oihar markad rules which ara 
since they are irrelevant to thia research. 
ommiüad 
4- For t h e sake of economy ve used the 
' archiphoneme since there ara many possible 
sociolinguistic variante 'un Brazilian 
Portuguese.
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3.4.2 Reanalyses of the English System 
Reanalysis 1- Add one of the noun thematic vowels C/i/ /e/; 
/u/ /o/ or /a/ ,if it is a noun.whenever other 
consonant appears in final position. 
e.g.cap Ekapl --->. [”kepi] 
Keanalysis E- whenever an ti] is produced after Ed] or [tl the 
latter affricates. e.g. kitty Ikitil --->[kifl13 
(depende on eociolinguistic variety) 
/_z/ 
Reanalysis 3- If the English allomorph is 
{ } 
it 
A 
/-3/ 
/-s/ C 
devoices ---> ___ {[-või¢¢]} 
/-ƒ/ # 
e.g. game Igeimzl-->[geimi{Ê }J 
Reanalysis 4- If the English consonant or vowel. and/or its 
distribution do not exist in the Portuguese 
system, they are adapted into a homorganic 
one. e.g. children iflildrenl--->{°ƒiwdrë§] 
Reanalysis 5- If there is a cluster, in English, in final 
position there is an insertion of the vowel /-i/. 
with the consequent syllabic reanalysis.e.g. 
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×-‹ ez...
¬.z¬'.=zf~_¬~.¬.-.--~-,r¬.. -,. ¬.._¬..¬¬. - _.. ` ..,.. . ... - ..... .w -«....›,... _» v. -zz ,. . .»«›\. ¬zç-n-›‹. ,nú 
e.g.worhed Ewôtktl--~> Ewãrkiflil. 
Reanalysis 6- English irregular formation tends to be absorved 
into overgeneralizations in case of legal 
words. ` 
Obs: In the formation of Simple Past the effect of written 
modalíty and/or Lnefficient ínstructíon is also notorious. 
Reanalysis 7- Add /-i/ before /-s/' whenever it, appears in 
ini tial posi Lion wi thin a cluster. 
e. g. spouse Ispauz3 ---> E is'pawsJ
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3.5 Samples and Secondary Hypotheses 
1- This is a wug Iwâg J. Now there is another one. 
There are two of them. there are two wugs.[w^gz] 
EN<;LIsHz Appiies rule 5.3
S 
PORTUGUESE: Applies reanalyses 4 ,1 and 3. ['wag TV{ J, 
}
3 
2- This is a man who knows how to spow [spow J. He is 
spowing. He did the same thing yesterday. 
What did he do yesterday? Yesterday, He spowed 
íspowdl. 
ENGLISH: Applies rule A.4 
PORTUGUESE: Applies reanalyses 7. 1 and 2. [is'pow¢iJ 
3- This is a kazh Ikagl. Now there is another. There 
are two of them. There are two kazhesfkägrzl. 
ENGLISH: Applies rule B.1 
PORTUGUESE: Applies reanalysis 4, the Portuguese rules of
S 
consonants in final position and plural allomorphs.[*kezi{ 
I }
3
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how to rick Irzkl. He is 4- This is man who knows 
ricking. He did the same thing yesterday. 
What did he do yesterday? 
Yesterday, He ricked írxktl. 
ENGLISH:Applies rule A.2 
' reanalyses 4. 5. 1 and 2. [?ikiU1J PORTUGUESEzApp1ies 
There Now there is another. 5- This is a tor Itorl. ' 
are two of them. There are two tors [torz J. 
ENGLISH:Applies rule B.3 
' reanalyses 4, Portuguese rules of plural 1>oRTu<suEsEz Appi 1 as
S 
'
1 allomorphs and 3.[`tori
f 
6- This is a glass Eglãsl. Now there are two more. 
There are three of them. There are three 
glasses Eglãsxz 3. 
ENGLISH:Applies rule B.1 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalyses 4.Portuguese rules
s 
` 
3 Cif not learnt by rote3 allomorphs and 3. ['glazi 
{ f } 
7- This is a niz íntzl. Now there is another one. 
of them. There are two nizes ínizxzl 
of plural 
There are two 
ENGLISH:Applies rule B.1 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalyses 4, Portuguese rules of consonants
s 
ral allomorphs and 3 ['nizi 
I 3 in final position and plu 
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\
c :z ÉÚ É- This is a lun Ilànl. Now there is another H 
There are two of them. There are two luns [l^nzJ. 
ENGLISH:Applies rule B.3
s 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalyses 4 and 3. ílã* 
{ f }
3 
9- This is a man who knows how to mot [mot 1. He is 
motting. He did the same thing yesterday. What 
did he do yesterday? Yesterday. he motted ímotxdl. 
ENGLISH:Applies rule A.l 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalysis 1.2,1.and 2. {`mofl1qd3 
10- This is a ora [kra 3.Now there is another. 
There are two of them. There are two crasíkrazl. 
ENGLISH:Applies rule B.3
s 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalyses 4 and 3. íkra 
{ I }
J 
11- This is a man who knows how to bod [bad J. He 
is bodding. He did the same thing yesterday. What 
did he do yesterday? Yesterday. He bodded 
Ebodtdl 
ENGLISH:Applies rule A.1 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalysis 1. 2. 1 and 2. £`boq;¢$3
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12- This is a man who knows how to sing Isxn 1. He 
is singing. He did the same thing yesterday. What 
did he do yesterday? Yesterday, he sang ísâerg 1. 
EMGLISH:Applies rule A.3 CUmlaut3 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalysis 4, 4,õ,1,and 2.{”sT*giQ;3 Cif 
not learnt.by rote, as it is not a legal word). 
13- This is a heaf [hiyf J. Now there is another. 
There are two of them. There are two heaves. 
Ihiyvsl. 
ENGLISH:Applies rule B.4 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalyses 4, 5 C5) and 3. [”?i ãí V J' 
ãflwhe-never Lhe phone th] appears im English, the 
reanalysis depende on the S's sociolínguietic variety. > 
H W
14- This is a man who knows how to gling Iglrnl. He 
is glinging. He did the same thing yesterday. 
What did he do yesterday? Yesterday, he 
glang. íglanl. 
ENGLISH:Applies rule A.3 CUmlaut) 
PORTUGUEJSEI:Applies reanalyses 4.. 4. 5.1. and 2. . ['glT9<-girgi]
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15- This is a man who knows how to loodge Iluwgl. He 
is loodging. He does it every day. Every 
day He loodges Iluwglzl 
ENGLISH:Applies rule 8.1 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalysis 4, Portuguese rules of
S
9 consonants in final position, plural allomorphs and 3. I luq; 
{ } 
15- This is a man who knows how to bing [big J. He 
is binging. He did the same thing yesterday. 
What did he do yesterday? Yesterday, he 
bang íbanl. 
ENGLISH:Applies rule A.3 CUmlaut3. 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanaylses 4. 4,6, 1,and 2. {'bT*giqÀ1 
17- This is a tass (tas 3. Now there is another. 
There are two of them. There are two tasses 
ttasxzl 
ENGLISH:Applies rule 8.1 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalyses 4,rules of Portuguese Plural
s 
allomorphs and 3. [`t€zi{ p }3J 
Ê? .aew
18- This is a man who knows how to naz Inazl. He is 
nazzing. He does it every day. Every day he nazes. 
ínezxzl. 
ENGLISH:Applies rule B.l
s 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalyses 4.and 3 {'nazi{ 
Í }3 
19- This is a gutch [gô¶3. Now, there is another 
one. There are two of them. There are two gutches 
Igôflrzl 
ENGLISH:Applies rule B.1 
PORTUGUESE:Applies reanalyses 4. 4. Portuguese rules of 
consonants in final position, and 3. ['gajis3 
20- This is an ice-cream. Ice-cream melts Imaltsl. 
Now it is all gone. What happened to it? It 
melted ímeltxd J 
ENGLISH:Applies rule A.1 
POTUGUESE:Applies reanalysis4,1. 2. 1 and 2. tmawgiqdl 
1* stands for Hj), phorzoartículatory anttcipation. 
It is important to note that Berko*s test (1958) has not 
been used in its complete Form. The samples were taken 
considering those examples that would result of major interest. 
in relation to possible interferences from Brazilian Portuguese.
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The examples net introduced in the present work are the 
following: 
those implying diminutives e.g. wuggy 
comparati ves and superlati ves e. g. quirkest. 
compounds e.g. afternoon, birthday. 
possessives e.g. wug's hat. 
Therefore. we are mainly concerned with plural. and past 
tense formation; as it is possible to notice from the 
descriptiens and rules presented herete. 
‹'-«›'¬ eøâa
3.6 Tables of stimuli and hypothesized responses 
3.8.1 Nouns 
É 1 
¿ 
Item ` Hypothesized Response 
\
\
1
I 
Correct Response 
1
š
I
‹ 
-f 
1 
s s 
101- wug Ewâgl ; wagTV{
}
1 
\ 
š
\ 
¡\
‹
, 
Ewâgzš 
,_.
N 
1 
1
\ 
1
s 
- kazh íkâgl * kazi{f}
i
\
i 
xksgzzs 
\
\
1 
é š 
s e s 
403- tor [Lar] 1 Lori{%} íboczl 
« \ 
104- glsss fglssaš g1sz1{¡} 
ls
3 
£gl&sIz3
f
‹
\ 
s s 
ÍO5- niz [nxz3 s nizi{k}
F {niztz3 
‹` 
|
1
1
\
! 
1 
Í s 
ÍOE5- lun Elzxnl Í lã'{y} {lÀnz3 
s s 
O7- era {Kta3 
É kra; 
yf
à 
íkcazš
1
Í 
*
ê
\ 
1 
F s 
108- heaf {hiyf]“ 3 i {V} 
TV 
{f } 
íhiyfs/hiyvsl
\ 
À
\ 
1
‹
\ 
,o9- bass fassa ` Lsz1{Í} {Lës1z3 
._::___ O - gubch Igófil 
j 
gaƒis 
i L
4 
ígâflxzl
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3.5.2 Verbs
i Item { Hypothesized Response Correct Response
l 
;11- spow íspowlfi is`powq¿ 
1 \ 
! Ã 
Ispmwdl 
1 \ 
\12- rick írtkl 
§ 
Tikifli Írtktl 
;13~ moh ímütl 
1 
mmfllqi
1 
Imüttdl 
@l4- bod íbndl 
f 
b3gh§
M
í 
Çbúdxd) 
fíã- sing 
f
\ 
¬
\ 
Esiq) \ sT*gi$i ísënl 
É
É 
Ã A 
flâ- gling {gliQ]§ glT*giq;
\
\
w 
{gläfi3 
É 
SW 
¬17- looóge zluwgsƒ lugi 
{f}
1 
íluwgxzl l1 
li
J
1 
É18- bing [big] U bT*gi@§ ibëml 4 
| › 
@19- melt ímaltl 
\ \ 
' 1 
mawlƒi :gi ímelb id] 4
I 
z I 
Í 5
1 {80- naz ínmzl nazi
ÍN
1 
ínmzxzl 
T1 
4* stands for ÍQ] phonoo.rti,cu1.utory c›.r›tL‹:i.pc.i.i.on.
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Chapter 4 
4.1 ANALYSIS CNouns) 
Item 01 WUG íwôgl, plural Ewógzl. hypobhesized response í”wagTVs3 
Orde F Variables Freq Subjects % Reanalyses 
šz
3 wags
I 
a-5-9-15-22-29 
ao-94 
1
1
1 
20% 4-3 
12
3 
wâgs 23-24-25-26~27 12.5% 
13 wogs
1 
1
I
1
4 
1-6-14-37 10% 
(H 
4-3 
1 4 wugs 17-19-38 1 7.5% É -J-3 
15 wog
1 
1` 
7-16 5% É 4 -No Pl. 
Í
õ
1 
wxgs 2-40 5% - a 
511 1
1
1 
wuga 95-36 5% I» P Q. 
,õ_ 41 weg 
i
1
1 31 z‹. C. 5% ~No Pl. 
19 í
1
1 
wages ‹ 4 AG 5% 4-1-3 
mr;
O wogrs 10 A C. 5%
1 
Í 4 _ 1 _. 
P* l-I wxgis 4 20 E 5% 1 J 4 _ 1 _ 
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M wagâs 13 E 5% -1~3 
13
1 
wagis
l 
Z-.O3 2 5% 1 
1
1 
1 
-Ô _ í _ ! 
14 wugxs 32 fx Cv 5% 1 4-1-3
1 
'M 
1-À 5 wugxs í 39 
1
1
‹ ~¬ C. 5% -1-3 
"S m
P 
wogis 1 
I
1
1 
19 2 5% 
Í* 
Y 4 _ 1 _ 
*_
¶ 1 wogxs 8 ›"\ Ç 5% 4-1-3 
*L oo 
1
1 
wogas 4 12 1 1) \.¢ MX 1 4 -1-a 
119 wogâs
1 
21 f\ C. 5% 4-1-1-.O 
*ao wsgz 4 I 23 2 5% k 
E1 É
1 
wegs
5
Á 
1 
1 
1 11 E 5% 
i 
4 - 3 
TabL 6 . Respon 8 68 O t he stimulus ÊWAQJ
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Plural allomorph ending in Es] was applied by 36 Ss C90%D 
nn n vn na 
{ 
na au ou 1 S C2. 
Uninflected Form was applied by 3 Ss C7.5%) 
There is only one response CSS.2¿> with the appropriate final 
ízl which may be considered an indication of advanced 
proficiency. Most Ss. produced the plural allomorph with a final 
voiceless Is] showing the resistance of the End. condition of 
general rules in Portuguese. 
There were three uninflected forms CSs vúófiuš that may be due 
to a general tendency in informal Portuguese:If an initial 
constituent is marked with plural. the subsequent members in the 
same NP remain uninflected. 
The presence of [sl in final position marker results from the 
application of the Portuguese rule (condition 2) and Portuguese 
phonological restrictions. In this item reanalysis N.3 is the 
most productive as it was used in 90% of the responses. 
Although the final consonant in this item lg) does not appear in 
Portuguese: E5 Ss. could deal with the cluster CC#. thus showing 
some proficiency; only 13 Ss applied reanalysis N.1 thus adding 
a vowel sound. These additions are also the result of assessing 
L1 rules. In relation to the hypothesized thematic vowel, other 
homorganic sounds appeared in this position
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¶Freq.§ Homorganic Ss 
\ 
5 [13 [il I no-lseao-92-as 
4 I \ 
i \ M 
; 
4 [al [el [el 
§ 
4-12-as-aó
1 
p 
tz»-1 coa 
L 
9-3°
\ 
H
› 
r 2 
1 
[AJ i xa-21
\ 
i \ \ 
* 
1 H 
Table 2. Thematic vovels and hornorganic occurrences 
That is. just 87.5% used a vowel sound to form the plural. In 
these cases such addition resulted in a syllabic reanalysis 
consistent with L1 canonical fornx CCV). although many voweis 
were closer to the English system. 
The appropriate [A3 sound in the stem appeared only 5 times out 
of 40 C12.5%J CSs.2a-aves-meevl. These occurrences reveal a 
better proficiency on part of the Ss. A variety of homorganic
V
v 
sounds were produced ranging from E+ back] to - back . 
- anterior
É An intermediate stage occurred 10 times. where the produced 
a sound closer to {^1, but also homorganic to Brazilian 
Portuguese vowels. Excluding three occurrences of Ixl. which is 
also close to EA). all the other belong to the Brazilian 
Portuguese system either as phonemes or allophones.
BO
Freq. Homorganic to Câl 
11 
Ss 
ll ta:
1 
fã) [el 
‹
1
z 3-5-9-13-15-22-29 
30-31-33-94 
Q Q Io] 1-6-7-10-14-16-17 
21-29 
r-›
I r"\ C LJ 17-19-32-95-36 
39-39 
~\ Ó t Ex] Io] 2-8-12-19-20-40 
1 M ía] 4 
Table 3. 
These occurrences result from the difficulty Ss. show in 
acquiring the English vowel system and because the item. as it is 
not a real word. vanishes quickly and the S. can only recover an 
approximation of the given stimulus. They also reveal different 
Reanalysea of [A] 
stages of L2 proficiency.
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Item OE KAZH íkagl, plural ikegzzl. hypothesized response ` r¬ QÉ ¡... 01 |..¿ 
Order Variables Freq. Subjects % Reanalyses 
f 
1 711 * 
1 
E , . 1 16-11-12-13-14-15-1 p J 1 1 ksgis 5 1 1 4-4-1-3
1 
1 
119-22-za-24-27-za 
1
1
P w fl Wä 
1 . 
9-z1-zf-2õ-z9- Â 
1 E 'kaqgs 
J 
7 35 3; 1 17.5%1 4-1-s 
k ~ 
L
1
1 3 *ksgxs 4 4-só-99-40 1 10 
¿ 
4-4-1-9 v 
I , 
* ^ 
1 Í 
* 4 
¡ 
*kagis 
Q 
3 9-1o-19 
p 
7,5% 4-4-1-9 1 
É 
5 Í kag 1 
l 
12 
L 
2 5% *`* "° PL'
Ê 
1 1 1 11 11 1` 
1 
1 1 N Pt. 1 
¡ 
5 
1 
keg 1 3 1 2.52 z 4 ° z 
Ê 7 
1 
ke; 1 31 
T 
2.52 
1 
*`* “° PL' 
Í 
5 
Í 
*kawgis 
1 
1 
` 
1 
É 
2.52 
4 
*`4`*`3 
Â 
9 
t 
*kaqçs 
Í 
1 
1 
z 
p 
2.52 
Ê 
*`*`” 
l1o 
Ê 
'kaqes 1 
1 
7 É 215% Í “`*`° Í 
Í 1 
`11 l °ka3xs 1 ñ aa 
í 
E.5% 
É 
4_4_1_3
š 1 1 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 _ 1 A 1 4-4-1-a 1 112 1 ~kazzs 1 1 a.5% . 
1 1 E 4-4-1-3 1 *ksflxs 1 1 
1 
2.5% 
1
1 
v 1 4-e 114 `ka$Is 1 1 92 1 2.5% "*""L
W (R 
N o 
1 
' 
S W _ . 15 
{ 
*kzg 
1 1 ‹ 94 2,5% 4 4 “° PL 1 
1 . 1 1 4-4-1-3 t 118 *gegis 1 ao ¢.5% 1 { 
Í _ Ã 4-4 1-3 4 117 1 kafles 1 27 1 2.5% 1 g » 1 
Tabíe 4. Responses to the stimulus Íkäfšl 
Plural allomorph ending in [sl was applied by 36 S5 CQOED 
Uninflected form was applied by 4 Ss r'\ |...h 8O 
The response [*ka3is] was produced by 13 SS., that is 32.5% of 
possible occurrences. In this case the plural formation resulted 
in the substitution of the appropriate Í-tz] for E-is); [33 does 
not exist in the context / -- # .in Portuguese: followed 
by fls] the [+ sonorantl is Izl, showing the Ss application of L1
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rule for consonants in final position and plural allomorphs. 
Reanalysis 3 was applied thus devoicing the final sound. 
excluding four Ss. who prefered the uninflected form ø,Csee 
precedent comments about this rule in informal Brazilian 
Portuguese), all the other Ss. used the plural morpheme ending 
in is] what confirms that this automatisn1 is more resistant 
since ninety percent of the Ss. produced the final voiceless 
is] and there is not a single Izl final sound. 
Reanalysis 4 was applied by E8 Ss where [tl was substituted by a 
homorganic existent in Portuguese. The occurrence of Ei] instead 
of [IJ shows the great difficulty EFL Brazilian students have 
when learning English vowels. 
4\
\ 
Í¡F`req Homorganic to rc; Ss 
:-¬ U4 o..z 
NO 
` 25 * 1-4-ó-a-1o-11-12-13-14-15 
I 
1Ó-1?-18-19-22-23-24›-2'?- 
3Ú-33-3-Õ-36-39-40 -
1 
1 1 
1 
If] 31 
1
\ 
fi cz:
V 
1;
‹ 
* 2 [gl 5-av 
Table 5. Rearnalyses of (tg) 
Reanalysis 4 was also applied the finalconsonant in the stem. D) bl 
Ss. reanalized {$3 as Igl; although the former allophone exists 
in Brazilian Portuguese, it is restricted to the context /-- i. 
so it never occurs in final position. The tendency of the 
majority of Ss. was to use the homorganic Ig] mainly followed by 
the plural morpheme. There were only two responses followed by
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silence. 
Another frequent use was the mai ntenance od ícgl fol l owed by 
pl ur al mor pheme C 1 O occur r ences) . Thi s phenomenon may b 
explained by concomitant or at least immediate processing of 
Ikazzgl retained in short term memory and the suffixation of 
plural morpheme either correctly Cs.a2D or followed by Brazilian 
Portuguese plural morpheme EisJCSs:s>-21-253. In both cases the 
responses did not clash with Brazilian Portuguese phonological 
rule internalized by the Ss. It reads: 
{ 
zm/ 
{ 
:fp V 1 
, _, 
--> _- + high 
` 
/d' 
` 
[(5] - back Í 
F`r eq. Homor gani c to I aa] Ss 
30 1:83 ~-4-5-cs-s›-11-12-za-14-15-17-49 zo -2 1 -22-za-24 -zs-zó-27 -ze-29-ao 
laz -34-as-só-se-ao-40 
a '2-a-io-iô-ia-aa-av
P 
CO r-1 L.: 
íawz 1 
1 Ie] {;-11 
Table 6. Reanalyses of E223 
611- 
the
G
Item 03 TOR [L3r).plural Etnrzl, hypothesized response ítarisl 
Order Variables Freq Subjects Z Reanalyses 
._._.-.......__(.)._. 
P* 
1
1
1 
Lats
1 
15 1-3-12_'.l-6-1.5-17-19 ':!3"26-29-31-9-6-35-- 
39 -4o
WmX 3
1
Ém Lots 7 4-13-22-24-27-as 36 
11 
17 GK 4~3 1
1
1 
;\ 
os tscis
1 
-N Ó 21 -az-97 7 GX 1-3 
104 twsrs
1
1 19 2 01 °\°_ 4-3 
Ó 01 1
1 
Laars 1 7 1 1
1 
A C. GX 4-3
1
I
1 
ñ~611 O tâtds 1 20
1
1 
fa G. Wyz 3-COYWS. 
1'
1
1 
4^Ê>' 
~a toczs
1
1 
J. 11 2 MX 1
1 
4-(1)-3 
108 1 tawecs
1
4 
.L 30
1
2
1 
MN 4-3 1
1
1 
*Eífl G tawacs 1 10 -\ C. W3 '$ G 4-3 syl * 0 
J» O Lawats
l
1 1 6 E
1
1 
5%1 4-3 syl.re O 1 
111 tawâà 1 16 11 2 ou *_
1 
4-No Pl.ayl 
11;.
N kats
1
1
1 
1
5
9
1
1
1
2 GX
1 
lexical 
13 tãders 1 2 fx C. GN lexical 
_::_
% 
1
1 
twârrs 1 39 1 2 MX 4-1-3
5 ›.¡ 11 Lstns 1 .L 5 2 G \_¿â 0\ 3-Cons.
\
1¬ 
1-'T 
o› LQJS 1 9 E QX 4-3
1 
17 toc 1 29 2 GN No Plural 
‹_ 
118 Lars 1 12
1
1 2 GX 4-3 
-__...._J_ 
¡..› Q Lotus 1 25 1
1
E WN 4~3-cana.
1
1 
Table 7. Responses to the slimulus [CDE] 
Plural allomorph ending in Is) was applied by 38 
Uninflected form was applied by E
UW
Wm 
f¬_ bb 
CQÉZD
H 02à kl
F
The hypothesized response Etorisl was not produced by any of the 
subjects, although Ss. applied either I-is] or [xsl to the stem. 
The [rl English sound was produced by most of the subjects C37). 
contrary to the hypothesis. showing they have already acquired 
that sound.They represent 92.5% of the total. These responses 
show that the pronunciation of fr] is easier than learning the 
allomorphemic rules of plural formation.The explanation for the 
faster learning of this cluster is the possibility of its 
appearance in some contexts like /peRspeki'tiva/. In addition. 
the two consonants may be found. generally adjacently. but in 
separate syllables: /maRsu/; /teRsa/ and so on. then. this 
phonoarticulatory gesture is not blocked. 
In relation to Reanalysis 3 there were only three occurrences: 
Ss.2re2 and av. In the same position {-1-1 occurred in 11 and 
39. This is also the result of the application of a IJ. rule, 
however, it seems this rule was less resistent for reasons 
already explained. Again, the plural allomorph gets the 
voiceless [-sl resulting from the application of L1 rules. as 
observed in previous stimuli. 
On the other hand. the vowel in the stem turned into the 
following homorganic sounds.
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1 
F`r eq 
g 
Homor gani c to [33 i Ss
1 
i 
1 
Í 4-11-za-22-24-25-27-as 
1 Q [ol t 1 
2 r 
aa-39 r 
i 6-io-16-ao i 4 Eawl r 
1 1 [al 9
i 
l 1 íowl tz ao
L 
1 [8] 12 
Table 8 Reanalys 'L 5 of K3) 
This reanalysis. however, cannot be explained in terms of what 
was stated in reanalysis 4. since [ol exists in the Portuguese 
vocalic system. The prevailing factor ,already mentioned.is that 
pseudo words stay for short periods in the STM. 
The appropriate /-3-/ was produced by 84 Ss CõO%).There are some 
responses that have some similarities to real words. that ¿§¿ 
when searching for meaning they came to the item ”tower” or 
close to it CSs.óúo-masc). Others came closer to "towards" 
C Ss . 4-às-22-24-27-aa-só-21-31-37-19) . Responses 2-9-11 ar e 
successful or nearly successful attempts to lexical access: 
”cars”. ”¿oris”, ”readers”. This kind of processing' has been 
observed by researchers like Nepomuceno (1988) and Blasi 
Rodriguez (1994) when dealing with pseudo words.
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Item 04 GLASS [glzs] plural Iglzszzl, hypothesized resp. {'glazis3 
Order Variables Freq. Subjects % Reanalyses 
T' 
y y \ \ I 
r \ 
i 
r 
, 
1 
-'-'-4-7-9-9-xo 
r k 
1 1 *giasis 31 
y 
* '* “* 77'.f5*>â, 
y 
, 
12-às-15-16-17-às
1 
r y ` 
* 19-za-zz-23-24-zó-1 y 
É 2?-za-29-ao-az-az-` I 4-1-3 
Í } 
as-as-só-se-39 
É 
r
Ê 
1 
' 
E i U 
\ ‹ 4 
= 
1 1 
4 !
* 
É 
2 ”gles1s r 5 i 5-õ-11-14-2o 12.5%y 4-a
i 
I 
1 I 
3 1 glazsesi 1 97 É 8.5%f 4-1-3 
4 'glasis 1 M 25 2.5%, 4-1-a 
A 
i 
i 
‹; Â
\ 
P . \ 5 1 
, 
r ¬ 
Í 5 . `glszis¶ 1 
Í 
4o Í 2.5%= 4-1-s 
H 
`
1 
7 6 ` °glasas§ 1 só 
p 
8.5%¡ 4-1-3 
Y Í 
Table 9. Responses to the sttmutus Ígläl. 
Plural allomorph ending in [sl was applied by 40 Es ClOO%3 
Every subject added E-is] or [~es3 to the stem obeying the 
Portuguese rule that states that 
Í-+stri.dent 
Q 
_ 
------#. In addition, one S. C4o) -VOLC6 c L 
z 'à ° . + s rx. _ , applied the rule , --e {+vm@w v ______vS J. _ VOLC6 
and all Es. applied the plural allomorph with a voiceless 
sound as hypothesized. however, they did not absolutely 
correspond to the hypothesized response as they did not produce 
a Ez] in the stem with one exception. This means they did not 
completely apply the Ll rule either. The possibility here is 
that they incorporated this item Cone of the real words in the 
experiment) as a nmrked form, rote learned. Only one S. íâol
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produced exactly the hypothesized form. 
Different stages in the process of acquiring morphophonemic 
rules of English can be observed.This will be discussed in more 
detail in the conclusion part. 
Reanalysis 3 is the most productive here too. It was applied by 
77.556 of the cases. This is the noun-item with the highest 
frequency in relation to re-analysis 3. Again. it shows the 
influence of L1 rules. Only $ Ss C1B.5`>¿) produced Í:z3.As 
hypothesized. the vowel sound in the stem [al was turned into 
the homorganic [E] by most Ss. C37) i.e. they applied reanalysis 
4. There were only three different responses which are 
homorganic of the appropriate ía): 
1 £'gla:sesJ S. av 
1 [`glasisJ S.25 
1 [ ` gl 85651 S. 34
G9
Item O5 NIZ Ínizl 
Order Variables Freq. Subjects % 
plural Inizxzl, hypothesized resp. ['nizis3 
Reanalyses 
1 
1 . . 1 Í 
1 
1 'nlzls 17 2-4-5-7-a-9-13-14 
1 15-zó-19-as-26-29
1 
29-aa-as 
42. *(17- 0!k ü w 
1 1 
1 1
Í 
1 1
1 2 °nizrs 
1 
5 
1 
1-11-ao-32-ao-óú 15% 1 3 
1 1 
1 3 
1 
*niziz 3 1 
1 
6-17-21
1 
1 1
7 ÚN 
É 4 
1 
nis E 
1 
3-34 WN 3 No 
1 
5 1 ”nises * 2 ° só-av
\ 
5% 
` 6 'nizzis Ê 2 
1 
22-23 ÚX ' 4-1-3 
7 
1 
ni:zxs ` 2 É 10-2? É
1 
GR
ó 
1 (1)-3 
1 8 niz 1 
1 
19
É 
Ê” U1R 
I ,_ . 
` ` 
* 9 * '1z1s 
1 
1 12 E QX 1 
1 
1-3 
110 Y 'niz: L 1 É zu 
1 
1 
‹
1 
1 1 
É” umO àx 
‹`
! 
1 
` 'nizas É 1 
Í 
as 
in 
I-* |›-* 9) cnOà
I 
1 
‹1›-a 
¡ 1 
112 ” nisis 1 1 31 A G. GN F 
1 
a~1-3
L
1 1 
1 ¡ 1 1 
113 
1 
*nizz 1 24 É” cn6 às 
Í
1 
Table 10. Response Lo the sí.i.mu`Lue ÍDÁZJ.
Ú fm: C ¬ W ...J allomorph ending in [sl was applied 
Il II II ll II II 
Uninflected Form was applied by 
az- pé 01 xi 
[is] as a result of L1 rules of plural formation. Reanalys1s 3 
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UK MU 
ao
5 
- as c soa-én 
Ss C7.5%) 
“ C12.5%3W
of the Ss produced the hypothesized form ,that is. a f1nal 
1 i-voiced 
Pl 
3-(1)-3 
1 No Plural 
1 No cone. 
No Plural 
1 No Pluf 1
was applied by 80% of the Ss. and only '7.5% affixed the 
appropriate final fz). Five Ss. did not apply the plural 
allomorph. just repeating the stimuli , phenomena already 
discussed. These forms were: 
2 [his] Ss afi4 
1 ' Inizzl S zo 
l ínizzl S 24 
In addition. it must be pointed out that since it has already
c 
been proved that the more resistant L1 is + sàfldenz ---# 
- voice 
E4* the more - perceived the Final consonant of the stimulus as 
C . 
E-wmcw. thus probably assessing their internalized lexical 
items £ni:sJ "n£ece". and/or Inizl "knee“, the plural of which 
result in inizzl. consequently minimal pairs for the Ss. This 
factor may also explain Ss 3343631 and aó°s responses. 
No homorganic was introduced in the stem. because the vowel 
exists in the Portuguese system. but the vowel of the 
inflection resulted in a homorganic [il in 24 responses. The 
appropriate [xl was produced by 8 Ss. Other responses with 
reanalysis 4, that is a homorganic sound. were [el and ie). All 
the vowels. except [el exist as phonemes in Portuguese. [al may 
be considered as a further step towards the Engliää vocalic 
system. 
‹-vn 1. l.¡.
ÊF`req Homorganic to ir] Ss 
Í 
-¬ - 2-4-7 -B-9-5- 1 3 -1 -G-1 5-1 6 c.4 Í .L 1 ¬ 
\ \ 
19-25-25-29-2 9-33-38 -Ô- 
17-21-22-23-12-31
\ 
1 4 
‹
1 
` 2 Ee] 36-97 
f 1 nas zz-, 
Table 11. Reanolysee of ÍI] 
~1m
19SDO 
D_
S9rdEZ _1SGh _LOPYh3ZnA11aFU1P3nAlINUL5OmetI
S9É13Úa9R umStC9 :JbUS ofQÉS91b3irEVFGd ___O
3_4
3_1_4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4
4 
_T/L V_53_S 
3
n 
_
O 
3 
3
1
C 
_ 
_ 
_
_4 
yr/L V
_
a9_B _"OC_4
1_4 __ _"OC 
Jr/L V_E
35nOC_4_
3 
5
_ 
W
4
OC
3_1_ ___HOC_4
5nOC_4
3_SnOC_4
B_5ÚOC_4
ON_9WO LPC4 
na57 
%
_
5 
MA5 
7
7 
Ma 
% 
na 
0/_ 
% 
Má 
mv 
5
5
5 
5 
5
5 
7_
258
z53 
na52 
Má5a
Í W"52 
Q/_*5a
,
%5a
Z5a 
MI”5E
3_›1_4a ¡%i5
13_42_21 
2
5
1
3 
_
_
1
6 
1
1 
_
_ 
4
9
72_1 
3
7 
2
2
3 
O
2 
_
_ 
5 
_ 
4
3 
O 
9
_ 
6 
_
_ 
1 
1
1 
3 
2 
8
7
O3
71
5
B
1
3
62
3 
3
2 
3
2
4 3
6
3 
3
3
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1
1 
1 
1 
1
1
1
1 
1 
1
1
Sn Ne _¡_
S _l
Z 
n 
U* 
ë
ã 
l
1
SiDš1 
Z 
Z 
ZS
S
3
SLe 
na 
n 
'm 
gëawš
ë 
lllll
1 
1 8g V*3
Zinëm
Sb “__š
S V*š
1
1
Si2 “__É1
É91
Éa1
SmÉl
dE1
SenÉl
1 
2
3
4 
5
6 
7 
8 
Q
O 
:¿"
1 
1. “L
21
E
4 
1 
|_
8 
4 
_¿
51 
H/1
81
91
OE
1Ln9d _LTLS+ FLO .LhO _LLGP _LC _L 'LnQ _V_rO ,_aLUC :L '_T6onO __flP ,IU/FO ____SdTG ¡_-9*
4- 
L- 
- cont D stands for /]_fi/ pbonoarticulatory anttctpatton to 
_ 118.5 
Item O6 Cont. 
Order Variables Freq. Subjects % Reanalyses 
« 1 1 Á 
¡
1 
121 Í *lanxs 1 Í ao I 2.5%I 4-‹1›-a
1
1 
, 
11 1 
I 1 
I 1 , 1 1 1 122 1 `le*zis 
I 
1 1 za 
1 
8.5%¿ 4-cone-1-a 
E š 1 
1 
? É 
12:-3 *iêz-.ds 
j 
1 
1 
14 ¡a.5>.;z.1 1»-com-3 1 
1 
` 
1 ‹ 
1
1 
134 11 'lamas 1 za la Q 5 ‹f1 ?\° . 4-cone-2 
1 
[ \
1 
,E5 
Â 
'lenis 1' ‹ 29 ` 2.52 4-1-9 
1 1 1 
1 ` 1 1 
1 1 
Í 1 , ¬ 125 °Cëh'tS 1 1 Í 25 * 2.5°Z›§cons-4-cons-31 
1 
1 1
1 
1 
1 
1 1 27 § lã 1 1 ao 1 2.5%¿ 4 No Plural 
1 1 1 
| 1
1 
Table 12. Responses to the item [1/\h]. 
Plural allomorph ending in [sl was applied by 26 Ss (8523W " " [23 " " " 12 (30%) 
Uninflected form was applied by C5%) m B? 
No response .is entix'ely' icjentical to the one hypothesized 
In this item the frequency of each response is very low. 60% of 
the responses correspond to a single different occurrence. 
As assumed in the hypothesized response many' Ss. produced a 
nasalized vowel, but followed by an articulated {+ miau] in the
c 
rhyme. Phonologists discuss whether there is a [+ naâmJ in this 
position or whether it is only an anticipation of the subsequent
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onset consonant. CThe last interpretati on is the one followed in 
this di sser tati on) . In any case, it nasalizes the precedi ng 
vowel . which cannot show the feature [+ Low' J . This rule of 
nazal i zati on . when appl i ed . was obser ved by 22 Ss , wi th onl y 
three exceptions C%.1o-21‹27D. The presence of 19 responses 
with the {+ niâczll favours either the theory of {+ níaqll in the 
rhyme in Portuguese. or the more advanced proficiency of the 
Ss. in the phonotactics of English. compared wi th what was 
hypothesi zed i ni ti al l y. 
95% of the Ss. produced a plural form, al though 65% added an 
[sl from L1 rule. Twelve Ss appropriately applied the tz: sound 
what may be considered a sign of the acquisition of the F`L. rule 
of allomorphy. Those subjects belong to both groups and 
surprisingly most of them are in the intermediate group C7 to 43 
However. it must be pointed out that all {+ :<z¢‹.»13 are 
redundantly voice-d which favours progressive assimilation,
c 
voicing L stridenz í Ãf. whi ch therefore becomes 
L- vox. ce 
Í +°~/oíce] . 
Reanal ysi s 1 that is the addi ti on of ii 3 sound in fi nal 
posi ti on was obs er ved i n 1 O Ss. C 25”/Á) 
4-9-11-13-11-zó-za-29-az-39. Thi s addi ti on pr oduc ed syl l abi c 
r eanal ysi s The pr ecedi ng vowel assumes the trace of nasal i ty as 
di scussed above . resul ti ng i n homor gani c Cê) and [253 i nstead of 
the appropriate IA). Reanalysis 4. that is homorganic vowel 
sounds in the stem varied From: 
‹-,vw r`¬/
\Freq al 
1 ¬ 
\ 
Homorganic to ía] ! gz 
Êao [53 7-B-9-11-12-13-14-15-16-1? 4-19-19-23-24-25-31-32-35-39 
;12 ¬ if-:3 1-3-5-6-22-26-30-33-34‹ 30-37-39 
` 'D'Q [ã] 10-21-27 
AÕ Eãl 2-20-40 
2 [el 29-29 
1
I 
Table 
Some 
"lambe", “¡.~ungs”. "Le-use”, "?.emLs”. 
13. Reanolyses of [A] 
of the responses may be due to lexical access:
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3SãFkGSDO D_SG __.dE2iSehLWyhJ2aEkE1aTU1pJaEkARC7OmeLI
SGSylaD89R M/__StCG _l_bUSq9FFSG1baiFaVFGdQ
LaTULF 
3 
3
3 
_ 
_ 
O
_ 
_____ 
4
4 
N
4
LCe “ÂF O
¿
C
3_4_4 
3 
4
4
3 _"G6T 
3 
9 
3
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
.L
4
_ ___ 
V_5
3_1
3_SHOC_4
3_SDOO_4
3_SfiOO_4
3_5nOC_4
FO6 
3
F 
_
' 
5 
Iv
n
Y 
O
S 
C
_ 
_
1 
4
_4 
oh 
yo
O2 P 
M/_ 
5 
6/v
8 
E
_ 
É 
mm 
1
7 
M/0
% 
5
5 
Ê
2 
Má8E
%52 
Q/N5a 
,B 
yu 
ya 
mw 
5
5 
gw
a
a 
wa5 pm
%58 
Ma5Z
Z5a 
M”5a 
M/_ 
Má 
5
5a
a
3 
6
3 
3
_ 
_
2 
5
3
3 
___ 
of
3
1
_
2
_ 
9
2 
8 
2
_
1 
9 
_
6 
_ 
3 
3
1 
7
_ 
2_ _0 
1324
43
9
_ Ú
_ 
7 
1_
4 
2 
___
1 
2
1
72 
4
8
O 
2 
5 
2
3
8 
6
3 
2 
E 
1 
1
1
1 
1
1 
1
1
O1
51
62
52 
_° 
7
1 
3
1 
1 
1 
1 
____
1 
1
1
S
S 
S
W 
a
E
a 
É 
É
E 
k 
k
k
aCk 
S
_ 
k 
k
k 
Z 
2 
___ 
3 
a
6
Ú 
E 
E 
E
Pk
S gmEk
W 
‹S 
mwea 
CCE
S3WâÉ
SiaEk
Sb8Ek
SbiEk
SbeÉk
StÉEk
iZU Ma LM .I
QbEEk
1 
E
3
4 
5 
8 
7
8 
Q 
O 
1
E
3 
1
1 
iii
41
51
5 “_
7 
Ê 
1¬_\
81 
Q
O
1
E
Item O7 Cont. 
Order Variables Fred. Eubjects L Roanalyses 
~a Fl ~o
o us o 
22 krssis 2.5% 4-1-a 
23 klfiê 1 12 2.533 4-No Pluro. 
24] kcem 2.5% 4-cone-No P1 
21 kcevrs 1 za 2.S% - -=y1.re 
1 4 
1 
J
9 
Table 14. Responses to the attmulua Éktäl . 
Plural allomorph ending in Is] was applied by 33 Ss C82.5%D 
II Í' II ÍI II IÍ II É Ê: C7. 
Uninflected form was applied by 4 Ss ClO%D 
There was only' one correct response produced by' S.rm Cm the 
other hand a response close to the one hypothesized was produced 
by 8 Ss: 1-7-1a-19-as-só-as-39 wi th the appr opr i ate I cl 
retroflex of the English system. This response had the highest 
frequency. 
Reanalysis 3 can be observed in 88.52 of the total, as a result 
of the assessment of L1 rules. Only 7.5% of the subjects 
produced the final fz] that corresponds to L2 system of 
allomorphy. Just 10% repeated the stimulus without affixing any 
morph.
A 
Reanalysis 4: retroflex írlwas used by 38 Ss C95%) while only 
two Ss Lmúó used a flap ir] CS2. This shows the Ss have 
already acquired this sound from the American English system.
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The central vowel [al in the stem, although it exists in the 
Portuguese system. was substituted by the following homorganics: 
1 
¡ 
-T 
äFreqlHomorganic to [al Ss 
í s 
l 2-4-ó-1a-15-21-23-29 
1 11 tz-:J 
zl | 
, 
31-92-as
1
f 
I 4 k* íawl Ê 16-22-ao-óo 
. 
,
r 
` 3 I [ol 1 9-e-14 ` 
r 3 l [el 
Â 
5-12-av Ê 
z ¡
i
|
1 2 Í [el 
\¬ 
9-25 
. . . 
N 1 1 Í 
1 l * ie] 24 
¿
1 
v 
1 Í [il I za
ä 
1 
Í Eau) 1 11
1 
9 1 
? ía] É 10 Ê 
¿ 1 
Ê 
few) ze 
¡__,_
_ 
Table 15. Recnalyses of Íal. 
Although [al exists in the Portuguese system. it was not 
repeated as previously hypothesized. Except responses given by 
Ss za and m all the other reanalyzed vowels exist in the 
Portuguese language. This phenomena may be due to the fact that 
pseudo words vanish quickly from BIM. 
C 1 
z ~.zz 1 , _ The rule + 5 ft 
J 
---- # continues to be applied _ VOLCB 
+ COYOT1 
by se ss. 
There are some responses that may correspond to lexical 
access: “cross” CSS.a-aú4). ”cream” CS.9). ”crabs” CS.s?D.
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Item 08 HEAF Ihiyfl, pl. íhiyvsl,hypothesized.resp.[?i{% 
} 
is
V 
Order Varia bles Freq. Subjects % Reanalyses
‹ 
Ç
1 xivs 
1 
õ 1-24-26-27-33-34 15°/z 1 4-4-3 irregh
1
1 
É 
2 xifs 1 5 19-20-21-37-40
\
1 12.5%1 4-4-3-ó 
3 `hifis 5 4-7-O-12-15 12.5%\ 4-4-1-3-ó
1 
1 4 'xifis 5 6-11-25-29-32 12. mX 4-4-1-3-õ `
_ 
014. hifs 
*1
2 3-2 5% 4--6-3-6 
1 
5 haxvs 1 31 
‹ 
\
\ 2.5% 4-4-a-
Í 
' 7 1 'xifie s 1 ‹ 19 2.5% 4-4-C3-1-3 
1 A 
\ Ó
\ 
xtvis 39 2.5% -6-4-1-3 ir:-og\ 
\
Q *xivis 1 5 2.5% Í 4~4-1-3
Í 
*1o °x1fxs 1 I 1‹ 30 1 W cnX 4-4-ó-‹1›-9 
11 *×i:Vi s 
Q 
1 22 2.5% -O--6-1-3 
12 `×i:fi S ` 1 23 2.5% 4-4-6-1-3 
§
W 
1 13
4 
'xivxs 1
V
4 10 W oux 4-4-‹1›-a 
Í 
14 °×üfxs ¡ 1 ‹ 32 ‹ 2.5% 
1
‹ 
-Ô--4-6-(1)-3 
15 '×ifãS 1 35
‹ 
8.52 4-4-6-(1)-3 
?1ô ‹ 'hivxs r 1 16 W 01N 4-4-(1)-3
\ 
17 1\ `hifes 1 17
Í 
2.52 
¬
1 4-4-ó-‹1›-9 
18 'hwifs 1 13 E.5% 
5
J 4-4-6-3 r 
119
À
‹ 
xiv 1 9 1 2.5% 4-4 No Past 
} 
EO xivz 1 36 2.5% 4-4-voiced 
Í 
21 ‹ rifs
I
1 14 2.5% l \ 4-4-6-3
Item 08 Cont. 
Order Variables Freq. Subjects % Reanalyses _ 
`
¡ 
ã 
EZR rivs 
i 
1 
q 
2 
§ 
2.5%i 4-4-3
3 
Table 16. Responses to the item Íhlyfl. 
Stem allomorph ending in ífl was applied by 25 Ss Cô2.5%D 
H .. H .. [V3 .. U .. 14 SS ¬ f\ (Ã) U]XL 
Plural allomorph ending in Cs] was applied by 38 Ss C95%D " " " " ízl " " " 1 Ss C2.5%) 
Uninflected form was applied by 1 Ss C2.5%3 
Eleven Ss. gave the hypothesized response. This large number of 
occurrences was due to two factors: First, for the initial 
consonant many variants were admitted. since this is the 
consonant which represents the largest amount of allophones. 
_. 
` °°¡"°" O
C 
Second. if a stem ends in a 
{ 
_ it turns into E+ vomàl - VOLCG
+ 
L. 
strid 
before the plural morpheme. However. unproficient students may
c 
+ voice 
ignore this rule. so both 
_ }. 
appear. - VOLC6' 
Reanalysis 6 was applied by S2.5% of the Ss.. they applied the 
regular plural form to this item. overgeneralizing the rule and 
thus, maintaining If). Only 35% chose the irregular formation.
c 
Portuguese rule refering to t+ âuàdend ---- #
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was applied by 95% of the Ss, there was only one response wi 
final Ezl. This rule continues to be the most productive in 
item too. 
The first consonant in the stem presented the following 
responses: 
req Homorganic 
Ê 
Se. 
1-5-õ-9-1o-11- às-19-ao-21-22-za 
24-25-za-27-29 -so-az-as-94-as-só 
37-ea-s9~4o 27 [xl 
E [tl 2-14
3 
Table 17'. Re-analyses of Íhl. 
From the table above it is possible to state that li 
have already acquired the [hl from English, probably due to 
frequent Portuguese allophone used by them. which is 
This latter allophone is [hl nearest counterpart in terms of 
point of articulation. 
Also in the stem the diphthong /-iy-/ was substituted by: 
šFreq‹ Homorganic to fiyl 
Í 
Ss
J 
É 37 
g 
[il 
Â 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-9~1o-11-12 3 
t 
r I 13-14-15-1ó-1?‹1a-19-20-21
; 
¿ 
É zz-z9-z4-2s-2ó-27-za-29-ao Ê 
\ 
K 
32-as-a4-as as-3?-se-40 
¡1pt13 ` -de 
É 
1 
š 
íazl ai
É 
\ 
5 ¡
1 
\ I 1* :win 
zp 
13 * 
Table 19. Reanalyses of Íiyl. 
P.- E; 
th 
this 
Ss. 
the most 
íxl.
No S. gave the correct response to this diphthong. Most students 
gave the hypothesized answer and two of them came closer to the 
correct response producing a di phthong. 
Many different responses were produced to this item , maybe 
because of its irregularity. Some of these unique responses are 
cl ose to the hypothesi zed response: C Ss . io-16-22-za-ao-aa) . 
Other homorganic variants to the hypothesized plural were 
produced by Ss. 32 and ss. 
Closer to the correct plural were answers given by Ss.z and sa 
Some possibly analogical forms were given by S. zu C”hn£ƒe” 
pl us its plural) and S. 19 C analogy wi th numerals and infi uence 
of the written modality C"z`.hi1*Lies". "ƒort1lee” and so on). 
\:."`Í! g/`.›
Item 09 TASS Etesl, pl. Etasrzl. hypothesized resp. ['tszis1 
Order Variables Freq. Subjects 3 Reanalyses 
` 
l ”te:sis 28 ` 2-a-4-7-9-12-ia 
p 
4-1-1-1
\ 
1 14-15-16-17-13*21. \ 
. 
, 
22-24-za-za-29-aol
\ 
¬ 31-32-33-36-37-39 
1. 
i 
1 _ 
40 . 55% í 
ul
À u.
I 
i 2. 'tes rs 6 s-io-14-25-as-ao 18% -- 
. 
lí 
É } *tezis 3 . 19-za-2? 
i 
7.52 1 4-4-1-a 
. r 1 i i . 
p 
4ç tes 2 ó-34 
p 
5% 4-No PL. 
*
1 
. 
5;: `tasis 1 Ú 9 ` 2.531; 
1 
4-1-a 
1! ‹ 
. 
¿ 
‹
` 
\ 
¬ W I 
. St 'tasis 1 1 1 2.55; * 4-1-a . 
í 1 í f 
.' 
z 7* 'tz-51 f 1 . zú 
.4 
e.=3>â . .z-1 No pm. ' 
\ 1 \ \ 
Table 19. Responses to item ÍLBZSÍ. 
Pl ur al al l omor ph was appl i ed by 37 Ss C 92. 5%) 
Uninflected form " " " 3 Ss C7.5%3 
There are three responses that correspond to our hypothesis.Once 
again it is possible to observe the application of Ll rules for 
plural formation. Thirty one Ss. applied the plural allomorph 
that follows Ll conditions. However. 34 Ss. (85%) did not turn 
the final consonant of the stem into /-z/ as expected. 
The same phenomena was observed in itenx 4 GLASS, where Ss 
produced {`glesis]. Here too we can assume that this item similar 
somehow to item 4 received the same treatment, glass was 
P. 1% (13 acquired as a marked form. followed the same principle._ 
That is, both items were joined into the same grouping. thus Ss
84
produced very similar responses although one belongs to the 
lexicon and the other is a pseudo word. 
From the high frequency of [°tasis3 we can assume a kind of 
mid-way rule. This same consideration was applied to item 4. 
They neither completely applied Ll rules nor the appropriate 
rule for English _ 
We can again. remark the productivity of reanalysis 3, 
undoubtedly the one with highest frequency. 
On the other hand, the [al in the stem was adapted into the 
following homorganics Creanalysis 43: 
'
1 
.Freqfi Homorganic to [23 
¡ 
Ss 
` 2-a-4-5-õ-?-9-10-11-12-ia 
¿ 
38 . [E] 
\ 
p 
. 
14-1s-1ó-i7-ia-19~2o-21-22
1 
É 2a-24-25-2õ-27-29-29-ao-ai Í 
a2-aa-a4-a5-só-av-aa-as-40.E 
É 1 
Í 
[al 9
Í . 
4 ` 
Ill 1 
5 
[el * 
Table 20. Reanalyses of fašl. 
Considering the responses without plural inflection íàasl, CSs 
ae4D, the stimulus was repeated with a change in the vowel sound. 
ítssii appart from the change in vowel sound , a final íil, was 
added with the consequent syllabic reorganization closer to 
Portuguese canonical form CV.
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Item 10 GUTCH [gAU3, pl 
Order Variables Freq. 
ígàflxzl, hypothesized resp. [”gaƒis 3 
Subjects % Reanalyses 
l-I
‹ 
1 'geflis 
1
¡ 
14
A 
1 
\
\ 
1. - 9- 1 2 - 1 5-20-23-25 
- 2 9 - 2 9-31 -32-36 27 
40 
1
\
1 
35% Í 
\ 4-4-3 
\ 
2, `gaU1s 
ä 
5 6~B~19-33-3? \ 
«
« 
12.5%L 4-4-a 
3; `ga¶:s \ 
‹ \ 
3 10 -14‹a5 Q6x \ 4_3
1 
gagis *ë 2
A
‹
É 
11 -26
1 
5% 4-Õ-4-2-J 
Í 
5. gefl
É
1 34 2 .5% « 4-no allom.
i 
, 
5 92€ 1 17 2 .5%
\
k 
4-no aLLom. 
Ã 
7 'geqfis 1 2-6 2 .BZ -G--O--G-3
Q Í gaflés 
l \ 
1 39 Í
ä 
›~\ Ç .5%
1 
Ã' 4-1-3
K 
` QL `gaU15 
1
a
1 16 2 .5% 4-3
š 
10* gafis 1 1 30 2 .5% 4-3 
¬ 
11¡ *kâgis 5 1 22 
c
h A Cú .5% 
1 
‹
\ 
\ 
4-4-4-3 1 
1 12Í getxs É 1 1
1
5
1
‹ 2 .S2 \ 4-4-3 
Í 13* gajis 3 1 
l 
¡
I 13 N Qà 4-4-1-3 
í 
'
š 1 39 1 2 .5% 4--6-3 141 gxts : 
\; 
É 15 *gegâ í 1 21 E .5% 4-4-1 nó aih 
É 
16? 'getid 1 
* 
I L
1 
1 
I
‹ 2 2 .5% I
1
â 4-4-pasa 
17§ °kezitH J 1 7 2 .5% 4-4-4-vast 
| \ k 
Í 181 'kefirs 1 4 
Li 
2 .5% Ã 4-4-3
\
Á
M G gets 
V
1 13 .-\G Ú \_o O\ 4-4 3rd.p.&
\
1 
1
s 
l 
\
\
1 gäãt
À 
NO 1 9 f\ Z .BZ lexical
0 
Table 21. Res onsas to the item |""\ G ) ‹: L-J P V
S5
Plural allomorph was applied by 38 Ss C90%D 
Uninflected form " " " 3 Ss C7.5%3 
Simple Past allomorph was applied by i S C2.5%3 
Ninety percent of the Ss. produced the voiceless plural 
allomorph according to L1 rule Creanalysis 3).The three 
responses without plural inflection are variants of the 
stimulus. In order to recall this item some Ss. may have tried 
to anchor it in already known le×icaL items resulting for 
example in ” gues£”,“ca¿ches”. ”ge¿s”. Igestl. íkeflisl, ígetsl. 
The i tem i n the past tense CS. 2) may be the resul t of 
interference of previous stimuli that required the past tense 
allomorph.
C 
1-'V' C OI`OT'\ 1 
Rule 
[› sufideml -- # continues ix: predominate .in - voice 
the responses. 
I
I 
i omorganic to CU) U Ss ' .-.Li
, 
(D 
.Q 
IE 
Í¡ 
5 It) Í 2-5-1a~a4-39 
§ 
4 
¿ 
Czgl 11-za-24-zó 
z' 1 cz: % «z 
L 1 :fa za 
Z 
l Í [sl f 9 
Table 22. Reanalyses of ÍÍÍÊ. 
f\ ¬~1O ‹›\ \_1 Then, the appropriate [Ú] was used by E8 Es. " 
Ss” responses showed different tendencies from those anticipated
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by the hypothesis: First, 26 Ss. preser ved the affricate [tƒ] 
whi l e 4 voi ced i t Mg) . The expl anati on i s that al though Í tj] i s 
not found i n í #2 i n Por tuguese . i t i s the most frequent 
Êz
o 
L 
F*^_¬›3 
Y: 
|..` 
U. 
f`| sff 15 II' ÉÉ (. ("' LT É ...J (3 53C 'T U :T 
al l ophone /t/' bef or e /i /. Subj ec ts pr obabl y appl i ed the 
al l omor ohs 
L _; 
i mmedi atel y , since thi s Yaoi l i tates thei r _ L: 
task. The ~" 3512 ' ' ' al ~ E ~es3 appears . 
shows an attempt to produce E rs] . i . e. . a higher level of 
pr of`i cieny. 
Second: Subjects showed a tendenoy to preserve the feature 
D) (D 8) openess instead of zone: ¬. preferred [el instead of the 
hypothesized ia) as may be observed in the following table: 
-__l-. 
_-d___.-__l____l_____-- 
WH. 
n› 
¬ 
‹o 
‹n 
.Q 
_ 
__
_ 
Í°"š'l 
__ 
_» 
.--ll 
__-...-__r___.--___,_r.__._ 
-..I
U
N 
'G 
Õ- 
Homorganic to IA] Ss 
1-z-a--z-s-1-9-io-11-12-la 
14-15-19-2o~21-22-23-25-zcs 
* 2-2-29-29-az -az-34-as-só-40 
7' ó-9-1 cf-19-as-31-as 
1,
K 
2 l fe) 1?-ao 
i`{e3 
1 :EXE 
Table 23. xearzalyses of Í/\l.
1 w_5PEiP5ÉrdGZ_ ,_SÉ `_\_ *VÚPYhLdWDFS .L ____aP 1”W3P5wO mu11mEtI
33_
O
6 
3 
___.
1
_
3
_ 
O
_
7 
2
1
43_9 
,
Í 
5 
C
_ 
O 
_" 
___ 
P 
9 
Y 
._
U 
___ 
_` 
O 
,__ 
_
r 
N 
Í 
._
V 
Y 
_`__
. 
2 
___ 
___ 
5 
5
f 
5 
5 
5
5
_ 
V 
_
_ 
_” 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_
5
5 
1 
_. 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
5 
I 
___ 
4 
4 
4
_ 
5
_ 
5 
5
5 
_ 
_”, 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
¿
_ 
4 
_ 
_
_
4 
7
P
O 
7 
7 
4 
4 
4
7 
7 
4 
/_* 
7 
I
¡ 
7 
_ 
7 
_ 
7 
7 
4
_ 
7 
7
7 
MA 
“_/9 
Ma 
% 
Ma 
“Á 
O/G 
Á/__ 
Z 
2 
Z 
O/__ 
Má 
% 
Ma
Z 
Z 
W" 
M/_ 
M/_» 
Z 
M/9 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5
5 
5 
5 
5 
5
8 
7 
2 
2 
E 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
E 
2
E 
2 
2 
E 
E 
2
E
6 3
4 
_
_ 
O 
6 
4
4 
5 
7 
7
2 
4 
2 
5 
9
1 
2 
3 
2 
1
1
B3 
2
1 
9
8 
2 
2 
3
2 
2
5 
2
2
3
2
8
E 
E 
E 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
4%
t 
W 
W
M 
O 
Q
3
P 
P
P
S 
S 
_____ 
i 
_l 
_l
hLWOPSi 
d
d
T 
_, 
d
d 
d 
W 
W 
ll
G 
d 
L
U 
D 
O 
W
W 
W
W 
O 
P
P 
O
O 
O 
O 
P 
, 
__ 
P 
p 
` 
`_ 
`_ 
p
p 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S
S 
S 
8
Q 
i
I 
__ 
, 
ll 
_1
i
h
t
V
I
_ 
w
Ó 
W 
W
W 
O 
O
O 
p 
D_ 
D_
HL8WOpSi 
h
h 
L 
t
L
h 
L
3 
t
8 
i
d
8 
W 
3
W 
n
W 
O 
O 
D 
D 
W
O 
P 
P 
P 
P
P
OP 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S
S 
'L 
_i 
_l 
(__ 
`_ 
Il 
123¿_5878go123¿_ 
i¡¡¡_¡l¡¡¡l¡¡|!!|_l¡¡¡¿à¡¡¡_¡I¡áu`¡ 
ul 
'¡_l_ 
` 
1¬_; 
ii; 
_\u¡¿
51
4
I 
7 
8 
9 
O 
1
2 
1 
¡_ 
1 
2
2
E
Item 11 Cont. 
Grder Responses Freq. Subjects H Reanalyses 
is'po'»›/eta É 1 za l 2. 7-4-5-1 
1 _ i A X 1 is pouda 
¿ 
1 19 l 7-4-1âyL.rear 
1 
1 
ll
z 
, ¡ \ I
` 
is powedh 1 29 1 17-4 1nfL.vriL 
m
m
w
w
W m
m
X
N 
0) 
D) 
0) 
01 F1) 
Gl 
G]
N 
š-Í' 
`\ 
*
â spoit 
` 
1 11 
1 
2. Í 4 
I \
\
5 is`pojld 
1 
1 32 i Í 7-4 
1 
% ‹ 
' °spawxd 1 1 a 1 1 4-5 Í 
L 1 
i
L 
*spoled 
š 
1 io I 2. f cone. É
) 
0)
1 
\1 Q) 01 š<? 
n0 W mx 
0) 
D)
O 
(O 
Ç) 0] 
U1 
.R 
šf 
» â
1
I 
spoTn 1 13 1 4-cont 1 
1 \
K
1 
. . z 1 is pafg 1 2 v-5 dana. ; 
(J 
(À) 
0)
M 
Q) (H 
C1 
àf 
àf xi ts'põõ* 1 1 15 
2 
8. -4 
' = ispoT* 1 se Ê 7-4 
0)H PI) U1 šf 
Toblze 24. Êesponses to the õtimuíus ` 
There 
Í responses/) are *Õ not entirel y cohsi stent wi th the 
hypothesized one. although ali Es. except Q added the initial 
If] 'U L. É 
vowel as expected. The diversity of past tense allomorphs 
demonstrates that the Ss. have not internalized the verbal rules 
of English. There are two responses that may be considered close - 
rw Ç/1 to the appropriate one. they are: spnwl 403 and íspoudl 
("\ s-1 53 since the correct allomor ph E-dl was applied. but also 
homorganic Io] and íoul instead of [D3 occurred.The 
maintainance of the stem vowel iu] was also rare because this 
É-BC'
vowel is not followed by Iwl in Brazilian Portuguese varieties. 
The rest of the data in this table show that Ss. do not 
appropriately apply the past tense allomorph, it seems that í-tl 
and {-dl are indistinctly used ,which implies that they have not 
acquired the productive rule. Possibly this phenomena is the 
result of insufficient instruction.On the other hand it seems 
that Ss. whether at intermediate or advanced level. would have 
already perceived from classroom input enough evidence and 
realiza that there is actually a difference in the realization 
of the past tense allomorph though they seem not to haveyet 
established the underlying principles for the application of 
I-tl. I-dl or E-Ldl. 
The influence of the written system appears in responses by Ss. 
zueo where the past tense marker used was Iedl. This fact may 
also be the result of inadequate instruction. 17 SS. C42.52D 
applied the allomorph E-tl. Note response 1a where a vowel sound 
was added Í-al. 
The final Í-tl was aspirated in responses: 9-z»es-a«- and 39. 
In these cases the consonant cluster received an intermediate 
vowel sound resulting in syllabic reanalysis. The vowel sounds 
that appeared in that position were: 
Ei 3 Ss. ó-1? 
I Fé] Ss . 12-za 
Ci 3 Ss. 39-11 
The al l omor ph I-dl was produced by l O Ss CES”/á) _ Thi s fi nal
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consonant turned out to be aspirated in responses by Ss. 
2?-za-2s›. The only S. to add a vowel after I-dl was N 19 (el. 
Es. 9 and 14 added [-:dl as past tense allomorph and there was 
an íid] ~CS.z-1). There were also two lexical accesses: S. za 
and az. 
In this item the most productive re-analysis is N. 7”. that is. the 
addition of the epenthetic vowel ii] before íspl. It was used by 
E8 SS. C 70%). 
The three last items in the table may correspond to a continuous 
form.
Ji HJiki 7' __ D_SE ___dEZ _____SQhtOPyhJLkIELSap1kiEKm21mQLI
naÉE%S _LCe :J
2
bUSrFS9S _]GdFO SQy1â mienOPSeE 
_¬¡|¡_t¡!__|¡_š__`¡_ 
À
\
5 Y
d 
S
e 
_ 
d
t 
'_' 
9
6
_ 
__” 
t
T 
T 
Q
L 
V
T
P 
_ 
__”
5 
5 
5
f 
5 
P
G 
_ 
n 
_
_ 
_
S 
4 
4
í 
5 
4 
G
4
1_ 
5
1 
_
_ 
4 
5 
5
2 
_ 
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_
_ 
4 
4 
4 
5
4
1_ 5
5
_
_ 
___
4
P _
5
d r 
_
5 
3 
1
_ 
_ 
_
4
4
5 
Z 
Ma 
5
8a 
% 
X 
na 
Ô 
“__ 
“_
5 
5 
F_ 
PW 
RW 
_
_ 
7 
7 
E
E 
Z
% 
5
5a 
M/U8 pm 
Má 
Mú 
6/Q 
M/9 
5 
5 
5
5 
aaaaa 
M/__
Í 
__
Z 
5 
mv
5 
a
E 
“_/__ 
_
_
5 a
a 
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_
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4
_
_ 
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4 
5
1 
4 
_ 
_ 
_
_ 
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4 
4
5
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Má 
5
5O 
2
2 
O
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3
3 
_
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9
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3
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5
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2
1 
2
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5
5
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2
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9
1 
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5
8
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3 
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E 
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1 
1
1 
1 
1 
1
1 
1
1 
1 
1
1 
1
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2
4
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*
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E 
É
É
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t
h
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~
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E
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k
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k
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E
E
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_l
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É 
E
E
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_
_
Q
d
d
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T 
'K
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S
L
t
9
_
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F
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ILIkEÉ
b _lüX
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5
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Item 12 Cont. 
Or der Responses Freq. Subjects % Reanal yses 
1 4 
Q
\ 
' 'rikid 1 11 1 r 5 
r 
sê 
0; Q) U1X 
z:iš‹;¿-;õdh 
h 
1 
` 24 h 5 
r 
r z ` 
1: tked c 1 _ az 3 4-4-5 
Q
¬ - ` naked 1 r aa 2 4-5
3 
'ar“17""zf“"z,í”“7×s"°'”õí*'¡â>"“'aêa"""í“a› 
0) 
P1) 
P'
O 
(G 
C) 
×1 
(Ff 
C-1 
›I=- 
5» 
sv 
ê»
. 
sv 
sv 
` 
_ . Í ` ra-^.k1:j_;1 ` 1 av 2. ` 4-4-2-1 
- cowk r 1 34 3. ;~ 4 Nó púaf.
v 
Lzík 1 C5 ` 2. 4 No past 
` rfiki 1 19 1 No past 
,l'.`ikI ` 1 ` 16 I 1 No past
1 
'- ` rek Tn « 1 Í as 4-com. 
z 
~, 
|3'í'k Tn 1 r 13 r 2. 5% 4-c`-mz _ 
(1 4; P.- id.. 7: '-Z hn .r
ú 
_ 1 _ , " 1 
` 
10 8. 5% 4-Cont. 
* | 
`
¡ 
Table 25. Responses to the stimulus íífikl. 
The response belorzging Lo 3.9 almost corresponds to the 
D' Si G. hypothesis because the English ir] '~ already been acquired. as 
if, was observed in the previous sec:€,ion_.but the vowel has been 
subsbituted by a homorganic Ei); the consonant. IL3 has been 
affricated and a vowel added. 3. ;›?*â answer is also close to 
the hypothesized answer. 
Eleven Ss. produced the past, 'pense allomorph wi bh a vowel plus
I 
Different vowel sounds appeared in Lhis position: r-1 Ç.. L..| 
94-
Ei 3 Ss. 3-9-22-26-za-ai. 
[el Ss. 2-9-às-as. 
:ai ss. 14-17-za-25. 
re: ss. 1 
Lu ss. 40 
On the other hand the allomorph was formed with the following 
vowels plus It): 
I el Ss. '/-27~az-só. 
Ie] Ê. 19-24. 
E IJ Ss. 4-39. 
[il Ss. 11-12-av. 
Note that Ss.1?-19 and 21 also added a vowel sound in final 
position, thus applying reanalysis 1. The non-acquisi tion of the 
English morphophonemic rules is obvious in this item too. 
The stimuli repeated without past tense allomorph were produced 
by Ss. 6-16-19. In the last two. vowels were added. 
Response bel ongihg to S. 34 may be considered ah irregular 
í`ormation or Umlaut. 
Three responses in continuous form appeared: as-io-13; these 
last two were formed with [T] plus [QE . This phenomenon was 
also observed wi th the noun forms. Again, it is possible to 
observe that contrary to what was hypothesized, most students 
have already acquired the English Ir).
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Item 13 Cont. 
Or der Responses Fr eq. Subjects "`/3 Reanal yses 
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Table 26. Responses to the sttmulus {mDt]. 
There i s not a response equal to the for m hypothesi zed. However E t 
was affri cated by Sâ.1o-iõ. and Id] was affri cated by S. ai wi th 
the addi: ti on of a vowel . The al l omor ph to be added ` 
+coronaL
FO P___¬ _ seemed easi er for the exami ned Ss . Seven -conttnuant 
of the Ss. gave correct responses Csaâ first une 'm zh.-;» w.bLâ›› 
and many other Ss. gave responses very close to the correct one. 
either changing the vowel into its homorganic counterpart or 
changing the stem vowel but adding the correct allomorph.Only 
one subject <ó› gave the unvoiced íetl. 
In this item the most productive rule is /-zd/. considering its 
variants too. This may be so because there is no possibility of 
reduplicating the final sound in the stem. 
The vowel sounds appearing in the suffix were: 
F 'Ç'... . - X _ 
i 113 os. 15-za-za-29-a¿-as~.-›s>-19-zs-zó. (The iast three 
responses al so had an epentheti c vowelš . 
97'
U] I/ Ii) ".2-3-9~14-22-sv-40. 
[ el Ešs. 1-20-36. 
I 6] Ss. 1-27. 
On the other hand. the written system influenced responses 
1-só-zo as they produced a suf`f`i>< equal to the written form. Two 
Ss.C1o-133 produced an zlrzga' form. both wi th nasalized ÍTJ. 
|...› Uni nflected forms were produced by Ss.z-16 and 19. Number 5 
affricated the [tl and Ss. 16 and 19 added an epenthetic vowel 
Response of S. 5 may be considered an Uml aut followed by
C 
1- . 
L 4' VOLC9] -
Item 14 BOD [bad] past íbndídl, hypothesized response íbnqiqil 
Order Eêspcnses Frãq. Subjects 3 Eeanalyses 
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4-aspur. 
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1 `2O bodtn 1 13 2.5% cont. 
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Item 14 BOD Cont. 
Order Responses Freq. Subjects 'Z Reanal yses 
D) (1) P* re uà Ê” 01 âí' DSL 4- no past 
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Table 27' - Responses to the stírnulus [b3d] 
13. 5% of the Ss. used the appropriate allomor ph. Others 
r epl ac ed Lhe vowel sound i n Lhe suffi x for a homor gani c. The 
vowel s appeari ng i n Lhi s posi Li on wer e:
V 
'31 äâ I i 1 . 7-ao-ao-19-25-as-àü-17-2:-24-as-ze. 
(__ ;r (0 íeš r Ss.11 Clnfluence of wriLt,en system). 
Es. 1?-22-xa-25 also added in final position a ía] producing 
syllabic reanalysis. more consisbent wi bh Portuguese Canonical 
form. 
The final [dl was produced éz-zspireí'.ed by Ss.2õ and 35. 
*¬ " was produced wi *ah Lhe r esponses of ,_ (I U! C "'› “J P. N |'¬ ‹¬- Led Q»-z IJ 
Eis.31-az-37-39-3-5-14-9-2. They were âspirated in the first, four
0 "'› '“› cases. Only S. 19 pr oduced en ricated sound. Three are also 
two img for ms C 10-za) end Lhe foi J. owi ng r eai i za Li ons wer e 
pr oduc ed wi Lhout pas L Lense el l omor ph : I ben] C aa) . ímzatl C za) 
›»a __, rc '1 (G probably interference of za previous stimulus, and Ibate) 
were also two lexical aucesses: Eb;-¬.dl¬3 and íboridhl. 
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Item 15 SING ESIQJ. past Isagl, hypothesized response ísT*giqÀJ 
Ord 9!' ResponseS Freq. Subjects n 1 /9 Reanalyses 
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sê×gith 1 25 GX 2 -8-4-1-0.5 
L..- 
›|>- sš*gi¢i 1 26 WR2 1 4-4-5-1- 
`\ 
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Table 28. Responses to the stimulus ÍSIQ3. 
In item 15 
possibility 
showed that 
101 
there was a factor to be considered. that is tne 
of rote learning, as it is a real word. The data 
this was not the case since the approprite ia) was
not appl i ed. However Ss . produced a ki nd of i rr egul ar for mati on 
by using not I ãl as expected but [el . [õ] . Thi s phenomenon may 
be due to the non exi stence of I nl as a phoneme i n the 
Portuguese system. though all the Ss. substituted this by a 
í-Pnasall + Erg), articulatory anticipation of Egl. This can be 
considered a strategy on the part of the subjects in this 
experiment. The data show that it is not defini te 
that EIFL. Brazilian students always substitute [133 for [nl as 
Steinberg stated. The only vowel sound that is not nasal is [xl
Ú gl \I Response za is the closest to the hypothesis but contains 
an lê] instead of the hypothesized ITI. The overgeneralizations 
were :zé-zo-19-25-zõ--_-19. There were also two Lngz forms Cia-aa). 
Answers given to this stimul us showed that the hypothesized form 
underestimated Ss* profici-ency. just a few of them C5 Ss.) 
produced responses close the appropriate past tense. even 
when this was one of the real words in the experiment. 
Nevertheless, E'7'.'5% of the answers do not correspond to the 
verbal paradigm. Ss. produced a noun Form instead. showing lacl< 
of syntactic competence. 
All Ss.have problems with the production of 12133. they all added 
a ig). This arises from Portuguese phonetic condi tioning. On the 
other hand. five Ss. repeated .more or less accurately. the 
stimulus with the above mentioned conditioning and they also
V 
L__*. 
. , 
'I + hugn
š produced a ir - back 
L - tensa
1
Responsesfr omSs . . 2-12-22-27-za-ao-as-as-40 ar e cl ose to past 
tense form. that, is. the Umlautz. They
v 
reanalyzed the vowel in Lhe stem into a homorganic 
Ê' 
+ high
1 
L J 
` - back 
35-12 also added an epenthetic vowel. 
Other answers are also close Lo the past, tense : 1-9-11-21-29
V 
but this time with [+bq¢k]. However. Ss. are not, proficient 
enough to apply the past, Lense Umlaut. either because they do 
noi, control the English vocalic: pattern and/or for syntactic 
reasons. In addi Lion, they are still influencecl by Lhe phonebic 
‹: 
_ 
V Í--cont
1 czondi tl oning of a [ + r.‹zsqL3 followed by 
¡ 
J 
and -ÚÇLB
L 
bhe already mentioned phenomenon of arzticipatlorl of a czonsorzant 
£+ nasal] in Lhis particular case [+ 1-›i.g3~.}. 
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I tem 1 6 GLING Cont. 
Or der Responses Fr eq. Subj ec ts 'Dá Reanal yses 
1 A 
kl T*gath! 1 
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21 f ¡ã.`.5%¿ 4-4-ó-asp 
) 5 
0) (J) 
gl T*gTn i 1 1o f 8. 5%l 4-4-czmf.. 
0) 
D) 
H) 
D) 
*J 
G) 
U] 
›I> 
H) 
Ê?
É ` 1 Í É gl. ãÍ*g' 1 4 20 . " 4-4-cont . 
gl ÍDQT 1 l 13 š 2. 4-cont 
L gi êéjg 
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1 
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ó 2. 5°z›.;Í ¬z-4-no pas 
1 1
r 
~ r a 
L 
gl šëfigi 1 19 2. 5% 4-4-irzo po. 
Table 29. Responses to the siimulus Ígl. Hj) 
Response 3 is quite similar Lo the one hypothesized. the only 
difference is the affricated ítƒl instead of Icgl. Other responses 
close Lo Lhe hypothesized form. although wi thout affrication. 
were produced by Ss.12-1a-22-ar. c 
r 'Ô' TWGS 
Most Se. did not link this item to Lhe stems ending in + Y ` ntgh 
whi ch would have gi ven Lhem a cl ue in relation to the Uml aut rule 
of past Lense. Overgeneralized responses vari ed fr om: small 
changes ei ther in Lhe stem and/or the suffix vowel (21 
responses) to di fferent final steps: id. dh . L . th). Twenty one 
Ss. unvoiced the ini ti al consonant. 
The vowel previous Lo [dl were the following: 
Ii 3 ss. 23-24-25-21-29-32-'/-12-ao-2. 
£ 13 Ss. za. 
Ie] Ss. 1,4-15-1?-as-só-1a-22-4-37-16. Thi s shows Lhe 
infl uence of the wri tten system 
íëíl Se. 9-11-9. 
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E dl was Pol l owfad by em epenbheti C vowel wi th the corzsequerzb 
syl l abi cz r eanal yi s i n responses bel ongi ng to Ss: 19-22-av-1a. 
id] was aspirated by Ss.av. the same happened with ft] in 55.26 
and 39. 
In this i tem i Í. is al so po-ssi bl e to observe Lhe conj uncti on of 
nasal vowels and [13] phonoar Li culatory anti ci pabi on in 
Ss. za-24-25-2?-29-az-14-15-17-as-só-9-11-5-as-31-as›-34-4o-s>-a-W 
22-4;-ao-29-37-2. r ei nfor ci ng what, has al r eady been sai d in 
relation Lo what EPL Brazilian students use instead of EQ).
C 
r..-......._1 
¡.............~«-¡ 
-Õ~ COTOT7 -I 
In the case of ea subsequent - nas subjects 2 and -õ produced 
- COTH. 
c; 
the following anbicipationz 
Ó' COTOT1 
+ nasal
J 
Cšnly three continuous forms appe~a¡'=;«d ‹ 10-13-20; showing some 
Ss` morphosynbactic inadequaci es.No past, Lense allomorph was 
applied by Ss: 5-as-6 and 19. When oomparing responses to 
stimuli 15 and 18 some subjects showed some consistencies 
C 5-13-24-25-as-393 .
Item 17 LODGE íluwgl 3rd.p.sing. íluwgxzl, hypothesized resp Eluqgsl 
Order Responses Freq Subjects % Reanalyses
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Item 17 Cont. 
Order Responses Freq. Subjects % Reanalyses 
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Table 30. Responses to the attmulus ÍÂUFÊÊ 
In this item there are six responses similar to the hypothesis.. 
here the diphthong [uw] in the stem was replaced by a homorganic: 
iu). or by ía] or Ía3. This sound seemed to be quite difficult:
a 
no subj ect pr oduced i L. Ever yone àppl i ed the edi phthonga ti on 
rule. that is. preserving the syllebic center [u]. 
The same thing happened to the vowel in the suffix that resulted 
in a homorganic [i3. [el or Kel. the most proficient S. Czóš 
cave í r3. 
Again the final [23 appropriate to this context is not
c 
internalized: Ss. used e í-vei.-:ei that is the conditioned form 
in their Portuguese rule of 4* is observed here too. -
The third person singular allomorph was applied by 18 Ss. 
C40%D although none of them used the appropriate Izl, for the 
reasons already exposed. 
14 Ss. (35%) applied a past tense allomorph. may be an cwer 
extension of the strategy required for previous items, that is. 
in most of the stimuli a plural form of noun or a past tense 
was required, so probably they did not realize that in this case 
they were supposse to use a third person singular inflection. 
The past tense allomorph showed a variety of responses: 
íid.ed.ät,1t, äth] and was applied by Ss.ra-5«>7fl2-u»14. 
1-;¬._ 
›- Í: ¬ Q. ' are 5 responses in continuous although only one~ Ca?? 
'V c 
presents the pattern {+ nasal] + 
Í 
+ nas 
L + hxgh
c 
- cont 1 
phonoarticulatory anticipation before + high L Wi r-_..-..¬ 
The last three responses in the table were considered repetitioh 
of the stimulus .though they show small reanalyes. no allomorph 
was added. 
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Item 18 - Cont. 
Order Responses Freq. Subjects % Reanalyses 
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Table 31 . Responses to the stimulus Íbííjl 
This item repeats the pattern of item 18 Cglingš where Ss. 
overgeneralized the past tense rule, as well as applying the
c 
homorganic + nas Cphonoarticulatory anticipationl for 
Í + high 
L . 
the sound in the stem that does not exist in the Portuguese 
system [Q] Cin Final position). 
Responses at the top of the table may be considered the closest 
to the appropiate one. considering the forms used by the 
students. They passed from a [+ low] to a I-low] vowel. fel --> 
fel. As thee former does not exist in the Brazilian Portuguese 
systenx Ss. 5-aaa-as also gave answers that are close to the 
correct one. although with some variants. 
In the stem [el appeared as many times as fi) that is they used 
v v 1 a - back 1 as well as a - back in that position. + }'1'Lg`I"| 
J 
_
xJ 
The regular past tense allomorph with some variants was used by â 
Ešs.1-a9~z3-3-za-24-az-21-1?-7-z~zo-40-12-11-29-14-ieeis-as. 
H' |..z. ¡...‹.
'T1-. ‹Í.1 -- .Ue i nfi uerzce uf' ‹-'O' IT (F " written system is obss-rved in E,`s.14-19-15 
and as. There are five responses in continuous form 
that.. as previously stated. “h 
fx 3) . za-ao-aa) . 
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Item 19 MELT - Cont. 
Order Responses Freq. Subjects Z Reanalyses
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Table 32 . Responses to the stimulus ímã-Ílt] 
Responses to this item neither correspond to the hypothesized 
form nor are they the correct one. As this is a real word rote 
learning could have been a possible response. but Ss. showed the 
already' demonstrated difficulty to produce the 
does not exist in the Brazilian Portuguese system. 
ç¬~ ._ _›lÃ WQ gave Cmsltid).Close to this response are 
which the stem vowel was substituted and those 
~1
< 
o.»~J
€ 7 |.4. (`.- 3 ]+ 
S- back 
'-tensa 
the forms in 
in which the 
suffix consonant was unvoiced. with or without aspiration and/or 
uentering and iowering the suffix vowel. 
F-1 (1- is important to note here the tendency of 
students to neutraiize the -rence between 
favour of the last one when 
phonotactic transfer from Li. This phenomenon was 
Ss C20%D. 
.CL 
..4. *'› W 'D É !"1 F.. LJ 
mwF Brazilian 
and [W] in 
¬" ._ _ closing the syllable. ihis shows a 
observed in 8 
During the experiment the Ss.showed certain diffioulty with this 
item. the stimulus had to 
guestionedabout it after the 
word but could not produce the past form. 
be repeated several times. When 
experiment they said they knew the 
There are two responses with a third person singular inflection 
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Table 33. Response to the stimulus ÍHBBZI 
The third person singular allomorphs were applied by 10 Ss 
(25%). This time also as observed wi th nouns and item 17' the S 
used a I-voice). that is. a transfer from their L1 The vowel 
in the stem 'turned into ist] and was used bv 31 Ss Other vowel* 
in the same position were 
ía] 
[93 
[el 
Ea] 
IA) 
Past tense allomorphs were applied bv 15 Ss and other 8 Ss 
repeated the stimulus without adding zànv zàllomoxph 
There are seven continuous í`orms:CSs e-io-às-ao-av-a4-ià)
C 
Ss. ;-14-ó-aó-az. 
S. 19 
S. 20 
S. 1 
S. as 
PS
r
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
The two main working hypotheses guiding this dissertation were: 
rn *f1 I.. l- Brazilian students have stored productive 
:gi (D morphological rules of their LE. rules 
that were tested are: ' 
Simple Past wewnar fmwen Simple Present Third 
Person Singular. and Plural of nouns. 
E- EPL Brazilian students are influenced by Portuguese 
morphophonemic rules responsible for the production of 
allophones and allomorphs. 
(__. IT ([3 Considerihg first hypothesis it is possible to conclude 
that in general terms our subjects have partially stored the 
FN productive morphological rules of however different stages 
of proficiency were noted if the different reanalyses used by 
the Es. are considered. The data however show we cannot W D' SU w 
completely confirm the first hypothesis but it allowed the 
ohservation that the production of inflected forms does not only 
Ú IT (B (E ‹'fi" D. TD depend on acquisition of basic rules presented in _ 
theoretical part of this work but also on other factors. In 
other words. the subjects applied different strategies proadly 
influenced by' Portuguese morphophonemic rules responsible› for 
the production of allo hones and àllomor hs. in fact confirmino v -
3 |..› ¡__.\
the second hypothesis. 
From the data, it is possible to recognize the use of 
morphological rules. although they do not always correspond 
to those of the native speaker/listener`s ones. The data can 
probably be analyzed in terms of an interlanguage, considering 
the latter a constantly changing process where modifications 
may occur as result of new input and greater experience in LE. 
Although the stimuli were the same. the purpose of this 
research was different from the author”s. Berko-Gleason (1958). 
since I was more interested in discovering the role of the 
automatic Li rules. in this case Brazilian Portuguese. when 
somebody is learning English as foreign language. Appart from 
the reanalyses hypothesized other rules were also applied by the 
Ss. such as overgeneralizations in cases where irregular forms 
were required i.e.[gltn + allomorph] instead of Iglsnl. and some 
Es. applie finl form where the past tense inflection was G. ‹" IT (Ú 
required. Analyzing in general the secondary hypotheses it can 
be said that Ss did not always use the reanalyses described 
beforehand. but an analogous pattern. Students` performance 
has been underestimated. The working hypotheses are better 
applied to beginners. 
Considering the reanalyses hypothesized the most 
consistently used was number three, it comes in first place in 
terms of productivity: 
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If the Eng. allomorph is 
/'-;z/ /-s/ C
1 
, , it devoices--~> , , -- I-voice] / -31 / -f/ 
'ä I 
This shows the application of the Portuguese rule that says 
that: c 
E- + strtdont C C 1 + coronel -í) É - voice 1 ---- Í - voice 1 
{_ 
+ voice 
_' ia I 
as had been shown in tables 1 to 10 where plural allomorph of 
legal words were required. as well as tables 17 and EO for third 
person singular formation. On the other hand no /-ff appeared ln 
final position, because of Es' sociolinguistic variety. In 
addition. the different direction of rules of assimilation in 
English and Portuguese. regressive and progressive respectively. 
must be pointed out. 
Reanalysis 1 comes in second place. that is. the addition 
of a thematic vowel whenever uonsonants other than íjfw/R/S 3 
appear in final position. in the noun system. On the other hand. 
if it is a verb an epenthetic vowel appeared depending on 3s` 
proficiency in English. This phenomenon was observed in almost 
r... 
|....› every table. as an evidence too of interference in FL 
learning. From those thematic vowels the most frequently used by 
Es ln this experiment were f and fel. depending on their r-1 F L.: 
sociolinguistic variety. From this one. reanalysis E is derived 
because whenever an ii] sound is also added or id] is› r-1 ‹¬- LJ 
affricated .See examples on table `. However. this reanalysis D) C3 
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was not quite productive. probably because of Ss. 
sociolinguistic variety or because they have already acquired 
the sound pattern of English. 
l-4 (f- Following in order of importance. appears reanalysis 4. 
refers to the adaptation into a homorganic of those consonants. 
vowels, and/or their distribution when they do not correspond to 
those of Li. Note that every table has a subtable that includes 
the variation of each sound adapted into a homorganic. This fact 
is stronger particularly in terms of vowel sounds. considering 
that there are 12 vowels in English. as opposed to 7 
Cconsidering only [- namnl) in Portuguese, besides differences 
in distribution of sounds, and differences in direction of 
assimilation processes already mentioned. 
The data permitted the observation of some differences in terms 
of substituion of homorganic sounds contrary to what was 
described by Steinberg Cl9853. 
Another point that resulted contrary to expectations was the 
production of Itl. in which most Ss. did not apply the 
hypothesized /R/ .but most variants demonstrated they had 
already' mastered the sound belonging to the American English 
system. Examples can be found in tables 7. 14 and 25. 
Reanalysis 5 derives from the one above. It refers to the 
insertion of a vowel splitting English clusters. This insertion 
produced a consequent syllabic reanalysis towards Li canonical 
form. An example of this appears in table 12 where the past 
tense of Erik] was required; the final cluster [kt] received a
Q N |,..›
vowel in between. because Li does not have this kind of 
distribution. 
Reanalysis 8, that is. the use of overgeneralizations can 
be :observed in all the items where irregular allomorphs were 
Eu ‹o required CTables 16 o and 31). It is possible Ss. could not 
compare the structure of these items to those of real words even 
when they had similar characteristics. Compare responses in 
table 15 for the item Ísrnl with those of irregular pseudo 
words. 
The last. reanalysis '7 turned out ix: be quite productive in 
item 11 íspnwl, where prior to the first sound in the stem an 
epenthetic ii] was introduced. This phenomena was also described 
(.. IT (U in theoretical part and confirmed by the data. 
Another important fact to be described is that of real 
words involved in the experiment. Glass. sing and melt 
C4-15-193 were items tested. No rote learning was observed in 
the data. Accordingly Ss. applied the same strategies and 
reanalyses as they did with pseudo words. The plural form of 
fe ç-. glass. past tense of eáng and me were not acquired as marked 
forms, Ss. did not internalize the rules for inflected forms. 
W (4- |... P* to W |....« |....| O Ll rules of phones and allomorphs play an important 
role even in relation to real words. The purpose of using pseudo 
words was to get some .information of what happens' with real 
words. considering semantic memory uses morphological 
information about stems implying the relation of those items to 
others which are independent from the context. 
¡..› [UM
1 
Scliar-Cabral and Locket C1975D clearly stated that each stem is 
not represented in the mind with all the inflections that it may 
assume in a context. Furthermore, Berko-Gleason”s test 
demonstrated in ctice ° Es. are able to use rules with 'SI gz (V IT gi. ‹¬' 
pseudo words. This determines that individuals have rules of 
extension that enable them 'to deal with new items, and the 
dynamic and reconstructed aspects of memory. 
In relation to both groups, a strategy observed in the 
advanced group was the repetition of the stimulus. allowing 
(T C (V ww Pw ' Feedba which reesulted ir: a closer approximation to 
what the correct res onse could be. The strategv of re etition P .. P 
gives the subject some time to assess the rule. to apply 
introspection and to avoid the immediate vanishing of the pseudo 
word in his/her short term memory. The advanced group also 
showed clear signs of monitoring their production CAppendix II 
includes all the items in contrast to each of the levels of 
proficiency tested). 
When comparing the groups it became clear that the tendency to 
produce í- vias] before silence occured in both groups and 
without great variance. It demonstrated that Ll interferes with 
FL plural formation. The same was true for the past tense 
allomorphs. where [t.d. or ¡d] were randomly used. However. in 
the vowel system. the advanced group appeared more proficient 
at the time of producing vowels of the English system. That is. 
subjects in the advanced group produced approximations closer to 
the appropriate sounds. The advanced group also produced 
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smaller number of thematic vowels in final position. although 
they aspirated ft) and [dl , what shows a higher level of 
proficiency. In the same way, fewer ”¿ng” forms were produced by 
the advanced students. as well as more appropriate past tense 
àllomorphs. (See item When comparing the items where third P* W \_1 
person singular was required. the advanced group did better. In 
addition. the advanced group did not show the neutralization 
between £w3 and Il] in final position. Summing up. it is 
possible to say that greater experience in the FL may diminish 
F IJ the interference from Li. There is some proof of this ` the 
data. 
The data provided clear evidences of Li interferences in 
terms of allomorphs and allophones. The substitutions made by 
Ss. in this experiment refer to àllophonic transfer; when. for 
C: Ç' 
example.they used a final í-voice) in a context where {+ voice) 
was required. Cíwvâgsl instead of íwàgzl; or distributionel
c 
transfers when confronted with a K + nas 1 in final
C 
T. high] 
position they produced à + nas 
Ã 
plus phonoarticuletory
L 
anticipation.
P 21 Just to conclude. ` practical terms the instrument has proved 
adequate for : 
4 ›-¬_,1 11:.-2
1- determining differerut levels of perceptual and 
phonoarticulatory proficiency but what is more 
important , the command of productive morphophonemic 
rules,and consequently,those points where the 
teaching-learning process should be improved: 
Plural formation 
Third person singular formation 
Vowel sounds 
Eústribution of velar-nasal 
2- It shows when rules are productively internalized. 
CNote past tense formation where the application of 
allomorphs is completely random). 
3- It shows the importance of metacognitive and 
metalinguistic strategies to make students notice they 
are not perceving the differences. 
4- Last but not least. it was observed that even teachers 
do not perceive such differences also because of their 
automatisms. 
The paradigm has proved useful in terms of EFL teaching-learning 
theories to~ be applied in classroom because the experiment 
has shown that perceptual and phonoarticulatory automatisms are the 
most difficult to overcome when learning EFL. It has also 
shown a certain order in relation to difficulties. Accordingly, 
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it has shown it is harder to acquire new automatisms for 
morphophonemic conditioning than it is to acquire phonemes that 
do not exist in the L1. For example. the conditioning rules in 
English are those of regressive assimilation while in Portuguese 
assimilatlon is progressive. Another important fact, from the 
point of view of theory. is that vowels proved to be 
more difficult in terms of perception and phonoarticulation 
than consonant patterns. although vowels are considered steady 
segments. 
" confrontation of different systems and non-structural ›¬3 fm 
factors interact in this troublesome area. Ll was automatically 
assessed by the students at the time of producing allophones and 
W W I- fa U C. allomorphs that belong to ices were made below the level 
of awareness. and although only Ll has been analyzed as source. 
there are many other factors that may take part in this process, 
¡._.‹ 
|.... 
. 
75' G individual differences and the kind of input received. If. 
as Krashen ClQ83. apud Odlin 19893 said: 
transfer is the result of falling back to old knowledge 
or L1 rule when there is lack of knowledge as a kind 
of strategy until the new rule is acquired Cp.343 
then. these students have not acquired new rules of English 
allomorphs. On the other hand. this phenomenon is not just a 
question of memorizing 1*ules. the 'solution is not so simple 
because tranfers are the result of unconscious processes in as 
much as they are automatic. ímprovements will not be achieved 
just by drawing students' attention to differences in the 
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system , but thr ough trai ni ng per cepti on and pr oducti on. 
Metalinguistic knowledge may be useful, but monitoring on the 
part of the students is also necessary. 
Discovering the problems in each group is the basic tool 
Por the development of teaching strategies that would tend to 
solve or at least soften the interference of Ll. Such strategies 
may include me-talinguistic knowledge. perception training and 
greater exposure to appropriate input. Higher frequency of 
structures and items i`\.mcrtionally used in classroom interaction 
may also help. It is necessary to involve the students in this 
process so that they may individually use learning strategies 
that would help overcome this stage in their learning process. 
A longitudinal research would be an inval uable aid in this 
area. It would accurately describe the different stages through 
which students pass while learning and using morphophonemic 
rules. Further research would also include control groups to 
test directly the advantages of using certain teaching 
strategies. 
12.7
Appandix I DATA 
Bërko-Glãason's Last ggpliad 
students 
Nr:O1£InLerm. 
Item Eespcnsã 
O1 wsgs 
O2 ”kaw5is 
O3 bars 
O4 ”glasis 
O5 *nizxs 
O6 lan: 
O7 kras 
OB xivs 
OQ `tãsis 
10 `g£§1s
H UÚl Hr 2 “r xr.. 
" Rssponss I-'4 (1- É5 
O1 wxgs 
O2 `kad3is 
O3 ”caers 
O4 ”gl€Sis 
O5 `nizis 
O6 lãns 
O7 ktss 
O8 tivs 
OQ *tzsis 
10 `gatid 
Nr:O3/Intërm. 
Ibam Rssponsa 
O1 wãgs 
O2 kag 
O3 Lars 
O4 *glasis 
O5 ni: 
O6 lsmz 
O7 kras 
O8 hifs 
O9 `tasis 
10 Gãst 
to EFLBrazi1ian IHTEEMEDEATE 
Nameiãäda 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckszis) 
Ctoris) 
Cglszis) 
Cnizis) 
Clãs) 
Ckras) 
C?ifis) 
Ctazis) 
Cgaƒis) 
H ‹-4' ([5E 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
18 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Hama: Úaniäl 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckszis) 
Ctoris) 
Cglãzis) 
Cnizis) 
Clãs) 
Ckras) 
C?ifis) 
Ctazis) 
Cgaƒis) 
Itsm 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Namë: Carlos 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckazis) 
Ctoris) 
Cglezisš 
Cnizis) A 
Clãs) 
(kras) 
C?ifis) 
Cbazis) 
cgàƒiâs 
1"* 
4.1.; 
Itâm 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
SO
8 
Raspønse 
is'p3wit 
rikab 
mated 
badxt 
sä*g 
glT*g¡t 
lugxt 
bT*g1L 
all gone 
nëzzt 
Rãspünss 
is`p3Tn 
riket 
matid 
bädib 
sÊ*g 
glTndid 
*luqgú 
bêjgid 
mãwtëd 
nszid 
Raspønsë 
spawäd 
cT*kiL 
mstid 
bsdit 
sõäg 
g1TgiU1 
ludet 
bT*git 
it's gone 
mszib 
Hypüth. 
Cispowqi) 
Crikifll) 
Cmnfiiqi) 
Cbaqiqj) 
CsTgiqÀ) 
Cglingiqi) 
Clugis) 
Cbingiqç) 
Cmswfiiqg) 
Cnazis) 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqi) 
Crikifli) 
Cmafliqgi) 
Cbaqiqi) 
CsTgi@;) 
Cglingiqi) 
Cluqçs) 
Cbingiqj) 
Cmawfiiqfi) 
Cnazis) 
Hypübh. 
C i spowrgi ) 
Crikifll) ` 
Cmügiggi) 
Cb3$iQ;) 
CsTgi¢i) 
Cglingigi) 
Cluqis) 
Cbingiqi) 
Cmawfliqi) 
Cnazis)
Nr:O4/Interm. Name: Flavia 
Item Response Hypoth. 
O1 wages 
O2 'kagxs 
O3 Lots 
O4 `glssis 
O5 *nizis 
O6 lënis 
O7 'ktssis 
OS ”hifis 
O9 'tasis 
10 `kaUxs 
Cwagis) 
Ckszisš 
Ctoris3 
Cglazis3 
Cnizisš 
Clãs) 
Ckrasl 
C?ifis3 
Ctazis) 
Cgaƒisõ 
Nr:O5fInterm. Name: Debora 
Item Response Hypoth. 
O1 wãgs Cwagis) 
O2 *ksfixs Ck€2is3 
O3 tätns Ctoris3 
O4 'glasxs Cglazis) 
O5 `nizis Cnizisš 
O8 lsnz Clãs? 
O7 ktes Ckrasã 
O8 ”×ivis C?ifis) 
O9 ”t€szs Ctazisâ 
10 `get1s Cgaƒisl 
Nñ:O6/Interm. Name: Scheila 
Item Response Hypoth. 
O1 ”wogs Cwagisl 
O2 'kagis Ckszis) 
O3 *tawãts Ctorisš 
O4 'glasis Cglazisl 
O5 `niziz CnizisD 
O8 `lsnes Clãsfi 
O7 ktãts Ckrasl 
O8 `xifis C?ifis3 
O9 tas Ctazisl 
10 ”gaU1s Cgaƒis) 
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Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
16 
15 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Response 
spo”wt 
`rekrd 
”m€sxd 
'bodxd 
sTng 
glãnded 
lugr 
bãnk 
”mstxs 
nszed 
Response 
”spoud 
`cskts 
'med 
'bodit 
sT*g 
glfäg 
`ludIt 
bãjg 
*mswtidi 
'nszid 
Response 
is”pawit 
yik 
`mawtit 
*badh 
sõäg 
Qlëíe 
”13qjd 
mõjg 
› ~ >‹»`‹..›f‹¡*‹›‹‹››.›,..,,.,‹ 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqiã 
Crikigiõ 
Cmofliçgiš 
Cboqäqçš 
czTg1q;3 
Cglingiqjš 
Cluqisñ 
cbingiqgs 
C nxswtƒi (gi 3 
CnazisD 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqiš 
crikigis 
Cmõfliqgiš 
Cboqçqç3 
câfgiqis 
Cglingigiš 
Cluqçsâ 
cbingiqçn 
Cmewflíqiã 
Cnazisš 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqi) 
Crikifli) 
Cmofiiggiö 
Cbo¢iq;D 
CsTgiqg) 
Cglingi¢À3 
Cluqisš 
Cbingiqil 
no responseCmawfl1¢i3 
'nauzid Cnazisö
Nr:O7fiInterm. 
Item Response 
O1 wog 
O2 kad5es 
O3 tears 
O4 `glssis 
O5 `nizis 
Oõ lêndets 
O7 kras 
O8 `hifis 
O9 °tasis 
10 `kazith 
Nr:O8/Interm. 
Item Response 
O1 `wogxs 
O2 `ka5is 
O3 tals 
O4 `glasis 
O5 `nizis 
OS `lënis 
O7 kras 
O8 `hifis 
O9 `tasis 
10 `gaU1s 
Nr:O9/Interm. 
Item Response 
O1 *wags 
O2 `ksqps 
O3 kacs 
O4 `glasis 
O5 `nizis 
Oõ lê*z 
O7 kcem 
O8 `xiv 
OQ `tasis 
10 `gsUis 
Name: Jorge 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisl 
Ckszis3 
Ctorisl 
Cglazis) 
Cnizis) 
Clãs) 
(kras) 
C?ifis3 
Ctazisl 
Cgafis) 
Name: Tricia 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckszisl 
Ctorisl 
Cgiazisâ 
Cnizis) 
Clãs) 
(kras) 
C?ifisD 
Ctazis) 
Cgaƒisš 
Name: Marilena 
Hypoth. 
CwagisD 
Ckszisš 
Ctoris) 
Cgiazisl 
Cnizisl 
Clãs) 
CkrasD 
C?ifis) 
Ctazis) 
Cgaƒisl
O 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
I t em 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Response 
is”pow 
”ysked 
`matad 
”botid 
sõ*g 
glT*gidhh 
`1udath 
bfägedh 
melt 
°n€2id 
Response 
isp3°wxd 
`tiketâ 
”mntidâ 
`b9wdit 
sx~*k 
glT*g3d 
'luQ;d 
*bT*gTn 
'mauts 
`nszTn 
Response 
ispowth 
`rikiLi 
`motid 
*bad 
sõ*g 
g1T*gxdh 
'luqg 
b^~*g 
`meutid 
'nazigi 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqjä 
Crikifliã 
Cm3¶1Q3i3 
Cboqjqiš 
CsTgiq;3 
Cglingiqil 
Cluqjs) 
Cbingiqiã 
C nxswtƒi :gi 3 
(nazis) 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqil 
Crikifllb 
Cmnfliqgiš 
Cbüqiqib 
CsTgiq;) 
Cg1ingi¢i3 
Cluqisb 
Cbingiq;D 
Cmawfliqçl 
(nazis) 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqil 
crikigfib 
Cmofiiggiõ 
Cbsqiqi) 
csígizgin 
Cglingiqiš 
Cluqis) 
cbingiçgu 
Cmswfliqgš 
(nazis)
Nr:10/Interm. 
Item 
O1 
O8 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O6 
O7 
O8 
O9 
1O 
Response 
wauts 
”ka5is 
Lawats 
`glasis 
ni:zis 
lênz 
'ktais 
'xivxs 
”tssis 
'gsflis 
Hr:11fiInLsrm. 
Item 
O1 
O2 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O6 
O7 
O8 
O9 
10 
Response 
wzgs 
`ks3is 
”tatis 
*glasis 
“nizzs 
lënis 
'Ktauzi 
xifis 
*basis 
”gE¢iS 
Nr:12/Inberm. 
Item 
O1 
O2 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O5 
O7 
O8 
O9 
10 
Response 
'wogës 
'ksgis 
Lars 
`glssis 
”izis 
lãns 
kce 
*hifis 
'tzsis 
`gflfiS 
Name: Marluce 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis3 
Ckszis) 
Cborisã 
Cglãzisâ 
Cnizisl 
Clãs) 
Ckrasâ 
C?ifis) 
Ctazis) 
Cgaƒisä 
Hama: Marcelo 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisš 
Ck€2is) 
Cborisš 
Cglszisã 
Cnizis3 
Clã) 
Ckrasl 
C?ifis3 
Ctazis3 
Cgaƒisã 
Name: Katia 
Hypobh. 
Cwagis3 
Ckszisl 
Cboris3 
Cglszisl 
Cnizis3 
Clãs) 
Ckrasš 
C?ifis3 
Cbazisõ 
Cgaƒis) 
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Item Response 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Item Response 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Item Response 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
1? 
18 
15 
EO 
spülãd 
EikTn 
m:¶Tn 
b3dTn 
sõäg 
QlT*gTn 
lu$Tn 
bT*gTn 
iz*maw 
n€zTn 
is”poit 
Cikid 
mübid 
baded 
sõäg 
glT*gKd 
luqpd 
bT*gid 
meltzd 
UEZ Id 
ispowêt 
*yikid 
matxdt 
bsdxt 
Hypoth. 
Cispowq;3 
Crikigiâ 
Cmafliqgiä 
Cbügiëiš 
Csígiqjl 
Cglingi§j3 
Clu¢;s3 
Cbingiqiõ 
Cmãwfiiqjš 
(nazis) 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqjš 
crikigas 
cmaqiqgiz 
Cbaqigiš 
czfgiqga 
Cglingi¢i3 
Cluqjs) 
Cbingiqjš 
Cmswfliqaâ 
Cnazisñ 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqçš 
Crikiflil. 
cmaU1¢5i3~ 
Cbaqjiiš 
sëg CsTgi@;) 
g1Tgidi 
ludidt 
bigidã 
mãlz 
nazzt 
Cglingiqiš 
Cluqisš 
Cbingi¢i3 
Cmãwfiíeiš 
(nazis)
Nr 
It 
O1 
OE 
O3 
O4 
OE 
O5 
O7 
O8 
OQ 
10 
:lã/Interm. 
em Response 
wãgôs 
'ksšis 
bors 
glesis 
nizis 
lãnis 
ktsvxs 
hwifs 
basis 
gets 
Nr:14fiInLerm. 
Item Response 
O1 
O2 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O5 
O7 
Oã 
O9 
10 
Nr 
wogs 
"1.~.f--›' z- l\(' l~> -‹) 
Lots 
glasis 
nizis 
lãnds 
kras 
Uifs 
basis 
gsfizs 
:lã/Interm. 
Item Response 
O1 'wegs 
O2 `ks3is 
O3 bots 
O4 `g1esis 
O5 `nizis 
O6 lãnbs 
O7 `kt€bs 
O9 `hifis 
O9 'tssis 
10 *gsfiis 
Name: Alexandre 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisi 
Ckszisš 
Ctorisš 
Cglszisl 
Cnizis) 
Clãs) 
Ckrasl 
C?ifis3 
Cbazisš 
Cgaƒisš 
Name: Charles 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisl 
Ckãzisl 
Ctorisl 
Cglszisš 
Cnizisš 
Clãs? 
Ckrasl 
C?ifis3 
Cbazisš 
Cgaƒis3 
Name: Saulo 
Hypobh. 
Cwagis) 
Ck€2isD 
Ctorisl 
Cglszisš 
Cnizisä 
Clãs) 
Ckrasã 
C?ifis3 
Ctazisš 
Cgaƒisl 
1':§ 
¿.~..' 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
lã 
EO 
Item 
11 
13 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
15 
20 
wre
H 
L)P 
<' ([2E
a 1.3 
14 
15 
15 
17 
lã 
lã 
EO 
Response 
spoTn 
ETkTn 
”m3wtTn 
*bodTn 
sTgT 
glT*gT 
'luded 
bëngT 
'mslt 
*nEZTn 
Response 
:s”pow¡d 
`:T*këL 
`motidi 
'boteb 
sT*kë 
glT*ged 
lugat 
bfägedê 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqifi 
Crikifliä 
Cmofliqgib 
Cboëiëiš 
CsTgiq;3 
Cglingigiñ 
Cluqisš 
Cbingiqpb 
Cmswgiíjš 
(nazis) 
Hypoth. 
Cispowëjl 
Crikiflíš 
Cmoflíggiš 
Cboáiqçl 
£sTgi¢;3 
Cg1ingi¢i3 
Cluqjsl 
Cbingigiš 
no responseCmswfl1Ê;3 
*nazxd 
Response 
Is*põ&* 
`Eiked 
`mot¡d 
'bodxd 
sT*g 
g1T*ged 
`1u@pd 
bT*ged 
`m5ut¡ 
*nszid
š 
(nazis) 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqib 
Crikifllã 
Cmofliqgil 
Cbogiqçl V 
CsTgiQ;D 
Cglingigiš 
Cluqisã 
Cbingigjš 
CmEwfl1¢;3 
Cnazisl
Nr:1B/Interm. 
Item 
O1 
OE 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O5 
O7 
O8 
O9 
1O 
Response 
wag 
kag 
tawãJ 
glssis 
nizis 
lëäz 
kraws 
hivrs 
basis 
gafils 
Nr:l7fiInLerm. 
Item 
O1 
OE 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O6 
O7 
O9 
O9 
10 
Response 
wugs 
kagis 
Lars 
glssis 
niziz 
mêniz 
kcaz 
hifes 
basis 
ces 
Nr:1ã£InLerm. 
Item 
O1 
O2 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O6 
O7 
O9 
O9 
10 
Response 
wugs 
kagis 
Lars 
glssis 
niz 
lãnds 
kras 
”×iPs 
tasis 
*gsƒis 
Name: Ligia 
Hypoth. 
Cwaflisä 
Ckszisb 
Cborisl 
Cglezis) 
Cnizisl 
Cläsü 
(kras) 
C?ifis3 
Ctazisš 
Cgaƒis) 
Name: Marcela 
Hypcth. 
Cwagis3 
Ckszisl 
Ctorisš 
CglE2is3 
Cnizisõ 
Clãs) 
Ckrasš 
C?ifis3 
Ctazisš 
Cdaƒisl 
Name: Kênia 
Hypcth. 
Cwagis3 
Ckszis3 
Ctorisš 
Cglszis3 
Cnizisl 
Clã) 
Ckras) 
C?ifis3 
Cbazisã 
Cgaƒis) 
E3 
Item 
11 
13 
13 
14 
15 
18 
17 
18 
15 
20 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Item' 
11 
13 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
êzzz uzzõzzmifàm' 
ze* U 
Response 
- Q 1s'pow 
”rikx 
'mogi 
*babá 
sT*g 
*glinedã 
`1ã$Tn 
bãxgâ 
”mswtedI 
nas 
Eespsnse 
ispowrt 
'cakatâ 
`m3tit 
”b3did9 
sã*g 
g1T*ged 
läds 
bTgã 
'mãltidë 
*nais 
Response 
is”powetQ 
*cikedã 
`m:t1dã 
*batida 
sT*gedã 
g1Tgedã 
'luzgi 
bT*gedã 
'mãitedã 
HEZ 
Fãáfi 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqiã 
Crikigiš 
Cmüfliqgiã 
Cbaqiqil 
Csfgiqjfi 
Cglingiqiâ 
Cluqjsš 
Cbingi¢i3 
CmEwfl1qi3 
Cnazisfi 
H""üth. JH 
Cispowqil 
Crikiflil 
Cm3§1Q3i3 
Cbaqiqiâ 
CsTgi¢i3 
Cglingigjš 
Clugjsš 
Cbingigiã 
Cmawfliqiü 
Cnazis3 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqi) 
Crikiqiš 
Cm3§1§3i3 
Cbaqiqiã . 
CsTgiÊi3 
Cglingiqifi 
CIUQÀSD 
Cbingiqjl 
Cmswfiigiš 
Cnazis)
Nr:19/Interm. 
Ibam Râspcnsa 
O1 'wogis 
OB `kz3is 
O3 Lwüts 
O4 *glssis 
OS `ni2is 
O5 lënz 
O7 kras 
O8 `xifiQs 
O9 `L€zis 
10 `gaU1s 
Nr:EO/Inbarm. 
Itêm Responsë 
O1 *wxgis 
O3 `ka5i 
O3 *bards 
O4 'glaszs 
O5 `niz: 
O6 lã 
O7 kra 
O8 ”xifs 
O9 `tasi 
10 *gsflis 
Name: Luciano 
Hypcth. 
CwagisD 
CkE2is3 
Ctoris) 
Cgl5zisD 
Cnizisš 
Clãs) 
Ckras3 
C?ifis3 
CLazis3 
Cgaƒisl 
Mamã: Lâandro 
Hypcth. 
Cwagis3 
Ckazisš 
Ctorisñ 
Cgl€Zis3 
Cnizisš 
Clãs) 
Ckras3 
C?ifis3 
Ctazisl 
Cgaƒis3 
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Itäm Raspcnsë 
11 
13 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
is'p3udê 
'tiki 
*mati 
*baqi 
sB*g 
”glê*gi 
l:$T 
bëäg 
Hypcth. 
Cispowqj) 
Crikiflil 
Cm3U1Q5iD 
Cbsqiqiã 
CsTgiqj3 
CglingiQ;D 
Cluqjs3 
€bingi¢¿3 
no responseímawfliqjä 
*nszid (nazis) 
Item Respcnsa 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
1Q 
30 
is`powed 
`rskid 
”mnted 
*bnbid 
Sfägid 
glãT*g 
`lad3Tn 
bãägid 
`mzlLiL 
'nezit 
Hypoth. 
Cispowgil 
Crikifl13 
Cmnfliqgiš 
Cboqiqg) 
CsTgiÊi3 
Cglingi¢;3 
CIUQÀSD 
Cbingi¢j3 
imswfiigjš 
(nazis)
Berko-Gleason's test šgplied to EPL Brazilian ADVANCED Students 
Nr:E1/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 `wogôs 
OB `k€qjs 
O3 *tocis 
O4 `glãsis 
O5 `niziz 
O6 lãnz 
O7 kcsz 
O8 'xifs 
O9 “tssis 
10 `g€Uã 
Nr:E2/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 `wãgs 
O8 'ksgis 
O3 tons 
O4 'glzsis 
O5 'ni:zis 
O8 lä:ms 
O7 ”kcaws 
O8 '×i:vis 
OQ ”tasis 
10 'kays 
Nr:23/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 'wâgs 
O2 `ks3is 
O3 tüts 
O4 ”g1ssis 
O5 `ni:zis 
O6 lënz 
O7 kras 
O9 `xi:fis 
O9 `tzsis 
10 `gaUis 
Name: Flavia 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckazisâ 
Ctorisã 
Cglazisâ 
Cnizisâ 
Clãs) 
Ckrasã 
C?ifis) 
Ctazisã 
Cgaƒisä 
Name: 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisl 
Ckszisl 
Ctorisš 
Cglazisâ 
Cnizisñ 
Clãäš 
Ckrasü 
C?ifis3 
Ctazisš 
Cgaƒisl 
Name: Juliana 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckezisä 
Ctorisš 
c ‹_z_z1 z.-.zi S3 
Cnizisb 
Clãs) 
CkrasD 
C?iFis3 
Ctazisl 
Cgaƒisl 
F-J É U1 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
là 
15 
18 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Item 
11 
13 
12 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
lã 
BO 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
là 
15 
16 
17 
19 
19 
EO 
Response Hypoth 
is`powQtH Clspowggä 
rakth Crlklfll 
`mot:dH Cmfl¶1q313 
bizdh Cb“@;@; 
sä*g CsTg1 
'klT*gãth Cglxngl 
”la$ës Cluúu 
bê*gthâ fblnglqgl 
`meltid Cmswfllfi 3 
`nâzis Cnaz1s“ 
Response 
is”p3at 
`xakit 
`nmtidë 
`b3didë 
sã×g 
`1äqis 
bêäg 
`mewtâdë 
'na:zis 
Response Hypcth 
is`powkãt Clspowq; 
”Cikãt Cr1k1Í1J 
`mnt:t Cmfifllgg 3 
1331» C13'J£'5.1.£'gJ.) 
sõäg CsTg1q;3 
“glT*gid Cgllngl 
Cluqgsz 
Cb1ng1@;3 
CmFwU1¢u¬ 
Cnazlsâ 
`1u¢is 
b7*kãt 
”maltëü 
*nszzis 
C1spowÉ; 
Cr1k1¶1) 
CmüU1j51z 
Cbü@;Ê;3 
Cs'Tg1 cgx.) 
glT*gedã 
Clugg ¬ 
Cblnglqp) 
Cm€wfl1q;D 
tnaz1s3
Nr:E4/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 wàgs 
O2 `ke3is 
O3 Lots 
O4 `gl€sis 
O5 `ni:z 
O6 lëns 
O7 kras 
O8 *xivs 
O9 *tesis 
10 geQ;s 
Nr:35/Advanced 
H ‹1- ¢E ~ Respense 
O1 ”wAgs 
O2 `ks¢is 
O3 ”toEns 
O4 'glasis 
O5 ”nizis 
O6 “tênts 
O7 `ktEbs 
O8 *xifis 
O9 *basis 
10 `g€fl1s 
Nr:26/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 ”w^gs 
O2 `k€q;s 
O3 tnts 
O4 `glesis 
O5 ”nizis 
O6 lE*zis 
O7 `ktibs 
O8 `xivs 
O9 `hzsis 
10 `gã$is 
Name: Janaina 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisl 
Ck€2is3 
Ctorisš ~ 
Cglãzis) 
Cnizis3 
Cläsš 
Ckrasl 
C?iFis3 
Ctazisš 
Cgaƒisâ 
Name: Francisco 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckazis3 
CLOris3 
Cglszisš 
Cnizisl 
Clãs) 
Ckrasl 
C?ifis) 
Ctazisš 
Cgaƒisl 
Name: Cristiano 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisã 
Ckszisl 
Ctorisš 
Cglazisl 
Cnizisš 
Clãs) 
Ckrasã 
C?ifis3 
Cbazisš 
Cgafisš 
13 6 
Item 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
18 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
18 
17 
18 
IQ 
EO 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
íã 
15 
17 
19 
EO 
Response Hypoth. 
”spcwid 
*cikeh 
`m:t 
mstid 
”sT*gid 
gl Täigi d 
*legis 
bT*gât 
”ma1th 
`ne:z 
CispowÊ;J 
Criki¶i3 
Cmnfilqgiš 
Cbnqiqjš 
Csfgiqiš 
CglingiÊ;3 
Cluqisš 
Cbingiqj) 
Cmewflíqil 
Cnazisš 
Respcnse Hypeth. 
is”powëth Cispowqil 
rikãt 
`m:trdã 
`b3tidã 
sã*gith 
glT*gid 
.lãš 
bã*g 
`mãlLidã 
nezz 
Crikiflll 
C nxr,-lfƒi L3"'“5i IB 
Cb3¢iq;3 
CsTgi@;) 
Cglingigil 
Cluqisb 
Cbingiqiñ 
Cmewfligiš 
Cnazisš 
Response Hypoth. 
spowt 
`tekitH 
`m3L1dâ 
`bndidh 
sã*gi¢; 
gl&*kQtH 
`lã$1s 
bT*gëtH 
`msltibh 
'nasis 
Cispow¢;3 
Crikiqil 
Cmnfliqziã 
Cbnqigil 
CsTgiqj3 
Cglingiëiã 
Cluqisl 
Cbingiqgš 
'C mãw'‹j'i :gi 3 
Cnazisš
Nr:27/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 wâgs 
O8 *ksgis 
O3 Lots 
O4 ”g1ssis 
O8 ”ni:zis 
O6 lãnz 
O7 kca:s 
O8 'xivs 
O9 'Lszis 
10 'gsflis 
Nr:EB/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 wogz 
O2 *ksgis 
O3 Lat 
O4 'glssis 
O5 `nizis 
O6 *le*zis 
O7 krãws 
O9 hifs 
O9 `t€sis 
10 'gsflis 
Nrišãfiâdvanced 
Item Response 
O1 was 
O3 `ksq;s 
O3 Lots 
O4 ”glasis 
O5 `nizis 
O6 'lenis 
O7 kras 
O8 `×ifis 
O9 'basis 
10 `gsU1s 
Name: Luciana 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckszis) 
Ctoris) 
Cglezis) 
Cnizis) 
Clãs) 
Ckras) 
C?ifis) 
Ctazis) 
Cgaƒis) 
Name: 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckszis) 
Cboris) 
Cglszis) 
Cnizis) 
Clãs) 
Ckras) 
C?ifis3 
Ctazis) 
Cgaƒis) 
Item Response 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Vivian 
Hame: Marcia 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckãzis) 
Cboris) 
Cglszis) 
Cnizis) 
Clãs) 
Ckras) 
C?ifis) 
Ctazis) 
Cgaƒis) 
1137 
spowãdh 
tskãdh 
mawtâd 
bâdrd 
së*g 
glT*gid 
lwgis 
bë*g 
msltib 
nszis 
Item Response 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
is`powdh 
rskith 
`mnt¡d 
bodtd 
sãäg 
g1ê*g¡d 
luqis 
bëäg 
msib 
nazis 
Item Response 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
19 
19 
EO 
is*powedH 
cskid 
mntxd 
bodtd 
sã*g 
glT*gid 
luqis 
bT*gid 
msltzd 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqi) 
Crikifli) 
Cmofliqgi) 
Cboqiqç) 
CsTgiqi) 
Cglingiqi) 
Cluqjs) 
Cbingiqáš 
Cmawfliëi) 
Cnazis) 
Hypobh. 
Cispowqp) 
crikirƒin 
Cmofliggi) 
Cboqiqp) 
CsTgi¢j3 
Cglingiqj) 
c1u.§›,ââ> 
Cbingiqi) 
Cmãwfliqi) 
Cnazis) 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqi) 
Crikifli) 
Cmnfliqgi) 
cbzzgizzib _ 
CsTgiq¿)' 
Cglingigiš 
Clugás) 
Cbingiqi) 
Cmswfliqj) 
nazid Cnazis)
Nr:30/Advanced 
P4 (1- ÊÚ ' Response 
O1 wãgs 
O2 `ge¶1s 
O3 `Lawers 
O4 `glasis 
O5 nizís 
OB la*gs 
O7 'krawäs 
O8 ”xiF1s 
O9 `L5sis 
10 gaflis 
Hr:Ê1fiAdvanced 
Item Response 
O1 *weg 
käf 
O3 Lots 
O4 `glssis 
O5 'nisis 
OE lãns 
O? kras 
O8 hazvs 
O9 “basis 
10 gsflis 
Nr:32/Advanced 
Ibem Response 
O1 `wug¡s 
OE *ksgxs 
O3 Lnris 
O4 “glssis 
O5 `ni:Is 
O6 `lãnis 
O7 kras 
OS xifis 
O9 'basis 
10 gsflis 
Name: Paulo 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis3 
Ckszis) 
Ctorisš 
Cglszisb 
Cnizisš 
Clãs) 
Ckrasš 
C?ifis3 
Ctazisl 
Cgaƒis) 
Nameiântonio 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisl 
Ckszisš 
Ctorisš 
Cglszisl 
Cnizisš 
Clãs) 
Ckrásš 
C?ifís3 
Cbazisš 
Cgaƒisä 
Name: Ricardo 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisš 
Ckãzisš 
Cboris) 
Cglszisš 
Cnizisš 
Clãs) 
Ckrasš 
C?ifis3 
Cbazisi 
Cgaƒisš 
38 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
lã 
EO 
Item 
11 
13 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Item 
li 
13 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
13 
lã 
EO 
Response 
is'powed 
'tsktd 
'motxd 
”boLid 
sëäg 
glëägid 
lwg 
bT*gT*g 
mzlbid 
nazT*g 
Response 
is”pDwib 
flskith 
`m3ti@i 
bndibh 
sãäg 
gl ã*~;f 
leqis 
bêäg 
meltid 
nas 
Response 
is”pojld 
'crkãd 
`mntrd 
*bndibh 
sfiäg 
glT*gid 
`luqjs 
bãn t, 
melbid 
ns: 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqiä 
Criki¶13 
Cmn¶1¢5i3 
Cb3¢;¢j3 
Csfgigjš 
Cglingiqiõ 
Clu¢is3 
Cbingigjš 
Cmãwfiiqiš 
Cnazisl 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqiã 
Crikifliš 
Cmsgiqgiš 
c bzõzy; zgz :z 
CsTgi¢;) 
Cglingigjš 
Clugisš 
Cbingigifi 
Cmewfligjš 
(nazis) 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqiã 
Crikifiil 
Cmafliqgil 
Cbngjgi) 
CsTgiq;3 
Cglingiqiš 
Cluqjsš 
Cbingi¢;3 
Cmawfliqjñ 
Cnazisš
Nr:33/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 
O3 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O6 
O7 
O8 
O9 
10 
wegis 
”ka3Is 
tots 
*glssis 
`nizis 
lams 
ktss 
xivs 
`tssis 
'gaflis 
Nr:34/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 
O2 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O5 
O7 
O8 
O9 
10 
`wags 
`ks5 
Lsts 
`g1€sêS 
nis 
led 
kra 
`xivs 
Las 
“saí 
Nr:35/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 
OE 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O5 
O7 
O8 
O9 
10 
`wugãs 
`kaqjs 
tons 
*glssis 
`nizãs 
lääz 
kras 
`×ifãs 
'tests 
'gsfils 
Name: Ivânia 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckezisâ 
Ctorisl 
Cglszisñ 
Cnizisš 
Clãs) 
Ckrasã 
C?ifis) 
Cbazisš 
Cgaƒisñ 
Name: Viviane 
Hypüth. 
Cwagisb 
Ckszisã 
Cboris) 
Cglâzisl 
Cnizisš 
Clãs) 
Ckras3 
C?ifis3 
Cbazisl 
Cgaƒisl 
Name: Leatrice 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisl 
Ckszis3 
Ctorisã 
Cglszisš 
Cnizis3 
Clãs) 
(kras) 
C?ifis3 
Cbazisã 
Cgafis3 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20 
F4 (F Ã 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20
E 
Response 
is”pow 
`UekTn 
mnt 
ben 
sT*gT*g 
QlT*g 
`lâ@fin 
`bë*gT*g 
”meltid 
`n^zT*U 
Respcnse 
is*powth 
Uowk 
iz`mowth 
`bad 
sT*g 
lê*g 
`1u@Kn 
bãäg 
`ma1Lid 
`nazT*g 
Hypoth. 
Cispowqçš 
Crikigiš 
Cmnfliqgiü 
Cbaqiqfiä 
CsTgi¢¿3 
Cglingigiš 
C1u¢isD 
Cbingiqiš 
Cmawfliëjfi 
(nazis) 
Hypsth. 
Cispowqil 
Crikiflil 
Cmnfliggil 
Cbnqiqiã 
CsTgiqç3 
Cglingi@i3 
CIUQÀSD 
Cbingi¢j3 
Cmawfligil 
Cnazisl 
Item Response Hypoth. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
lã 
20 
`spowed 
`tiked 
`mntxd 
boridh 
`së*gi 
`glT*ged 
`lu¢es 
bT*ged 
”mãltid 
*nazis 
Cispow¢;3 
Crikifllš 
CmDUi¢3i3 
CbDQiQi) 
CsTgi¢;3' 
Cglingiígiã 
Clugjsl 
Cbingiqifi 
Cmãwfliqjš 
Cnazisä
Hrzãõfiádvanca 
Itãm 
O1 
O2 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O6 
O7 
O8 
O9 
10 
Rasponsë 
wugas 
`ke3Is 
bars 
`gl€sis 
`nises 
lans 
kras 
xivz 
`t€sis 
gsflis 
Nr:37äAdvancQd 
Item 
O1 
OE 
O3 
O4 
O5 
OB 
O7 
O8 
OQ 
10 
Response 
wngs 
`kaUbs 
`tntis 
`gla:ses 
`nises 
lana 
krsbs 
xifs 
'tãsis 
gafläs 
Nr:38fAdvanc9d 
Item 
O1 
OE 
O3 
O4 
O5 
O5 
O7 
O8 
OQ 
10 
Rãsponsã 
wugs 
`k€qis 
Lars 
:g1a§is 'nlzls 
lã*s 
kras 
xtvis 
*basis 
gaflhs 
Name: arcosM 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisl 
Ckszis) 
Ctoris) 
Cglszisš 
Cnizisl 
Clãs) 
Ckras) 
C?ifis3 
Cbazisl 
Cgaƒis3 
Name: Nora 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisš 
Ckazisš 
Cborisš 
Cglazis) 
Cnizisš 
Clãs) 
Ckras3 
C?ifis3 
Cbazisš 
Cgaƒiãl 
Name: Julia 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckazisš 
Ctorisl 
Cglszisš 
Cnizis) 
Clãs) 
Ckrasä 
C?ifis3 
Cbaziãâ 
Cgaƒis3 
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Itäm 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
15 
EO 
I Lean 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Rãsponsä 
`spowd 
'nakêd 
mownted 
`b3did 
sõäg 
”glT*gsd 
`1êQçs 
'bõwgi 
`mQ1L 
naz 
Rëspünsa 
is”poT* 
`r€kiq; 
'mntidh 
*bsdith 
sõäg 
glãägaqi 
lãdTHg 
Hypoth. 
Cispow¢i) 
Crikifliš 
Cmsfiiqgil 
Cbsqigiã 
CsTgi¢;3 
Cglingiqfii 
Cluqisã 
Cbingi¢;3 
CmawU1qfi3 
Cnazis) 
Hypcth. 
Cispowqjš 
Crikifli) 
Cmnflíggiâ 
Cbsqiqi) 
CsTgi¢;3 
Cglingiqgš 
C1u@¿s3 
no responseCbingi¢i) 
”m9wbid 
*näsTëg 
Êäspünäë 
is`pDwt 
cikth 
'mntid 
bndith 
sãfig 
gl 5-Kg 
`lu¢;s 
bãäg 
melti 
`ne:zis 
Cmãwfliqáš 
Cnazisš 
Hypøth. 
Cispowqiã 
CrikiU1) 
Cmnfliqgiš 
Cbngiqgã 
CsTgi¢;) 
Cg1ingiÊ;3 
Cluqisš 
Cbingigfl) 
Cmswfliqfiš 
Cnazis)
Nr:39/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 *wugxs 
O2 ”ks31s 
O3 bowtxs 
O4 ”glesis 
O5 nizxs 
OB `lsnIs 
O7 kcas 
O8 'xifxs 
O9 'tests 
10 gxts 
Nr:40/Advanced 
Item Response 
O1 wxgs 
O2 *kegrs 
O3 bots 
O4 *glezis 
O5 `nizis 
O6 l3~ns 
O7 kraws 
O8 xifs 
O9 `tasis 
10 gagis 
Name: 
Hypoth. 
Cwagis) 
Ckãzis) 
C Lori s) 
Cglezisl 
Cnizis) 
Clãs) 
Ckrasb 
C?ifis3 
Ctazis) 
Cgajisb 
N ame : 
Hypoth. 
Cwagisl 
Ckazisä 
Cboris) 
Cglszisü 
Cnizisl 
Clãs) 
(kras) 
C?ifisD 
Ctazisfl 
Cgaƒisl 
Eugênio 
Eduardo 
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Item Response 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Item 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
lõ 
17 
18 
19 
20 
spownit 
raktd 
motxd 
bodrt 
sT*giL 
glT*geL 
luqçs 
bT*gxt 
Hypoth. 
Cispowq;3 
Crikifll) 
Cmofliqgil 
cbzzzgizgis 
CsTgiqi3 
Cglingiqil 
Cluqisä 
Cbingiqi3 
no responseCm€wfliqj) 
D 2-ZS 
Response 
spowd 
cskit 
mâtid 
bndid 
sã*g 
kl 'Tãí-g 
laqis 
bT*g1úiú 
melbid 
nazis 
(nazis) 
Hypoth. 
Cispowgiš 
Crikiflii 
c mrzgi zggi > 
Cbaqiqj) 
CsTgiq;) 
Cglingiqjš 
Cluqisl 
Cbingiqi) 
Cmewfliqiš 
(nazis)
Appendix II Comparison between groups 
ITEM 1 WUG Ewàgl plural Iwngzl, hypothesized response [ 
Subject Response 
|-››~›-››-› 
0) 
D) 
*` 
C) 
G] 
OD 
*J
C 
CQ 
J* 
0) 
U) 
** 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
INTERMEDIATE: Allomorph is) 19 SS. 
Homorganics in stem EO S5. 
Thematic vowel 7 S5. 
Intermediate 
wngs 
wxgs 
wegs 
wages 
wegs 
wngs 
wsg 
wagxs 
wags 
wegls 
wags 
wogas 
wagós 
wâgs 
wags 
w:>g'-5 
wugs 
wugs 
wogis 
wxgis 
23 -- 
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Advanced 
Subject 
21 
l'\v`\ GC. 
23 
E4 
E5 
25 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
'\f` JÔ 
34 
35 
35 
37 
38 
›^`f\ av 
40 
wagTVs] 
Response 
”wnu^s 
`wegs 
'wâgs 
`w^gs 
*wàgs 
`w^gs 
`w^gs 
wagz 
wags 
wegs 
weg 
`wugts 
wegis 
wags 
` wugas 
wugas 
wngs 
wugs 
`wug3s 
wxgs
Q 
ADVANCED: [sl EO Ss. 
(23 
...Ã 
0)” 
C' 
..>. 
-':"¬ ._>b. 
5 ._âfl
ITEM 2 KASH £Ka3J plural [Ka3], hypothesized response [°Kezis3 
Sub 
U)fl(3C]®(9fl)“
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Intermediate Advanced 
ject Response Subject 
`kaw3is 21 
'kaqis 22 
keg 23 
`ka3is E4 
*keflrs 25 
'kagis 28 
*kagës E7 
*kagis 28 
`keq$s 29 
*kagis 30 
”ke5is 31 
*ksgis 32 
`ka3is 33 
'kagis 34 
'kagis 35 
kag 36 
`ke3is 37 
”ka5is 38 
*kagis 39 
`ka21z 40 
INTERMEDIATE: Allomorph IS] 18 SS. ADVANCED [S 
fz] -- íz 
Homorganics in stem 16 Ss. 
Thematic vowels " 
Response 
'kaqis 
”ke3is 
'ksgis 
*kagis 
`kaq;s 
`keqjs 
*kegis 
*kagis 
°kE@jS 
*geflis 
*kaj 
`kaqis 
`ka5:s 
'kag 
*kagis 
`ka3is 
`gafl1s 
`kaq;s 
'kagis 
`k33is
H 
0)“[Ú WW* 
18 as. 18 Ss. 
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Item 3 - TOR [bat] plural EL3Cz3, hypobhesized response Eborisl 
Intermediate 
Subject Response 
#0)N'“ 
Lars 
radecs 
Lars 
bots 
Lncns 
`tawëts 
tsers 
LDJS 
Q kars 
10 `Lawars 
11 `Lotxs 
12 bars 
13 bots 
14 Lars 
15 Lars 
16 *tawsr 
17 Lars 
18 Lars 
19 Lwscs 
EO “tncds 
m¬flC7m 
INTERMEDIATE: Allomorph 
Homorganics in stem 
Thematic vowels 
Es] 19 
ízl --
4
1 
144 
z- ¬. `-¬ z_>`;. 
‹"'_ 
›..>‹3n 
f-'_ Db. 
Advanced 
Subject Response 
21 `tnris 
22 Lots 
E3 Lars 
24 tons 
25 'Lorns 
26 Lars 
27 bons 
28 Lar 
E9 Lars 
30 hawecs 
31 Lars 
32 basis 
33 Lots 
34 Lars 
35 bars 
38 tons 
37 basis 
38 Lars 
39 towcxs 
40 Lars 
ADVANCED [S3 19 Ss. 
[23 ~~- 
7 SS. 
4 Ss.
Item 4 - GLASS Eglasl plural íglasrzlz 
Intermediate 
Subject Response 
(I)-1C70]›P›(›)l\)'* 
'glasis 
'glasis 
`glesis 
`glaSis 
*glasls 
*glas1s 
'glasis 
`glasis 
9 *glasis 
10 'glasis 
11 ”glasxs 
12 'glasis 
13 ”glasis 
14 `gles1s 
15 `gl êtsis 
16 `glasis 
17 `glasis 
18 'glesis 
19 °glasis 
20 ”glesrs 
INTERMEDIATE: Allomorph Is 
Homorganics in Stem 
Themabic vowels 
'Z 
EO 
EO 
15 
145 
Ss 
33. 
SS. 
hypothesized resp. Iglezàsl 
Advanced 
Subject 
21 
22 
23 
E4 
25 
26 
E7 
E8 
29 
3O 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
35 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Response 
°glssis 
*glesis 
*glesis 
*glasis 
'glesis 
`glssis 
`glasis 
`glesis 
`glasis 
`glasis 
°glesis 
`glasis 
`gl€SiS 
'glasas 
`glasis 
`glesis 
*glazses 
`glasis 
`glesis 
*glesis 
ADVANCED [sl EO SS. 
fz; --- 
EO SS. 
20 Ss.
Item 5 - NIZ fnrzl plural Enmztzl, hypothesized response ínizisš 
Sub 
0) 
*J 
(9 
(H 
W* 
0) 
D) 
**
Q 
1o 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1:5 
17 
1a 
19 
flo 
INT 
Thematic vowels 14 SS. 
ject Respúnse 
°niz1s 
`nizis 
mis 
`nizis 
`nizis 
`niziz 
`nizis 
`nizis 
'nizis 
`nizz:s 
*nizts 
`izis 
`nizis 
”nizis 
*nizis 
'nizis 
`niziz 
`niZ 
”nizis 
, . DLZI 
ERMEDIATE: Allomorph Is] 
fz] 
Homorganics in Stem --
H 
UJGw 
lèü 
Subject 
21 
22 
23 
84 
25 
28 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
S5. ADVANCED ISÉ
Z 
Response 
`niziz 
”ni:zis 
`ni:zis 
`ni:z 
*nizis 
*nizis 
`ni:zrs 
`nizis 
`nizis 
`nizts 
”nisis 
`nrzxz 
'nizis 
his 
`niz'‹3:5 
`nises 
°ni59s 
`nizis 
`niz1s 
”nizrs 
16 SS. 
.\¢-›‹ 
C. DS. 
.:‹_' 
|..› W
Item 6 - LUN [lan] plural Clônzl, hypothesized response E1ã*s] 
Sub 
W* 
@(fl#(D0)“ 
ø¬
Q 
1O 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
INTERMEDEATE: Allomorph [SJ 11 SS. ADVANCED [S3 
ject Response 
lanz 
läns 
lemz 
lãnis 
lanz 
°1enes 
lëndets 
`lënis 
lšäz 
lãnz 
lënis 
lãnis 
lënis 
lšnds 
lãnbs 
lã*z 
mšniz 
*lãnds 
1 íënz 
lã 
ízl 8 àà. ízl 
Subject 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
EQ 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Response 
lãnz 
lãzms 
lënz 
lênz 
Eënts 
lã*zis 
lãnz 
`le*zis 
°1enis 
la*gs 
lêns 
”lšnis 
lams 
led 
lš*z 
lsns 
lens 
lë*s. 
*lanxs 
lãns
P W W 
f'-¬ -‹ V* 
Homorganics in stem EO Ss. EO Ss. 
Thematic vowels 8 SS. 5 Ss. 
147
OÓ 
`J 
CD 
(H 
#> 
0) 
D) 
*“
Q 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
Item 7 - KRA [kra] plural 
Subject Response 
kras 
kras 
kras 
krssis 
kres 
krsbs 
kras 
kras 
krsm 
krais 
krauzi 
kre 
krsvrs 
ktüs 
krsbs 
kraws 
kraz 
kras 
kras 
kra 
INTERMEDIATE: Allomorph 
Homorganics in stem 
Thematic vowels 
I'-1 
\¡ 
lñ 
L.: 
L.: 
I-* 
l-* 
U)**@ 
r-1 
T.- ›.>b 
Ss 
'Q-\ às 
'-.¬¬ ._>b . 
subjeút 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
E8 
EQ 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
ADVANCED Is] 
íkrazl, hypothesized response [kras3 
Response 
krsz 
'kraws 
kras 
kras 
krebs 
kribs 
kÉa:S 
krãws 
kres 
krawas 
kras 
kras 
kras 
kra 
kras 
kras 
krebs 
kras 
kras 
kraws 
18 Ss. 
1 Ss. 
15 Ss 
'¬-. _ :,
Item 8 - HEAF [hiyfl plural [hiyvs3.hypoLhesized res. 
Subject Respons 
(X)*JO)0']›!=-(.0[\)"' 
xivs 
tivs 
hifs 
*hifis 
°×ivis 
'xifis 
'hifis 
”hifis 
9 'xiv 
10 *xivzs 
11 °xifis 
12 °hifis 
13 'hwifs 
14 'tifs 
15 `hifis 
16 ”hivxs 
17 `hifes 
18 xifs 
19 'xifies 
EO xifs 
INTERMEDIATE: Regular 
Irregular 
Homorganics in Stem 
Thematic vowel
E 
Ccons) 
Cvowel3 
Pq»
M
w 
ü)O 
P*#›# 
149 
EP 
_¬ 
*gl 
,_ 
81% .-¬ 
subject 
E1 
E2 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
ADVANCED
f 
[?i V 
Response 
xifs 
xizvi 
'Xi:f`i 
xivs 
Udfis 
xivs 
xivs 
hifs 
`×ifis 
*xifrs 
hatvs 
`xifis 
xivs 
xivs 
”xifas 
xivz 
xifs 
xrvis 
*xifäs 
xifs
Q 
11 
18 
20
Q
S
S 
SS 
'-w: 4-\ 
C'.‹ 
'¬- Dê: 
Í-V-1 D1:
Item 9 -TASS íbssl plural Ibzsizl. hypobhesized resp. [*basis3 
Subject Response Subject Response 
G) 
G) 
*Q 
C3 
âfl 
4= 
U) 
D) 
*° *basis 
*basis 
'basis 
*basis 
*basis 
bas 
*basis 
*basis 
*basis 
10 *basis 
11 *basis 
12 *basis 
13 *basis 
14 *basis 
15 *basis 
15 *basis 
17 *basis 
18 'basis 
19 *bazis 
EO * b as i 
INTERMEDIATE: Allomorph ísš 
Homorganics in sbsm 
Thsmabic vowels 
23 
18 
EO 
15 
SS 
'?¬- 
›.›¬:› . 
e-‹ bân 
'_-*_ .Jb 
156 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
E5 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
*basis 
*basis 
*basis 
*basis 
*basis 
'basis 
*bazis 
*basis 
*basis 
*basis 
*basis 
*basis 
*basis 
° bz-IS 
*basis 
*basis 
*basis 
*basis 
'basis 
*basis 
ADVANCED Is] 19 Ss. 
z] - Ss. 
EO Ss 
17 SS
Item 10 - GUTCH 
Subject Respons 
®'¶(»01%(Dfl)” 
geflis 
”getid 
gest 
”ke¶rs 
'getrs 
'gaflís 
`kezith 
`ga¶is 
9 °gaUis 
10 `ga¶1s 
11 ”gaqis 
12 `geUis 
1 3 ' QUI 
14 *gaflzs 
15 *gafiis 
18 *gaflts 
17 gefi 
18 *geƒis 
19 'gaflrs 
EO *gafiís 
INTERMDIATE: Allomorph 
Homorganics in Stem 
Thematic vowels
E 
[S] 10 
{z3 
Cvowel) 
Ccons.D 
20
5 
15 
151 
SS cfl ›_>\3n 
\"¬'¬ 2:2: 
S5 
Ss 
Igâfll plural Egâflxsl, hypothesized resp.£gaƒis] 
Subject Response 
21 °ga¶e 
22 ”keU1s 
E3 'gegis 
24 *geqis 
E5 'gaflis 
26 `geq;s 
27 ”ga¶is 
E8 `gsU1s 
29 'gagis 
30 'geflis 
'geflís 
`gefl1s 
`gaU1s 
'gffitf 
°g€UiS 
'geflis 
`gaU1s 
` Qafƒës 
gxts 
`geU1s 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
35 
37 
38 
39 
40 
ADVANCED [S3 16 Ss. 
ízl - S5. 
EO S5 
4 Ss 
17 SS
Item 11 - SPOW Ispswl past íspowdl, hypothesized response [is°powq;] 
Subject Response 
®\J©(fl#(úh)“
9 
10 
ll 
18 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
INTERMEDIATE: Allomorph 18 S5. 
Epenthesis initial position 15 SS. 
Homorganics in Stem Cvoweib 13 S5. 
is'pnwiL 
is'pnTn 
spawxd 
spowt 
spoud 
rs'paw:L 
is°pow 
is°powtd 
ispowth 
spolad 
is*poiL 
ispowat 
spoTn 
Ls'powrd 
Is'põõ* 
is'pow 
ispowxt 
is°poweLa 
is`p3udë 
is`powed 
Subject 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
EQ 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
ADVANCED 
Response 
is'p3waLh 
is”poeL 
is”powkat 
spowid 
is°poweth 
spowt 
is`powedh 
is'powd 
is'powedh 
is'powed 
is'p:wiL 
is'pojld 
is'pow 
is`powth 
spowed 
spowd 
is”poT 
is'pnwth 
spownit 
spowd 
19 S5. 
14 S5. 
14 Ss.
Item 12 - RICK Ecrkl past Ecrktl, hypothesized response £?ikifl13 
Subject Response Subject Response 
®`10(fl#(»D)“ 
cikab 
'riket 
cT*kiL 
'rektd 
nekts 
gxk 
'gekad 
'riketa 
Q 'cikigi 
10 cikTn 
11 'cikid 
12 gikid 
13 :T kTn 
14 'rT*kat 
15 `ciked 
16 °rikr 
17 °teketa 
18 'rikeda 
19 'ciki 
20 °cakid 
*F stands for Hj! pbonoarticulatory csnticipatíon 
INTERMEEEA E Allomorph 17 Ss. ADVANCED 
Epenbhesis final position 4 Ss. 
ob Homorganics in stem Cvowel) 18 
Cconsonanb) 5 
153
O 
5% 
cakth 
'xekit 
ciket 
cikadh 
cikeb 
'cekith 
cakedh 
cekith 
*rakid 
'takid 
rekith 
°n¡ked 
*rekTn 
rowk 
”ciked 
*take 
° Eâkirgi 
rikth 
`cektd 
cakxt 
EO Ss 
1 C”.-. 
17 Ss 
1 ss
Item 13 - HOT im: 
Subject 
(O(¡)×‹10)0]›P~(:)[\)**' 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
líš 
17 
18 
19 
20 
t3 past-Imutxdl. hypothesized response fmogigil 
Response Subject Response 
mated 
' mz-:bi d 
' meti ci 
' mz-:s fd 
mad 
' mawti t, 
`mat5d 
` mznti da 
” moti ci 
` mn U`Tn 
* msti d 
`mDLrdr 
` mowtTn 
`m:Lidi 
`m3L1d 
*xníâífx 
” m:>L 1 L 
` mai. rda 
` moti 
mabed 
INTERMEDIATE: Allomorph 
Epenbhesis final posi bion 
Homorganics in sbem Cvowelš 
r-‹
\ ,or r ec L al l omor ph 
17
5
8
5 
154- 
"FS 
Ss 
Ss. 
Ss 
21 
22 
E3 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34- 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4-O 
ff stands for [lj] phonoc›.rti.cu¡.‹:vLory anticipation 
ADVANCED 
`m3L1dh 
* mútidê 
°m3txd 
' nnt 
' mzabi da 
° nubti dê: 
` mawtëd 
' mrüt Id 
` HDL Id 
` moi, td 
rnzbfziczi 
›' 
mzpt, rd 
`m3L 
i z ` mowbh 
` moi, Id 
mownted 
` mzäbi clã 
” múti d 
` :nat Id 
`1n/xbi d 
|-~ 
|~› 
C1 
O1 
O] 
CI) 
%?E'f*%§%?
-‹
SubJecb Response 
@`JD(fl#(úR)“ 
INTERMEDIATE Allomorph 
Epenfhesis findi position 
Homozganics in stem àwowelb 3 
Cozrect àllomorph 
SS 
~:'._. .JD . 
.-. DS . 
Item 14 - BOD [bad] past Ebndxdl hypothesized response íbagigl 
SubJect Response 
21 
E2 
23 
24 
25 
E5 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
. ADVANCED 
._›b- 
ÍI 
If)
W 8) ›~› 
UÍUU/¶
UK
Item 15 - SING Esrgl past [S20] ,hypothesized response {sT×gi$i] 
Sub 
m'¶(D0]%(Dh)“
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
EO 
ject Response 
sã*g 
sã*g 
sõäg 
sT*g 
sT*g 
sõüg 
sõ*g 
sx~g 
sõäg 
sõ×g 
sõ*g 
sãg 
sT*gTn 
sT*ka 
sT*g 
sT×g 
sãfig 
sT*geda 
sõ*g 
sT*gid 
INTERMEDIATE:Irregu1ar 
Overgeneralization 
Noun 
Homorganics in Stem Cvowel) ¿O SS. 
5 SS. 
2 S
7 
155 
SS 
S. 
Subject Response 
21 sã*g- 
22 së*g 
23 sõ*g 
24 sT*gid 
25 së*giLh 
as sõwgi zgi 
27 sã*g 
28 së*g 
29 sã*g 
30 së*g 
31 no response 
32 sõ*g 
33 sT*gT*g 
34 sT*g 
35 *sã*gi 
38 sõ*g 
37 sõ*g 
38 sê*g
_ 
39 ST*git 
40 sã*g 
ADVANCED 18 SS. 
4 Ss. 
1 Ss. 
20 Ss.
Item 16 - GLING tglrgl past [g1ag3, hypothesized response [glTgiqç3 
Subject Response Subject Response 
K)®"QQ(H#(DD)P 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
20 
glT*g1L 
”glTndid 
glT*giU1 
glãnded 
9lT*Q 
slëšg 
givxgiúh 
glT*gxd 
glT*gädh 
glT*gTn 
glT*gxd 
glTgidi 
glT*gT 
glT*ged 
glT×ged 
'glineda 
glT*ged 
glTgeda 
`glã*gi 
gleT*g 
INTERMEDIATE: Irregular 6 
Overgeneralizabion 14 
Epenbhesis final position 4 
Homorganics in stem Cvowelb EO 
157 
z¬_ os 
Ss 
Ss 
/-'Q bb. 
21 
E2 
23 
24 
25 
25 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
ADVANCED 
k1T*gaLh 
giT×geda 
glT*gid 
glT*gid 
g1T*g1ú 
glõ*kabh 
glT×gid 
glê*grd 
glT*gid 
glã×gid 
glëag 
glT*gid 
QlT*g 
lš*g 
glT*ged 
glT*ged 
glã×gedâ 
glë*g 
glT*geth 
klT*
N
“ 
OIU 
GIW
Q 
if* 
83 
,_-. 
%)v
Item 17 - LOODGE Iluwgl 3r 
Subject Response 
0)\10)0]›P-(1)[\)"' 
*luglt 
`lu¢id 
`1udet 
”1u$I 
'ludxt 
lzötgid 
*ludath 
`luQid 
9 uuzgi 
10 `lu@Tn 
11 'luzgeú 
12 `ludidt 
13 `luded 
14 ”lu$et 
15 'luzgâú 
lâ °lgIn 
17 lxds 
18 'lucgi 
19 lnqín 
20 ”la$Tn 
d.p.sing. Eluwgxsl, hypot.re 
Subject 
21 
22 
23 
24 
E5 
26 
27 
E8 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
35 
37 
38 
39 
40 
*Í stands for Hj) phonoorticulatory o,nti.ci.po,ti.on. 
INTERMEDIATE:3rd.allomorph 
past
1 
11 
Homorganics in stem Cvowel3 20 
CconsonanLD 6 
158 
C'_ 
f"¬ bb. 
f¬-. :>§ 
f¬ 
ADVANCED 
sp I luzgisl 
Response 
°lacgSS 
`lë@js 
”luQçs 
*lëqfis 
lëfë 
`lâ¢Is 
`lwqis 
`lu¢js 
*luájs 
läg 
'la@iS 
`lu¢is 
`lAqín 
*lu$T* 
`luqps 
`laqis 
lãdT*g 
luqis 
`luQflS 
”lë@;s 
15 Ss. 
20 Ss. 
1 Ss.
Item 18 - BING [blg] past Ebaql, hypothesized response {bT*giq¢3 
Subject Response Subject Response 
@`JC)@|#0)N'“ 
bT*g1t 
bõjgàâ 
bT*giL 
bë*g 
bãjg 
mí; ,jg bvageúh 
bT×gTn 
Q bô~*g 
10 bT*gTn 
11 b7×gid 
12 'bigida 
13 bëngí 
14 bT×geda 
15 bT*ged 
16 bš*g8 
17 bTgad 
18 bT*geda 
19 bë*g 
EO bê*gid 
INTERMEDIATE: Irregular 
Overgeneralization ” 'Sw W? 
Epenthesis final posibion 4 SS 
Homorganics in Stem Cvowell EO S5. 
159 
21 
22 
E3 
24 
25 
26 
E7 
28 
EQ 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
ADVANCED 
bê*gtha 
bê*g 
bT*kat 
bT*get 
bã*g 
bT*gath 
bë*g 
bê*g 
bT*gid 
bT*gT*g 
bã×g 
bënt 
bê*gT*g 
bã*g 
bT*ged3 
bë*gi 
no response 
bë*g 
bT*gIt 
bT*gidid 
12 SS. 
8 S5.
1
w 
OIU 
B” 
8? 
W. z-¿.‹==,'#£24'%‹Ei 
Item 19 - MELT Emeltl past Imeltrdl. hypothesized response ímewfliqgl 
Subject 
0)`JC)(71›P›(.\)[\)"'
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Response 
all gone 
'mswtad 
it°s gone 
'mobis 
*mawbidi 
no response 
melb 
”meuts 
'meutid 
iz`mew 
`melLrd 
malz 
melt 
no response 
*meuti 
'mawtedr 
'malbida 
`malLed8 
no response 
`malLiL 
INTERMEDIATE: Allomorph 
Epenthesis final position 
Homorganics in Stem (sons. 
Correcb allomorph
3 
P'¶C]m Wfpglw- 
160 
Subject 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
E8 
E9 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
35 
37 
38 
39 
40 
ADVANCED 
P^D)N N50
1 
Response 
”meltid 
”mewtadë 
*melbad 
` mal th 
`meltida 
`malttLh 
'maltít 
mal t, 
*meitrd 
maltid 
meltid 
meltid 
`meltid 
'maltid 
'maltid 
melt 
'mewtid 
melt 
no response 
°meltid
¬ ` ` _ 
I-'^ G1 
‹f'?.W
Item 20 - NAZ ínazl 3rd.p.sing.[n221z3. 
Subject Response 
0i)'~1C)O]›P-(,\)l\)""
Q 
10 
11 
18 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17' 
lã 
19 
EO 
nazrt 
n 9:2 i d 
mezit 
nezid 
`nezid 
`nauzid 
nazid 
n az Tn 
n z-tz i :gi 
nazTn 
nazrd 
n êtz I t 
na2Tn 
naztd 
nazid 
nas 
nazis 
nez 
nazid 
nezit
n
~
n 
n 
‹
n 
‹ 
à 
~
z
\ 
s
‹
~
‹ 
hypothesized resp.[nazis3 
subject 
21 
22 
E3 
24 
E5 
E6 
27 
v'\f` LO 
E9 
-sv- OU 
31 
32 
-'\-fx QO 
34 
35 
35 
37 
38 
.`¡¬ Jd 
40 
Response 
*nazis 
`ne:zis 
`na:zis 
`nE:Z 
nã: Z 
`n$SiS 
`nazis 
`nezis 
*nãzid 
`nazT*g 
nas 
naz 
n^ZT*g 
`nazT*g 
`nezis 
naz 
nãsT*g 
nazis 
nas 
*nazis 
INTERMEDIATE:3rd.allomorph 1 S5. ADVANCED 9 SS. 
Poxa» sb. 1 D5. -.L ~¬ "" 
Homorganics in Stem Cvowelš EO S5. 20 SS. 
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